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FIELD STATIONS VISITORS, 1957
ACRES
1. Arches;
1,000; 'JLoeh, Utah; Harry Reed, custodian
4,520.00
2. Aztec Ruins; 14,30:3; Aztec, N. M.; T. C. Miller, cust.
25.88
3. Bandelier; 14,580; Santa Fe, N. M.; C. G. Harkins,
26,026.20
custodian; George II. Sholly, grader operator.
4. Canyon de Chelly; 1,422; Chin Lee, Ariz.; Johnwill Faris, 83,840.00
custodian.
5. Capulin Mountain] 26,100; Capulin, N. M.; H. Farr, cu.
. . 680.37
6. Casa Grande; 53,661; Coolidge, Ariz.; A. T. Eicknell,
472.50
custodian; David J. Jones, park ranger;- Jiimnie Rodgers,
Strer.ple Coyle, Victor Scholz, Teddy lavage, and James
Holt, CCC guides and helpers.
7. Chaco Carvon; 6,014:Cnaco Canyon.N.M.;L.T.McKinney,cu.
21,512.37
8. Chiric'^ia^ 9 .228;Douglas ,Ariz.;Frank L. Fish, cust.
4,480.00
Enrollee Mintoh and CCC Guides Homer Bennett and .
William Stone.
'
• • • . . . .
9. El Morro; 2,298; Ramah, N.M.; R. R. Budlong, cust.——--240.00
10. Gila Cliff Dwellings; 250; Cliff, N. M.; no c u s t o d i a n —
160.00
11. Gran Quivira; 4,414; Gran Q,uivira, N.M. ; G.L.Boundey,cu.610.94
12. Hovenweep; 500; in charge of T.C.Miller, Aztec, N. M.
285.80
13. Montezuma Castle; 9,815; Camp Verde, Ariz.; Earl Jackson,
520.00
custodian; Edwin C. Alberts, park ranger.
14. Natural Bridges; 740; Blanding, Utah; Zeke Johnson, cu.—
2,740.00
15. Nava jo; 329; Kayenta, Arizona; John Wetherill, custodian;
560.00
William F. V. Leicht, park ranger.
16. Organ Pipe Cactus; 5,000; Ajo, Ariz.; no custodian
330,670.00
17. Pipe Spring; 1,042; Moccasin, Ariz..; Leonard Heaton; cu.40.00
18. Rainbow Bridge; 500; Tonalea, Ariz.; no custodian
160.00
19. Saguaro; 20,000; Tucson, Arizona; no custodian
63,284.00
20. Sunset Crater; 10,000; Flagstaff, Ariz.; P. Beaubien T ——
3,040.00
21. Tonto; 5,568; Roosevelt, Ariz., T. Onstott,. in charge
1,120.00
22. Tumacacori; 18,472; Box 2225, Tucson,Ariz.;L.Caywood,cu.10.00
25. Walnut Canyon; 10,772; Flagstaff, Ariz. ;P,Beaubien,rang.960.00
24. White Sands; 91,552; Alamogordo, N. Mex.; Tom Charles,
142,987.00
custodian; James B. Felton, park ranger; Joe Shepperd,
grader operator.

25. Wupatki; 2,080;Flagstaff.Ariz. ;P.Beaubien, in charge

35,865.00

26. Yucca House; 400; Cortez,Colo. ;T.C.Miller;Aztec ,N.M.
Total—291,426 visitors 1957; 1,152 sq. mi.; acres

9.60
724,619.96
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P ENIN G

By Superintendent Frank Pinkley,
Southwestern Monuments,
Coolide?, Arizona.

Dear Mr. Director:
The month of April was a mild and pleasant month over the southern
part of our district but was marred by one young blizzard over the
northern part. All roads were open and travel seems to have been heavy
over them. Roads around Montezuma Castle were hard hit by the ^torm
mentioned above but are being repaired and put in £ood condition at
this writing.
Travel to our monuments was much larger than last month or last
year for the same month. We are a little puzzled by this because
business conditions are a little tighter and curio dealers and other
luxury businesses report the tourist purse to be less open than it
was two or three months ago.
Business conditions are: reported on the under side of g^od; for
the first rime in a coupla of years business charts shew no v;hite spots
of good business in our district.
As of April T.'.0, several personnel changes have taken place. ClerkStenographer Millard Singerman transferred to the Petrified Forest National Monument and was replaced by Russell Landry. Pcpers have come
through for the appointment of James Brewer, Jr. permanent ranger at
Aztee Ruins National Monument, and Donald Lgermeyer, permanent ranger
at Casa Grande National Monument. Daviu T. Tonos completes his tour
of duty at Casa Grande Mational Monument and returns to his station at
Wupatki National Monument for the summer season. Jesse D. Jennings and
Jane have gone to Ocmulftee National Monument and Edwin Alberts has been
appointed ranger at Montezuma Castle National Monument. The time of
Thomas Orstott, temporary ranger at Tonto National Monument, expired
and this interesting and well visited monur.ient will have no one in charge
during the month of May.
Visitors to the number of 31,720 kept our men busy this month and
many thousands of them could net be reached with our information and
protection services because of lack of personnel. This makes 137,052
visitors through the winter season or sines the first of last October
and compares favorably with the 113,251 visitors for the same period of
the previous year. This increase, I am ha'opy to report, has not occurred
at any of the monuments where damage would result.
Our CCC camps at Bandelier, Ghiricahua, Chaco Canyon, and Casa
Grande have continued to function in a very satisfactory manner. We
have a new CCC camp, NM-5-A, near Flagstaff, Arizona, starting May 1.
With this camp we hope to get some very necessary work done at Walnut
Canyon, Sunset Crater, and Wupatki National Monuments. While officially
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the camp is ours as of May 1, it is really yet under construction and we
will probably be unable to get our personnel installed and the camp at
work for •another sixty days.
Our financial situation is very much better since the release to us
of cur impounded funds and it looks as if we will be able to get caught
up with motor equipment replacements, office equipment, and the many
other supplementary needs which we had feared we would not be able to
fill. This means that vie will be able to function to the fullest extent
next fiscal year.
Approval was given by the Advisory District Grazing Board to the
extension of our boundaries at Arches National Monument. This opens the
way to an enlargement of that rr.onument for proper administration. Following the proclamation, if and when issued, we will be ready to ask for a
CCC camp for the preliminary development of that monument.
All field work has been uone OE the problems of Saguaro National
Monuments and the results are. in the Washirgton Office awaiting further
action.
We note that satisfactory progress has been made in Washington on
the ChiricaLua extension and ^.re anxiously awaiting the proclamation.
We are able to report progress on the extension at Walnut Canyon
National Monument and this problem also is in the Washington Office
awaiting further action.
We are looking for a pretty heavy travel season this summer and
have the papers .of all temporary rangers in for approval so that we
may be prepared for the visitors when they arrive. We are still undermanned at several places and thus unable to give satisfactory service
all over the district, but we ere in a much better condition in this
regard than we were three or four years ago.
We look forward into the next fiscal year with considerable satisfaction and can promise a good year of service if there is no impoundment of our funds.
Cordially,

Frank ?inkley,':
Superintendent.
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CONDENSED REPORT
IN WHICH ARE GIVEN HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MONTH
Coolidge, Arizona,
May 1, 1938.
The Director,
National Park Service,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Director:
The Condensed Report for the month of April, 1938, follows:
April
April
April
To First Travel Yr.
1938
1937
1936
To Date
of April
—
—
Arches
150
446
596
Aztec
3,449
1,102
701
4,681
8,130
Bandelier
845
667
742
3,097
3,942
Canyon de Chelly
G5
4
284
22
349
Capulin Mountain
1,100
1,000
3,600
600
4,700
Casa Grande
3,823
3,627
20,365
3,436
24,188
Chaco Canyon
340
803
1,377
791
2,217
Chiricahua
1,050
3,241
1,087
550
4,291
El Morro
206
114
624
42
830
—
—
Gila Cliff Dwellings
0*
25
25
Gran Q,uivira
263
202
229
1,072
1,335
Hovenweep
0*
—
—
—
—
Montezuma Castle
1,107
948
1,054
3,287
4,394
0*
—
—
Natural Bridges
147
147
—
Navaj*
34
83
117
—
—
Organ Pipe Cactus
800*
4,200
5,000
Pipe Spring
214
38
96
731
945
-—
Rainbow Bridge
10*
66
76
Saguaro
2,472*
1,302
1,200
14,600
17,072
—
Sunset
227
1,784
289
2,011
Tonto
717
2,835
840
876
3,552
Tumacacori
2,571
7,695
1,808
1,700
10,266
Walnut Canyon
2,209
635
647
3,117
9oe
White Sands
28,397
39,097
8,278
5,709
10,700
Wupatki
169
264
146
416
585
0*
—
Yucca House
70
70
TOTALS
105,332
22,719
18,830
137,052
- -31,720
^Estimated
Same date a year ago- -113,251
INCREASE- - - 28,801
This month brought a sharp upturn in travel records with 31,720 visitors to the monument as compared with 22,719 in April, 1937, and 16,159
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CONDENSED REPORT (CONT.)
recorded during March, 1938. A detailed discussion of travel is given on
page 346-d-of this report, Heavy influx of visitors to several' monuments
for the annual Easter Sunrise Services had much to do with the large volume of travel.
000 GENERAL
010 Matters of Unusual Interest or Importance
Arches: The proposed boundary extension has been approved by the
Advisory Board of the local Grazing District (see p. 296). New and
spectacular arches were located during the month (see p. 297).
Bandelier: The custodian disarmed and took into custody a man who
threatened his life (see p. 331).
Chaco Canyon: A large section of ruin wall fell (see p. 341).
Montezuma Castle: For safety it haa been found necessary to limit
parties in the ruins to nine persons and the guide (see p. 307).
Tumacacori: What is believed to be the remains of an ancient barbecue pit was discovered during April on the monument (see p. 314).
Walnut Canyon: The advance contingent to prepare buildings for the
new C'CC lamp arrived April 18 (see p. 290)-.
020 General Weather Condltlens.
With the exception of cold and wintry weather at Navajo and Capulin
Mountain, ana unusually cold and wet weather at Natural Bridges,
normal spring windy and variable weather has prevailed throughout the
Monuments. Casa Grande reports a hot dry April.
100 ADMINISTRATIVE
120 Monument Inepections by123 National Park Service Personnel
Arches: Superintendent Nusbaum.
Bandelier: Dale King, Herb. Maier, Win. Wirt, W. W. Yeager, M. J.
McColm, and Mssrs. Finney, Ayers, Pesonen, Alexander, Ballard, and
Reed.
Casa Grande: Jack Diehl, H. A. Montgomery, and A. E. Underlain.
Chaco Canyon: Dale King and Cal. Miller.
' Chiricahua: Jack Diehl, H. A. Montgomery, and L. V. Randau.
Canyon de Chelly: Dale King.
El Morroj Wm. Hogan, Erik Reed, and Ernest Reed of Yosemite.
Gran Q,uivira: Jack Diehl and H. A. Montgomery.
.' Montezuma Castle: Jack Diehl, H. A. Montgomery, A. T. Bicknell,
A. E. Underbill, and J. H. Tovrea.
Natural Bridges: Superintendent Kusbaum-(see p. 339).
Tonto: Jack Diehl and H. A. Montgomery.
Tumacacori: Frank Pinkley, J. K. Tovrea, Dale King, and Luis
Gastellum.
Walnut Canyon: H. Miller, L. Gastellum, A. Keuhl, H. Cornell,
D. King, M. J. McColm, Jack Diehl, and H. A. Montgomery.
White Sands: L. V. Randau, C. Richey, J. Hamilton, Jack Diehl,
and H. A. Montgomery.
125 Other Government Officers
" Aztec Ruins: Jack Frost, U.S.G.S. (see p. 289).
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CONDENSED REPORT (CONT.)
Gran Quivira: Inspector Farrar (See p. 288).
Labor Situation
Montezuma Castle: Many men are applying for work (see p. 307).
Tonto: The mines have laid off many men (see p. 316).
170 Plans, Maps, and Surveys
Navajo: A survey to determine the most practical site for the proposed headquarters is being carried out (see p. 295).
180 Circulars, Placards, and Publicity .
Arches: Two photos of scenes in the monument together with a writeup of the area appeared in the current issue of "Southern Utah News
and Views" (see p. 297).
Bandelier: A photograph in color of the ruins of Tyuonyi appeared
in the May, 1938, issue of the National Geographic Magazine. This was
one of several photos and write-ups of national monuments included in
a long feature article on the State of New Mexico (see p. 332).
Casa Grande: The informational map-folder is in demand (see p.332).
Headquarters: Personnel photos were provided for the Associated
Press (see p. 346-b). One thousand and fifty of the informational mapfolders have been sent out to fill requests.
White Sands: The May issue of the National Geographic Magazine contained a color picture of the Sands (see p. 317).
140

200 MAINTENANCE, IMPROVEMENTS, AND NEW CONSTRUCTION.
210 Maintenance, UnuGu.r.l
Bandelier: Repairs to the burned garage are nearly complete. Residences have been put in shape for the season (see p. 331).
Casa Grande: The difficult task of unplugging the sewer line was made
necessary by plant roots entering the joints in the tile (see p. 346).
Montezuma Castle: Preparations for surfacing the entrance road are
well under way (see p. 304).
Pipe Spring: Repairing the dirt roof of the old cabin was completed
with some difficulty (see p. 293).
Tumacacori: Work of capping the old cemetery wall was started and
other stabilization work is planned (see p. 313).
White Sands: Sand blown over the roads has- kept the grader operator busy throughout the month (see p. 286).
220 Improvements
Montezuma Castle: A rustic sleeping porch was made (see p. 304).
Pipe Spring: One new fireplace and three garbage can stands have
been finished in the campground (see p. 293).
" Tumacacori: Repairs have been made on the Custodian's residence*
and the planting plan is progressing (see p. 313).
250 New Construction
Chiricahua: The new residence is practically complete and the custodian has moved in (see p. 319).
231 CCC Construction
Bandelier: Walls and roof of the Lobby and Sales Room were completed, the Employees' Dormitory is ready for plastering, the Operator's Residence has been started with the basement finished and footings to sub-floor height, three walls of the Power House are up to the
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five foot height, and the generator is being installed (see p. 332333).
Casa Grande: The shop is ready for plastering, the warehouse up
to lintel height, 29 man-days were spent on the sewer and general
clean-up, and 71 man-days making adobes (see p. 326).
Chiricahua: On the Bonita Highway 500- square yards of banks were
sloped, the masonry wall around the utility area is 95 per cent complete, and the custodian's residence was completed (see p. 320).
Mobile Unit: Four man-days were spent in wall patching, four mandays in repairing fence, 86 in cleaning, ditches, 62 in repairing
cappings, and 315 in wall support work (see p. 342).
252 R. D. Construction
White Sanes • Work has been slow on tha buildings, wiring has
progressed well, planting is 95 per cent complete, and the well
holes now contain water of questionable quality (see p. 2S5-286) .
300 ACTIVITIES OF OTHER AGENCIES
320 Cooperating /.gercies
BandeVLer. Scaled Que-il were provided by the State Department of
Game ana Fish (see p. 332).
Canyon de Chelly: Fine cooperation has been received from the
concessionnaire (see p. 299). The U. S. Geological Survey intends
to carr^ on work in the monument during the su:rjner (see p. 300) .
Chaco Canyon: Protection of banks is bein^ planned by the Indian
Service and the Soil Conservation Service (see p. 340).
Chiricahua: As a fire suppression aid, a visibility map of the
area from Sugar Loaf Lookout has been made by the USFS (see p. 319).
El Morro: Scaled Q,uail have been reestablished on the monument
through the aid of the State Game and Fish Department (see p. 336).
Headquarters: Personnel of the Indian Service and of pueblo Grande
were of great assistance in obtaining photos of Pima pottery and
basket making. The Eoyce Thompson Arboretum aided through identifying herbarium specimens, and the Arizona State Highway provided
plants which were sent to Tumacacori for the plantings (see p.348).
Walnut Canyon: The Forest Service provided landscaping plants
;
(see p. 298) .
„.
350 Donations and Accessions
Bandelier: One piece of Jemez pottery and a Bepdire Crossbill
study skin were obtained during the month (see p. 331-332).
Casa Grande: Forty-two bird study'skins and a copy of Haury and
Gladwin's new book, "Report on the Excavations at Snaketown", were
received (see p. 321).
Headquarters: The Branch of Education received 288 lantern slides
and 300 feet of movie film, while the machine shop obtained taps and
dies, a paint gun, drills, and a cutting attachment for the welder
(see p. 346).
Montezuma Castle: One flat-top museum case was donated (p. 304).
400 FLORA, FAUNA, AND NATURAL PHENOMENA ••
410 Ranger, Naturalist, and Guide Service
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Casa Grande: The new Desert Trail is in use (see p. 327).
Montezuma Castle: Park Ranger Jennings was replaced by Alberts.
A botanical garden has been started (see p. 304-5).
White Sands: Contact work is better organized. Difficulty is
being encountered in separating "recreationalists" from "knowledge
seekers" (see p. 287).
420 Museum Service
Bandelier: Park Naturalist King installing exhibits (p. 331).
El Morro: Lack of space is a great handicap (see p. 337).
460 Bird?"
"Bandelier: Bird banding records are on page 332 as is also the
report of the Scaled Q,uail killed by a oobcat.
Casa Grande: Nine new species for th<3 monumont were recorded
(see p. 324). Bird banding records show 76 birds handled (see p.
346-c) .
El Morrc: Nesting, eagles aroused visiter interest. Scaled Quail
were released on the i.ionument (see p. 337) .
Montezuma Pestle: .Betty Jackson's report is on page 308.
Pipe Spring: The bird-banding report is on pag3 293.
Tumacc- :ori : Thirty-two birds were oanded. One recovery is noted
and returns are discussed on page 313-31^.
470 Animals
Gran Quivira and Tonto report many rattlesnakes (pos. 288 and 316).
Montezuma Ccstle; humpbacked Suckers are ve:~y scarce (see p. 305).
Tumacacori: A detailed description of a battle between a tarantula
and tarantula hawk is recorded on page 315.
480 Miscellaneous
• Chaco Canyor; Threatening Rock continues to move (see p. 341).
Montezuma i"jr,tle. Considerable interest is being shown in the
local game protective organization (see p. 306). The custodian is
marking plants for future transplanting (see p. 306).
Natural Bridges: Wet weather has made the area inaccessible by
car.
.....
Tont^: Almost no wild flowers are blooming this year (p. 316).
White Sands: An interesting biological problem may be near solution (see p. 317).
500 USE OF MONUMENT FACILITIES BY THE PUBLIC
510 Increase or decrease of travel
Aztec Ruins: This month marks the all-time record (see p. 289).
Casa Grande: An analysis of attendance is given on page 345-f.
Chiricahua: The only monument reporting a drop in travel this
month.
•. . . ».. , , '
;
520 Affecting Conditions
'
Aztec Ruins, Casa Grande and White Sands greatly raised their
travel records through Easter sunrise services.
550 Newsworthy Visitors
Tumacacori: Fourteen delegates to the convention of Mu Alpha Nu,
and 43 members of the Sierra Club visited the monument (p. 312) .
540 Public Camps
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600 PROTECTION
610 Police
Bandelier: Robert Hostettler was brought before the U. S. Commissioner for threatening the custodian with firearms (see p. 331).
620 Fire
Chiricahua: A crew of CCC enrollees suppressed a fire outside the
monument on April 4 (see p. 318).
640 Destruction of Predators
El Morro: Two house cats were removed (see p. 336).
650 Signs
• •
Montezuma Castle: Three warning signs were installed in weak
places in the Castle (see p. 304).
700 ARCHEOLOGY, PREHISTORY, AND HISTORY
Tumacacori; An interesting pit believed to have been used for meat
roasting was discovered during the month (see p. 314).
Casa Grande: Cleaning and cataloguing of study specimens has been
carrieu on (see p. 322).
900 MISCELLANEOUS
Yucca House: One large section of the wall has fallen in the southeast corner of the ruin (see p. 291).
MAIL COUNT
Incoming:
Official
Personal
Total incoming

1,941
1,528
3,269

Outgoing:
Official :>nly
2,851
. Total outgoing
TOTAL POSTAL M I L

2,851
6,120

Telegrams:
Incoming
34
Outgoing ,
25
Tot al\»t elegrams
GRAND TOTAL PIECES OF MAIL HANDLED

57
6,177

Cordially,

Frank Pinkley,
Superintendent.
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Helton, P
range:
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

Visitors t h i s month, 10,700; t o t a l since October 1, 10?,,232.
TRAVEL
Twice as many Deopie were counted as visitors to the monument during the past month than on any previous month since ,the ranker went on
duty at the Whits Sundo. A larger percent^;" of tnes'e "dudes" were
contacted and given information than in the D&st. The Play Day accounted for neerly naif of thr visitors actually checked while going
into the sands. Easter Sunday was also responsible for a boost in our
travel figure. Wtek-enu visitors increased in number, with more of
them coming on Saturday^,. Via the black-too higlway, 1,009 cars and
trucks irtth 5,OSS people wer? checked into the monument. Estimating
the casual visitors who stop along Highway 70 to set.- the White Sands,
our total figures are 10,700 people and 1,570 automobiles.
CONSTRUCTION
Work on the buildings was generally slow. Several minor jobs, such
as installing equipment in the photographic laboratory and the work room,
were completed. Wiring and installation or switches progressed with
nearly all the circuits operating. Lack of outlet covers and parts for
panel switches delays
delays the
tie fiinistiing of this .vork. Not being able to
obtain lime, cement,
aem-.-rt, and
sad stucco for the utility buildings causes them
to remain unpl&sterca.
astered
Screens were,
installed in both residences during the month, but
e insta
residence §2 remains
in practically the same stage as last month. Not
s in
having floors in throe
of the rooms mea
a n s that the painting, instaNahree o
tion of fixtures, and hanjing of doors cannot be done. If the house is
to be finished soon, the floors will have to be laid.
Planting is 95 per cent complete and several of the cottonwoous are
beginning to leaf out. The cactus, sage, and saltgrass see-r. to be growing, while the yuccas and rab.;it brash look as If they would die. It is
understood that little success has been obtained in transplanting native
shrubs anywhere. However, the roots of all these plants ma.' produce
new shoots next spring. The general effect is excellent and ne hope
that enoug;. of the planting will survive to cover the bare ground around
the buildings.
Several large well holes dug by the RD seem to have a quantity of
water in them. The quality of this liquid remains unknown, but from
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WHITE SANDS(CONT.)
the taste the ranger can anticipate the "dudes" reaction if it is .used
for drinking purposes. All the pipe line from headquarters to the
artesian well has been dug up. After treating this, we understand that
some of it will be used to bring water from the new '"ells to the monument facilities. Under pressure the domestic water pipes have held up,
but the three inch sanitation line has had many leaks, causing much
trouble. The boys now have this line pretty.well corked up and it
looks as if we shall be able to handle the public /rhen the water arrives.
VffiATHER
Strong winds bringing many samples from the.Dust Bowl have been
frequent this month. Southern New Mexico soil has filled the air, and
on occasions has limited visibility to less than a mile. During the
worst storms, the "ceiling" out in the sards was practically zero. On
April 6, light showers ware general over the Tuiarcsa Basin.
ROADS
Our spring winds have moved a few large sard dunes onto the unpaved sections or the Monument Highway making maintenance difficult.
Much overtime has been put in by our grader operator in order to iceep
the road open for week-end travel. In spite of all his efforts, there
were many days when visitors were forced to buck heavy sands in going
to the turn-around. Another constant source of trouble is the breaking through of the clay olate. This must be repaired or large chuckholes develop.
Visitors making a loop drive to White Sands from El Paso via Las
Grices are complaining, in loud voices about the condition of Highway
70. None cf the new section east of the paving has b^en opened to the
public, while the old road in this section is deteriorating rapidly
under heavy trucking.
GENERAL
Giving the visitor service at White Sands is a problem the ranger
has by no means solved. Generally speaking, our week end "dudes" are
seeking recreation. Most of these we count as locals as they have
visited the monument on previous rccasions and are little interested
in the geology or ecology of the area. We average over a hundred cars
of this type of visitor every Sunday. Naturally, in a few of these
groups,we have people who would like all the information obtainable
on the Sands. At present we are doing our best to find these folks,
but it is hard to be sure that some are not missed.
Once the museum is operating, the job of separating the recreational visitor from the educational will be simplified. We might compare
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WHITE SANDS (CONT.)
this unit with a threshing machine, dividing the chaff from the grain.
However,large numbers of visitors will always tend to make our educational contacts short in order to reach all the customers. With the
addition of the museum, the visitor who comes to play in the sands will
probably go on, only spending time to receive instructions; while the
interested "dudes" will linger to see what we have and how it is put
over.
This closes the best month for the White Sands since the ranger
went on duty here. This is true in spite of poor road conditions and
adverse weather. Daily travel picked up and on clear week days we were
exceptionally busy. 0'vt-:>f-3tate traveler."? who visited the Sands are
wondering why we aro net; better advertized. The general opinion is
that we are not -jell enough kno^m nationallv. Once this condition is
overcome, travel figures to the White Sands will no doubt compare
favorably with several of our National Parks.,
PARK SERVICE VISITORS
L. V. Randau. II. A. Montgomery, J. H. Diehl, Charles Richey, and
Engineer Hamilton, all from the Regional Qrfice.
SPECIAL VISITORS
Mr. Tom Martin, former landscape architect, N.P.S., with Mr. Evert
Beach. Thoy were over-night visitors April 14. Dr. Fred Emerson,
botanist, New Mexico Stete Teachers College.
*******SWM*******
We are very interested in that part of Ranger Felton's report dealing with finding the information-seeking visitor and giving him the information he wants, at the same-time not bothering the recreational
local visitor who does not war.t information. As Mr. Felton points out,
this is almost impossible under present conditions with the traffic
routed around our administration group, but when the new road is paved
down in front of our buildings and the traffic into the heart of the
sands has to come through our parking area and past our office door,
we will be able to find the information seekers without trouble and
let the recreational visitor go through with only a moment's stop.
We feel that it is not going to take so very long to give the
visitor at White Sands the information he seeks so far as answering the
basic questions may be concerned.—F. P.
******SWM******
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George Boundey, custodian,

\o/U I V I K A
Gran Q,uivira, New Mexico.
Visitors this month 263; total since October 1, 4,677.

Weather for the month has been cold with much wind and dust. On
the thirteenth the thermometer registered six below zero.
I have made considerable use of the dump truck during the month.
Our work has been.principally cleaning up trails, etc.
Engineers-piehl and Montgomery from the Santa Fe office paid us a
visit on the twelfth. On Sunday, April 17, Government Inspector Farrar
from San'-Fa?ahcisco spent a couple of hours looking over the ruins.
Eighteen thousand dollars are now availpble ;or grading the 18
miles of bad road between here and Carrizc^o, This read is the shortest
route between El Paso and Santa Fe and is bound to be a mud' travelled
road.
The spring of 193C was very wet here at Gran Quivira and there was
a profusion of flowers which were entirely abser-t in IPo7. If we can
get some moisture during the next few weeks,we can add to our collection of desert plants considerably. As we only started last spring,we-have--iyajzri _able to collect only the more common varieties.
In spite of the cold, several of the spring birds are starting
nests. Last spring a pair of sparrow hawks built a nest %a the old
mission and every part:' of visitors disturbod them, but 'they are back
in the same old nest again- tiaa—spring.
Saturday and Sunday (Easter) were the two wannest days we have
had so far this month. Mr. Russell, who looks after the visitors on
Saturday, reported seeing a number of rattlesnakes, but it wasn't until Sunday afternoon that they began to come out in any numbers. We
had about seventy visitors that afternoon and, although we stuck
strictly to the trails, there were several snakes in sight at one
time. Am sorry it happened, as it is not good advertising. But I
don't seem to have much control over the snakes.
Mountainair is working hard to procure from the Carnegie people
a library and museum building and the prospects are very favorable that
they willsget them. Mountainair people are hard workers and I fear this
county will 'be combed for museum material just as it was at Tumacacori.
******SWM******
We are glad to note the increase from 202 in April last year to
263 this year. Gran Quivira can stand that much of an increase, and
we like to have visitors come if we are equipped to handle them and
take care of the ruins. F.P»
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GRAN QJJIVIRA (CONT.)
That is good news about the $18,000 being available for expenditure
• on the road between Gran Q,uivira and Carrizozojnot so much that it will
make a good road of it, but it wjll tend to mark one .of the many roads
so that a fellow can travel the same one a second time, a thing I don't
think I have been able to do in these many years of trying. I generally
just jump off in a direction about south south-east by east and come
out some place along the railroad above Carrizozo or, bearing too far
to the west, wind up by joining the Carrizozo-Soccoro road. In either
case it is then easy to get to Carrizozo.—F. P.
******SWM*** ***
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custodian,

A z t e c , New Mexico.

V i s i t o r s t h i s month, 3,449; t o t a l s i n c e October 1,

7,565.

GENERAL
Travel to this mor.umrnt for the month of April, 1238, has proved
to be the largest net registered total number ever recorded in the history of the monument with 3,449 visitors in 819 cars and buses. Travel
for the month of April, 1937: 1,102 people. This shows an increase of
2,340 people, '^his increase is mainly due to the large number of visitors who attended the second annual Easter Sunrise Services, a report
on which will be found under a different heading in this record. All
roads in northwestern New Mexico have remained open and greatly improved
as compared to their condition in the past. The roads in Colorado are
also much improved and better maintained than ever before. The passes
in the higher elevations have been closed a few times by snow slides,
but in general they have been so much better than in former years that
we cannot complain.
WEATHER
Normal temperatures have been noted with about the average number
of clear warm days, cloudy days, and a few wind storms.
STATISTICS
Max. temp. (Apr. 18)
77
Min. temp. (Apr. 2 and 8)
15
Precipitation
1.14 inches

Clear days
Partly cloudy days
Cloudy days

14
9
7

SPECIAL VISITORS
Jack Frost, of the U. S. G. S. was here March 25 and 29. Mr. and
Mrs. H. R. Rodgers (Mr. Rodgers is State Superintendent of Schools) and
the San Juan and McKinley County Superintendents and many local school
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teachers were monument visitors April 1.
Land Office, April 3.

John E. Casey, of the State

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE OFFICERS
Archeological Foreman Vivian, Engineer Read, Trading Post Operator
Tanner and the Navajo Indian CCC enrollees of the Mobile Unit at Chaco
Canyon were here on business March 26. Custodians McKinney and Faris
from Chaco Canyon and de Chelly, April 1.
ACTIVITIES OF OTHER AGENCIES
The Westward Ho Curio Store opened its doors for business March
27. The curio store is locatec on the Abraais property about 20 feet
west of the parking area. It is being operated by Mr. and Mrs.. E. P.
Josey. The:,- are putting, in a gooa line of curios and serve cold drinks
and sandwiches.
WEDDING BELLS
On Sunday, April 10, Miss Carolie Taylor of Aztec became the bride
of Custodian McKinney, Chaco Canyon National Monument. The ceremony,
including the ring service, was performed by Rev. J. A. Bell, pastor
of the Farmington Methodist Church. The wedding ceremony took place
in the .Custodian's residence at 3:45 p. m. Thirty-one persons attended
the wedding' including members of the immediate family, National Park
Service officials, and friends. The Kings from headquarters were present , and Dale and I had a lot of fun at the expense of the bride and
groom. We welcome Carolie to the Park Service. She is one of the best
known and most popular girls around these parts.
We were all guests at a fine wedding supper following the services.
MONUMENT INSPECTIONS

• "'

I was in Chaco all day on April 9. That was my first trip into
Chaco since December. The Mobile Unit has certainly improved the
looks of Bonito. Both the wall capping and patching has been well
handled and looks like a mighty good job. I returned to Chaco on
April 10 to attend the wedding mentioned elsewhere in this report.
On April 20 I left Aztec at 7:15 a. in. , spent the entire day in
Hovenweep and Yucca House National Monuments, and returned to Aztec
at 8:30 p. m. At Hovenweep I found several large herds of sheep that
had wintered in that country. The owners of the sheep are now engaged
in shearing the sheep near the monument boundary. Last winter seemed
to be a hard one on the Hovenweep ruins as a number of small sections
of the walls have collapsed recently. No evidence of vandalism was
noted at any of the ruins. However, much sheep sign can be seen all
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over the monument property and the ruins.
Yucca House'seemed to hold its own except on the southeast corner
of the ruins where one large section of wall has fallen. The roads in
that country were dry but rough. In McElmo Canyon a large WPA crew is
working on the road. From ten miles north of Shiprock to Farmington,
I was in a rain storm; a regular cloudburst that flooded that whole
country.
MAINTENANCE, IMPROVEMENTS, AND NEW' CONSTRUCTION
The bracing and reenforcing of the museum floor was completed
during the month. Much clean-up work has been dene, and to date part
of the monument ditches have been cleaned. A new mail box was put up
at the monument entrance. This monument will soon have daily mail
service.
EASTER SUNRISE SERVICES
The largest crowd ever to assemble at this monument came together
at sunrise on Easter morning when,2,463 people attended the Easter sunrise services. Most of this crowd was assembled in the Great Kiva and
anterooms where the services were held by the religious organizations
of San Juan County, united as one body.
This large crowd arrived in 500 cars and buses, coming from the
following states: Washington, California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado,
Utah, Texas, Illinois, and Nebraska. Numerous New Mexico cars from
distant parts of the state were present. Although traffic on the highway leading to the ruins and in the parking area was heavy, no accidents
were reported.
To scout masters, scout organizations, and state police belongs
much credit for parking cars, giving information, and assisting in every
way possible in handling this crowd.
The help of Custodians Faris and McKinney and two local guides was
greatly appreciated. Custodian McKinney drove in from Chaco Canyon that
morning and attended the services and returned to Chaco immediately
afterward, while Faris stayed on the job until 6:30 p. m. Both boys
did excellent work, McKinney was especially good in maintaining order
outside the Kiva while services were going on.
TRAVEL
During the month 3,449 people entered the monument in 819 cars and
buses, coming from 29 states, the District of Columbia, Cuba, and
England. Total travel since October.1, 7,565 people. Travel for the
corresponding period of last year, 4,190, an increase of 3,375 people.
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GUIDE SERVICE
Total visitors contacted in the field and museum or both,
Number of field trips- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Number of museum trips - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Total guide minutes in the field - - - - - - - - - - - Total guide time in museum - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Total guide time - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3,243.
142.
147.
5,300.
3,710 minutes.
9,010 minutes.

******SWM******
Carroll's report brought us the first details of the wedding and
we are all happy, I am sure, to welcome Carolie into the organization
as another Honorary Custodian Without Pay. Lewis will introduce her
to the duties of the position.
The sunrise service seems to have been a big success and seems
to have been handled without damage to the ruins, whi^h was an everpresent danger in the back of our minds. We think this is the only
place a large audience is handled directly among the ruins and are
glad to know that three of our own men and the boy scouts carried the
policing out in such a satisfactory manner.—F. P.
******SWM******

PIPE SPKING

By Leonard Heaton, acting custodian, Moccasin, Arizona.

Visitors this month, £14; total since October 1,

1,256.

Monthly report time again, and I have not accomplished all that I
set out to do this month at improving the monument. There have been
so many visitors that I have not been able to do much work outside.
Also there have been several days that have been too stormy to do much
out of doors.
But with all the ups and downs, I have no complaints about my
work or what has been accomplished. I feel pretty good about it.
The travel for the month has been considerable more than that of
last month, and more than usual for April, which I can't quite understand. Most of the people have been visitors that have come out especially to see the monument.
Guided Visitors
Visitors- - - - - - - - - - - Parties - - - - - - - - - - - Average persons to' party- - - Total minutes of visitors - - Average m,inutes to party- - - SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS

117
34
3.43
710
20
292

Unguided Visitors
Visitors97
Parties - - - - - - - - - 18
Average persons to party- -5.36
Total minutes of visitors - 357
Average minutes to party- - 20
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PIPE SPRING (CONT.)
I have had visitors from the following states: Arizona, Utah,
Idaho, California, Nevada, Kentucky, Indiana, New York, Colorado, and
from Belgium—a big variety for April at this monument.
Bird banding has been carried on through the month with the following results:
New Birds Banded
Gambel Sparrow
Song Sparrow

April
59
12

Previous
307
21

Total
366
33

Repeats
Gambel Sparrow
Song Sparrow

244
29

385
45

629
74

Returns
Gambel Sparrow

14

22

36

WEATHER
The weather has been somewhat cool at nights through the month, with
ice several times and some snow, hail, and rain which has been a great
help to the country and the livestock.
Clear days, 11; Partly cloudy, 9; Cloudy and stormy, 10.
My work outside for the month has been re-roofing with clay of the
west cabin, where the wind and rain hayotaken the clay and bark off
during the past nine years. On April 4, I put two loads of dry clay on
the roof, but in the afternoon a hard west wind came up, lasting until
the evening of the fifth. It took off all that I had put on, so on the
sixth I went to work and put six loads on and tamped them down and they
are staying or. fairly well. It needs some rain to help pack the dirt
down. I also made three garbage can racks or stands to hold the cans
from blowing and being knocked around. These I set in the ground so
that they can't be moved about.
This week I made one fireplace in the camp ground which makes two
now completed. I want to get two more made before the summer is on us.
I have also started a general clean up of the fort. I want to wash all
woodwork and mop up all the floors this next week.
On April 20, 55 new enrollees came into the camp to fill up the
ranks, and the past two days I have been having most of them up at the
fort, so that I have not been able to get this report on the mail today.
I will have to go to town to post it if it gets into headquarters on
time.
Since we visited the Tumacacori Mission last month and know somewhat
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of how it is built, my wife and I have been discussing it and I happened
to have a copy of the monthly report and we noticed that the mission in
the Southwestern Monuments seal did not fit the Tumacacori Mission. We
are wondering if it is supposed to be the Tumacacori Mission or some
other one that I don't know. If it does, the fellow that made the
picture got the negative wrong side before and has the entrance on the
right side instead of the left as it should be. It may be some other
mission, if so it is OK. But I was wondering.
In closing, I am enjoying my work and only wish that I could work
faster and get more done, but I guess if I keep hammering away things
will finally get where I want them.
******SWM******
Congratulations to Leonard for the discovery he has made in connection with the church in our Seal of the Southwestern Monuments. The
church in the seal is symbolic of the historic units of our Service and
was not intended to be the Tumacacori any more than the ruin on the
distant mesa would represent Wupatki, or the volcano in the "background
represents Capulm. Tov. did use the front of T.vnacacori but reversed
it intentionally, partly to show that it was not intended to represent
that church and partly for artistic reasons as he didn't want the high
tower at the edge of his picture. We spoke of this on the fly leaf of
the January report and said: "He also put the two stories on the bell
tower in allusion to the never-ending argument between Tov. and the
Boss as to how the Tumacacori bell tower would have be?n finished; the
Boss, being no draftsman, is unable to show it as it really would have
been, but closes with this Underwoodian shot, that it certainly wasn't
going to be finished that way!"—F. P.
******SWM******

NAVAJO

By William F. V. Leicht, park
ranger, Kayenta, Arizona.

Visitors this month, 34; total since October 1, 117..
GENERAL
A newcomer to Navajo National Monument this past month, I am including in this report a few first impressions. At the outset, I wish
to express my deep gratitude to Custodian John Wetherill and Milton
Wetherill whose continued help in acquainting me with this monument is
invaluable.
What is Navajo National Monument? Officially, it represents the
great ruins of Betata'kin and Kitsiel and the lesser unit, Inscription
House. But it is more than that. It is rugged canyons, towering ramparts of red cliffs, tree-dotted mesas, slender spires and volcanic
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plugs, a maze of dome-shaped buttes, solitary Navajo Mountain, roads
that thrill or frighten the tourists, the empty desolation of the desert,
and, at this season of the year, a wind that blows incessantly.
Betata'kin Canyon, with its mixture of Canadian and Upper Sonoran
vegetation, is indescribably beautiful.
Kitsiel Ruins, somewhat larger than Betata'kin and equally well
preserved, are eight miles distant in Kitsiel Canyon. These ruins are
becoming more and more difficult to reach on account of the erosive work
of streams.
The small unit of the monument, Inscription House, is about 20
miles away, air-line, in Navajo Canyon. Tbe sculpturing by wind and
water of the red Navajo sandstone in this canyon has produced domes,
half domes, and great buttresses that come down sharply to the valley
floor.
WEATHER
The weather reached its heights of brutality during the week of
March 27 to April 2, when blizzards brought an additional foot of snow
and near-zero temperatures. On April 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, IP, 15, and 14,
there were cold winds, sandstorms, sleet, anu flurries of snow.
ADMINISTRATION
Housing conditions are bad at Navajo. The tent shelter is inadequate and practically uninhabitable during bitter weather such as occurred the past month. However, plans are afoot to build adequate and
comfortable quarters* I am making a survey for a suitable site and am
working on other developments.
MAINTENANCE
The last mile of road approaching the head of the trail into Betatakin is badly washed out. I have been doing work on the worst places. A
bad ditch on the road to Inscription House will be given attention soon.
FLORA "
Although there are still snowbanks in Betata'kin Canyon, a few
blossoms have appeared on species of loco and carrot weeds, there is
a faint tinge of green in the aspens, and myriads of plants are showing above ground.
USE OF MONUMENT FACILITIES
There has been an increase in travel over the previous month, partly
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accounted for by Easter vacation. Twenty-nine visitors came to Betatakin, none to Kitsiel or Inscription House. Fifty-six more were in the
vicinity and intended coming to Betata'kin but changed their plans on
account of bad weather. Of this number 50 were from the State Agricultural College at Logan, Utah. Custodia-ri John Wetherill contacted
them at Kayenta. I met the J. B. Priestley party of six near Tuba City
when they were en route to Rainbow Bridge. A blizzard drove them south
at the time they planned to-visit Betata'kin.
******SWM******
Bill certainly had a tough introduction to his new job as permanent
ranger at Navajo National Monument, going in just as the worst storm of
the year struck the canyons. That, however, may be for the best, since
he now knows how bad the worst can be.
Changing tha position at Navajo from temporary during the summer
months to an all-year-round position has automatically iisplaced Milton
Wetherill, who has not yet attained a Civil Service str^us. We regret
this fully as much as Milton does for he hr.s given us much valuable
service at Navajo in past years and we expect to use him here and there
as occasion arises until a future ranger examination puts him on the
available list.---F. P.
******SWM******
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By Harry Reed, custodian,
Moab, Utah.

Visitors this, month, 150; total since October 1, 596.
BOUNDARY EXTENSION
The Advisory Board of Grazing District #6 of Utah, at their meeting in Moab on April 19, approved a proposed addition to the original
extension of the boundary of Arches National Monument which they approved
on March 11, 1937. This additional extension would include approximately
1,100 acres, comprising the area between U. S. Highway 160 and the original proposed boundary and extending from the old Mormon dugway to Courthouse Wash. This would make it possible to construct an entrance road
from Highway 160 into the monument with all of said road being within
the boundary.
WEATHER AND ROADS
Although spring has seemed a long time getting here, it has arrived
at last. We have enjoyed beautiful sunshine for the past ten days.
••
Trees are budding and some varieties of desert flowers are in bloom.
The temporary road from Highway 160 into the monument is in fair condition. Although we have had some heavy showers, there have been no
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washouts. The shale which was placed on the road last fall has held up
well.
PARK SERVICE OFFICIALS
On April 1,Jesse Nusbaum, Superintendent of Mesa Verde National
Park, was a visitor to the Arches. He was accompanied on a trip to the
"Devil's Garden" by Charles Jones and Dr. J. W. Williams of Moab. The
party visited a section of the Garden north and west of Landscape Arch.
Mr. Nusbaum made a number of photographs of the area.
On Sunday, April 17, I accompanied Cherles Jones and Charles
Cunningham of Moab to this seme area. "We found two beautiful arches
which I did not know exulted in the Devil's Garden. One which we call
Surprise Arch is ell thofc the name implies. It is a perfectly formed
arch in the base of a hi&h sandstone bluff. One side of the arch opens
up on a sana flat which is practically level and covered with cedars.
The other side of the arch opens up into a narrow passage which is
really a wesh. This wash is not more than 40 feet wida and is probably
125 feet deep. Although the direct rays oi the sun never strike the
bottom of this wash, there is some vegetation growing in it. 'We noted
one pine tree and several small junipers.
The other arch which we '"discovered" is one which has been seen
and photographed before. I have inquired about its- location and was
always told that it was in the Squaw Park area which is north and east
of the Devil's Garden. It certainly was a pleasant surprise to learn
that this arch is less than a mile from Landscape Arch. It is in the
very heart of the most rugged part of the Garden and while only .40..feet
high by about 75 feet long, it easily ranks as one of the best features
of that section of the monument. Photographs of the two arches and.
another of that section of the monument are enclosed. Also enclosed
is a copy of the "Southern Utah News and Views" which carries some
interesting articles.
******SWM******
We were very pleased to hear that the Advisory Board of Grazing
District #6 approved the addition we are asking for and this is a long
step on the way to straightening out the problem of development at
Arches. The next problem is that of the oil and mining claims; if we
can ever untie those knots we will' be ready to put the proclamation on
the approved addition.
Until then, and not before, can we begin working up a program for
a CCC camp and getting a camp established for several periods of work.
We think Harry for his pictures of the new points of interest and
the newspaper write-up, all of which have gone into our files for future
use.—F. P.
_
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^ ^8U^- Beaubien, junior park
archeologist, Flagstaff, Ariz.

Visitors this month, 908; total since October 1, 3,117.
Parties contacted include 150 at museum, 95 at the Observation
Point, and 53 at both the museum and Observation Point. Visitors not
contacted; 23?.
There were 276 parties to clock for SWM Stencil #16 and Educational Form 8320. To do this accurately on good travel days would
take a ranger's full time. He would need a i,iotorcycle to get from
the museum to the cliff dwellings, to the Observation Point, to the
picnic area. And this is only Auril, with the travel months to come.
Park Service visitors were II. Miller, L. Gastellum, A. Keuhl,
H. Cornell, M. McColm, Montgomery, J. Diehl, and D. King.
April 18, some 40-odd CCC boys arrived to prepare a camu for
the others that are to come. Work or the camp is moving surprisingly
fast.
From the diary: Floors of two rooms in the ranger station were
varnished, and one was waxed. Some 25 flowering plants were collected.
Some Agave seeas, collected about one mile east of the Observation
Point, have been planted. The picnic tables were repaired with the
hope that they would last until the CCC boys can make others. Garbage
cans were purchased, and painted. Pictures of the Santa Fe dam in
Walnut Canyon were taker:, and the negatives sent to Headquarters. Dr.
Little, of the National Forest Service, donated some Juniper and Pinyon
seedlings. As thusa only grow about two inches a year, it will be a
long time before they hide any construction work.
Went to Wupatki the 22nd, and found that 2,27 visitors had registered at Sunset Crater, 58 at Wupatki, and 169 at Citauel. That evening I received a hot tip about pot-hunters working at Crack-in-Rock
Ruin, so I returned to Wupatki the next day. I found no evidence of
recent pot-hunting, but did see a wonderful ruin. It is rather small,
but, because of some unusual features, I believe it would arouse as
much visitor interest as any ruin I've ever seen.
******SWM******
Just to keep the record straight, we might add a note to tell
Paul that no one expects perfection in reporting visitors from a lone
post job. We are just doing the best we can in getting visitor figures.
The figures we get are much better than nothing so we would be foolish
to say we would take nothing because we couldn't have perfection.
Paul's figures this month show that his average museum talk was
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23.0 minutes. Last month the average was 24.7. The month before it was
22.9. No doubt there are large errors in reporting the time of individual parties now and then but the errors- must offset themselves in a
total of several hundred parties, else why would that time hang so
steadily around the same point month after month? Can we not, then,
say that a good man on the job at Walnut should handle his parties in
the museum in about 22 minutas, including errors. Then if we changed
men and the new man at Walnut showed an average time of 12 minutes in
the museum, including errors,- would we not have an indication that there
was something wrong with the man? Can we not compare Walnut time with
Casa Grande time, knowing that there may be iuinor errors in both, but
knowing also that 10$ of error one way or the other will not invalidate
the conclusions we may draw?—F. P.
* **** *SWM* *****

By

CANYON DE CHELLY

S™i;™o„rodlan'

Visitors this month, 65; total since October 1,

349.

Here I am seeding another .monthly report in before I even receive
the last one sent in, but we show such a decided increase over April
a year ago that I cannot wait to get it to you. Visitors for the month
total 65 compared to four a year ago. Yesterday wo had visitors from
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Minnesota; and the day before from England,
New York, Kansas, and Texas, so "you see we-are dcingpretty good for,. ..
so early in the season. Our weather has been very good. The last
part of March was typicel of Y/inter's last struggles, and, with the
exception of a few dusty days, the weather has been ideal.
The early part of April was spent on equipment and equipment
records, and as a result I almost pray that Hugh will drop in that I
might spring the new shed, its contents, and my equipment record on
him. I still smart from some of his lectures on equipment, but he who
laughs last laughs best or something to that effect, and I wish Hugh
could see that once in a while his lectures do actually take root. More
equent inspections were made this month. Under separate cover I am
submitting a request in regard to better protection, not so much from
the human element as from stock.
Through the cooperation of Cozy, we have installed his grease
rack over near the pump house where we can use it to wash and grease
cars. This will be a big help in the looks of our equipment. Another
Government agency granted us permission to salvage a couple of old tent
houses, along with an old loading pit. The tent houses give us some
needed lumber and the heavy timbers in the loading pit supply a need
that is frequent and often urgent. We appreciate this material very
much.
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Three trips were made away from the monument--two official and one
personal. A trip to Gallup for supplies and another to Aztec Ruins in
answer to an SOS sent out by Cal. for help on his Easter sunrise service.
Cal. had some crowd and, Boss, he insisted that I report for duty at
4:00 a. m. Easter morning. Is that any way to treat a guest helper?
Anyway, it was a grand affair, a splendid crowd, and again my congratulations to Aztec and Gal. Miller. Gal. is makinr Aztec appreciate me
more every day—appreciate that I am in Arizona.
Dale King and his wife were in for a night and part of a day and
we enjoyed meeting Mrs. Xing and talking v/ith them. Dale promised me a
visit from Natt Dodge but so far he has not appeared and he is long
past due. Dale also tried to help me on these 8320's, but I expect they
will stand some close checking with my SWM 16's. I cannot for the life
of me see why we should have over 100 per-cent contacted visitors.
Making as many contacts with the same parties as wo sometimes do here,
we will become so efficient on the percentage ba?is that it will be
alarming. So now that 1 have warned you, don't be surprised if we show
up seme day with about 1,000 per cent contacts on some parties.
We experienced a little trouble with water meters this month, and
the motor on the pump jumped come cogs, making it necessary to order a
complete governor assembly, but that fixed up the motor, and we have
fixed the concession meter and are ready to go again. It was necessary
to wire Kansas City on pump parts.
Speaking of Kansas City, we had a staff writer of the Kansas City
Star with us for e nice visit. He had been down with you folks and
spoke very highly of your treatment of him. He promised us a copy of
his article on de Chelly so I will pass it on to you upon its receipt.
These spring days are bringing us worlds of color, and life. Peach
orchards in bloom, trees in bud, acres of tilled soil, hundreds of lambs,
kid goats, Kavajos themselves in the Canyons again, all of which make
de Chelly a paradise and a reel inspiration.
We are looking forward to a summer exceptional in many respects.
The Geological Survey will be with us again for a time. The concessionaire is getting many requests about the canyon, and while I do not
get Tommy and Pete again this summer, you have allotted me two wonderful boys, and de Chelly is all set for a banner season.
Expecting our Regional Engineer early in May, I am going over
water and sewer systems in detail, putting them in tip top shape in
order that he might see them at their best. The sewer system, at best,
is certainly nothing to brag about. • Several other matters are in need
of the attention of an engineer and we will be glad to see him.
I am informed that a native of Chaco took upon himself one of
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Aztec's most popular young ladies. Any thing they get from Aztec will
help the place and, Mac, Congratulations! Carolie, "Well, Bonito does
have some nice masonry, and Mac is getting a good ranger in there pretty
soon that can tell you all about the place". Anyway, the newlyweds have
a standing invitation to make de Chelly a vibit.
Just received word that I might list some projects for consideration and I will let you off now, to prepare to bombard you again with a
lot more chatter from de Chelly.
** * ***SWM******
Johnwill makes a very coi.unon error on tills contact business when
he thinks the percentage of visitors contacted rarkes a fine record if
it shows around 215 per cent. Our idea of perfection in this matter
is to make 100 per cenb contact with all visitors on each station or
trip. Thus, if ycu
ou furnish a ruins trip, a museum talk, an observation
point, and a guided nature trull,
wo would expeci you, with these four
ra
trips or units, tc turn in a -=.00 per cent contact with your visitors at
the end of the month. A 215 per cent contact at such a place, provide
Ing you had enoujh personnel, would be cause for criticism, not for
congratulation. Percentage of contact, as we use the term, does not
tell you a thing until you know what the iueal contact way be. Then
those two do not tell ycu anything until you know the personnel situation. It is quite cle&r Paul Boaubien isn't going to make his ideal
200 per cent contact on hi^ field trip and museum trip working alone.
When he shows 115 por cent contact on his two units of service he is
making a better record thun Casa Grande is when it shows 160 per cent
contact on jts t^o units of service.
It will be seen from the above that if any of you try to swell up
your percentage of contact by adding another unit of service, you had
better think twice as to what chance you have of putting 100 per cent
of your visitors through this new unit of service. If Johnwill, having
a 215 per cent contact on four units of servicetshould ad^ another unit,
he might then get only 250 per cent contact on a possible 500 per cent-a poorer record than he hau before.--F. P.
******SWM******
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MONTEZUA

CASTLE

By Earl Jackson, custodian,
Camp Verde, Arizona.

Visitors this month, 1,107; total since October 1, 4,595.
VISITOR STATISTICS
Visitors this month- - - - - - -1,107 Total states- - Cars - - - - - - - - - - - - - 29S Foreign countries
Horseback ^iders - - - - - - - 5 Field trips - - SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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Field trips
Attended
_ _ _ _ _ 801
Time (minutes)- - _ _ _ - _ 8,900
Average attended- - - - - 3.4
Average time (minutes)- - - 37.8
Museum talks- - - - - - - - 156*
Attended- —
_______
504*

Time (minutes)
- - - 2,558*
Average attended- - _ - - _ 3.2*
Average time (minutes)- - - - 16.3*
Unattended- - - - - - - - - 129
Total contact - - - - - - - - 1,305
Per cent contact- - - - - - 117

SPECIAL VISITORS
Park Service: April 2 - Jack Diehl, regional engineer, and H- A.
Montgomery, assistant engineer, were in for a brief inspection trip and
to talk over the proposed read oiling and Castle stabilization.
March 29 - Al Bicknell, custodian of Casa Grande National Monument,
was in for three hours to deliver some fence materials and pick up some
tile. We kept him awaic^- through the ruins, although he was dead for
sleep.
April 19 - A. E. Undarhill, general foreman of road surfacirg, arrived,
to remain until our oil surfacing job is finished.
April 22 - J. H. Tovrea, assistant engineer, arrived to stake out the
road for surfacing.
Newsworthy visitors: March 28 - Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Steenberg
dropped by to see us for a lev; hours. Me needs no introduction as the
writer of that excellent article on Montezuma Castle which appeared in
the November, 1937, issue of the Monthly Report Supplsment. We enjoyed
his visit very much, and look forward to another one.
March 30 - M. 3. Perkins, and G. H. Anderson, of the Universal Press
Agency, were very interested visitors.
April 1 - E. A. Peterson, p'rincipal of the Pine High School, was in
with 30 highschool students to see the Castle.
April 3 - Vincenzo Petrullo, concultant on scientific research work
for W.P.A. in Washington, D. C , was in for a hurried but interested
trip, in company with —
Miss Jane Ryder, state director of Women's and Professional Projects
of W.P.A. and state director of the N.Y.A., and Robert Slover, field
supervisor of historical records, W.P.A.
April 4 - Frank.Zell Heuston, a New York portrait painter, was very
much interested.
April 8 - Dr. and Mrs. Bransford Lewis, of St. Louis, Missouri, were
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in. Dr. Lewis is professor emeritus of urology at St. Louis University.
Accompanying, the Lewises was MissGrace M. Sparkes, Yavapai County immigration commissioner, and long an ardent booster for Montezuma Castle and
vicinity.
April 9 - Dr. and Mrs. M. M. Ellis, of Missouri University, were
very interested. Dr. Ellis is professor of physiology at the university,
and is also in charge of interior fisheries investigations for the Bureau,
of Fisheries.
April 10 - M i . and Mrs. M. E. Diemer, of Madison, Wisconsin, were
visitors. He is director of the Diemer Photographic Laboratories, Madison, Wisconsin, and has had remarkable success in photographing plants
and insects.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Fast were in and out — a very brief stay --.
looking for the Jennings, who had left an hour earlier for Georgia.
April 12 - Redlanas University, Redlands, California, sent 26
geology students, who had an interesting visit to Montezuma Castle.
April 14 - Harold II. 'weaver, instructor in Geology, and 30 geology
students, from Reedly Union High School and Junior College, Reedley,
California, made an early morning visit to the Castle.
April 17 - Lieut. Kenneth 3. Cox and 90 boys from the Sedona CCC
camp arrived in four trucks and spent the afternoon (Easter Sunday)
seeing the Castle.
April 21 - Dr. Harold S. Palmer, professor of geology, University
of Hawaii, was an exceptionally interested visitor.
Bill Eaton and 20."dudes" were in for a picnic, the last picnic
of their winter season here.
WEATHER AND ROADS
Precipitation (inches)- - -'- - .23 Min. temp.- - - - - - - - - - 2 6
Days cloudy - - - - - - - - - - 4
Mean Max. - - - - - - - - - - 7 4 . 5 4
Days partly cloudy- - - - - - - 4
Mean Min. - - - - - - - - - - 39.19
Max. temp.- - - - - - - - - - -93
Weather has been so conventional this month there is little comment
to make about it. We had our customary winds during the first half
of the period, and a rapid rise in temperature, followed by a late
frost, which did damage to fruit in the valley. The creek (Beaver
Creek) quit running below the Castle a bit earlier than usual, on April
16, but started running again at once as a result of a snow in the
mountains, and is now about to go dry again. We have a marvelous
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swimming hole in front of the museum now, about seven feet deep, and
quite clean, which is interesting the personnel as well as the picnickers.
The Apache Trail is reported to be in good shape. The Stoneman
Lake road to Flagstaff is passable but reported rough for 15 miles, and
we are having almost no through travel on it. The Oak Creek Canyon
Road is getting in good shape again, and is now oiled from Sedona to
Cottonwood. Construction is still going en between Highway 79 and
Cornville, so that road is rough. The bridge over Oak Creek (reported
closed last month) is repaired and carrying travel. The road from
Cottonwood via Camp Verde is corrugated and rough, but is now having
some delayed maintenance work done on it.
ACCESSIONS
The H. II. Robertson Company, of Los Angeles, California, gave us a
new museum case, constructed of angle iron and double strength glass.
It has not been assembled yet, as we have to obtain some waterproof
cement and must grind down the metal clamps to hold the glass. This
makes a total of one regulation type flat top museum case for this
monument.
MAINTENANCE, IMPROVEMENTS, AND NEW CONSTRUCTION
A fence was built around the east half of the circular yard to
the Custodian's house. This was to keep cattle out of a botanical
garden we are starting.
A rustic open air sleeping porch was built against the north side,
of the custodian's house so we can sleep on hot summer nights. This
residence becomes exceedingly hot inside on summer days, and when nights
are so hot a person can't sleep, his daytime efficiency is impaired.
Three warning sign's were made and installed in weak portions of
the Castle. We experimented with these signs, using no paint, but
burning the letters with a heated metal point. These signs, when
finished, were Unseeded and installed, and look very nice.
Assistant Engineer Tovrea with a chainman and two assistants is
staking out our entrance in preparation for oiling. The grading
and oiling are expected to be accomplished in the next four weeks.
PERSONNEL
On the evening of April 10, Jesse and Jane Jennings left this
monument and headed by auto for Macon, Georgia, where Jesse is to take
up duties as Junior Park Archaeologist at Ocmulgee National Monument.
We miss the Jennings. They are good folks.
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On the mornin._ of April 12, Edwin C. Alberts arrived to take up
his duties as ranger. Ed. is getting along fine, and is not losing
weight on his own cooking.
People choose the most inopportune times to get sick. The custodian waited until Jesse Jennings had been gone a day, and then went to
bed with a high fever. This was while he was holding down the monument alone, waiting for the arrival of Ranger Alberts. It was also
during Easter vacation. It was also on the eve of the expected arrival
of a large party of geology students. The following day, it being an
emergency situation, Norman Jackson relieved him, and upon the arrival
of Mr. Alberts started him in on> thee'l^lde routine. After three days
in bed, the custodian was all right again.
NATURE NOTES
We ha-ve had little opportunity this month to get out and see what
the wild animals are dcing.
The rock squirrels, correctly called Ground Gray Squirrel, are
very numerous once again.
The cottontail rabbits still keep the grass tri.rimed in our yard.
On March 31, Betty found a big rat nest in the washing machine.
Now this sounded pretty baa to me, so with customary tact I said "Surely
you don't want me to put in the monthly report how seldom you wash, do
you?" "Never mind" sne said, "I know that nest was built between
Monday and Thursday."
April 1.

Jane Jennings saw a porcupine on the monument.

Lizards are as numerous as ever, which is to say, in abundance.
Very few snakes have been seen on the monument, and no rattlesnakes,
although rattlesnakes have been out in this district for two weeks.
On April 19, in some vines at the bacii of the house, we saw a young
bullsnake (Pituophis sayi) about 14 inches long, which looked like it
had swallowed a pullet egg.
Humpback Suckers, once plentiful in waters of
the Verde River, are becoming rare. In fact, they
extinct in Beaver Creek, although a few are caught
have not seen a Humpback in Beaver Creek for about

Beaver Creek and
may be entirely
in the river. I
16 years.

Jess Haydon, living in Camp Verde, caught two Humpbacks on April
16, and gave them to us. I had hopes of stuffing one for the museum.
But the following day was Sunday, and in trying to do a hasty job, and
not really knowing how to do it anyway, I botched it. However, we got
an excellent photograph of one of the fish, and at least have that much
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record of them. We are saving the skulls, for what they may be worth.
We are experimenting with the east half of our yard for a botanical garden. For several months we have been digging up small specimens
of a number of different varieties of plants native to the monument and
planting them there. Some of these we obtained evidently too late in
the spring, as they died. Now we have an idea which might be useful to
other field men who are interested in such gardens.
We have made and painted red a number of slender stakes. Each
stake has a number on it, in India Ink. In a notebook we ha-re these
numbers jotted down. When we go on a Nature walk and see an interest- .
ing plant which we would like to plant in jur garden, but figure the
season is wrong for transplanting, we drive a stake by it, and jot down
the name or description of the plant by number in the notebook. Then,
when winter comes, and we wish to do some planting, we can find our
plants by these red stakes, even though they have lost all their foliage
and most identifying characteristics. Then we know what we d>-e planting,
and know where to find what we want to plant.
Any visitors 'who are interested in botany are interested to see
our. beginning of a botanical garden, and if it works out all right it
might get to be a pretty good thing.
The Orange Mallows broke into blossom ten doys ago'. A penstemon
growing by our doorstep was all over blossoms a week a£*o. Also .in the
last week some of the greasewoods (Covillea glutinosej have cemq. into "
blossom.
One plant puzzles us a bit. It is the algerita, (Berberis Fremontii) and the puzzle is its blooming habits. Last year we did not
see a single blossom on an algerita. This year all of them apparently
are bursting in one glorious riot of yellow blossoms. They started
blooming two months ago.
For the report on birds at Montezuma Castle see Betty Jackson's
report, appended.
GENERAL
Travel has shown a substantial increase over that of the last two
years. This is due mainly to the large attendance in special groups
this month.
Our miniature camp ground is being well patronized.
it, but wish there was more of it.

People like

On March 28, the custodian attended a meeting of the Camp Verde
Game Protective Association, and gave a five minute talk on conservation.
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It was the first of these occasional meetings he had attended, and he
was surprised to find such a large gathering. It is gratifying to find
local people becoming so alert over game problems. Needless to say,-he
joined the organization and will attend future meetings.
During the
four weeks work
entrance road.
have applied as
unemployment in
to a minimum.

last few days we have been signing on men for three or
on a three quarter mile oil surfacing project for our
It is interesting to note that over twice as many men
we have work for. This is an indication of considerable
this valley since the smelters have curtailed output

In our visitor statistics please note that some figures are
arc .m.ir.rked
k. Cur
with asterisks. This means those figures ere partly guess wor>'.
contact sheet breaks down on peak days. On Easter Sunday we had
l,=..d 25207
people. Alberts was able to keep his contacts straight, as he
h.- v
.'aq in
was
the Castle ell afternoon, when the crowd was heaviest
t>t custo
cj-.todian,
vie ; b'jt the
dividing his time between museum talks and registering
aad directin
tilljctlng
stering and
people, got completely lost in a maze of figures and had
tied to give
£ije up
contact data for the afternoon. It was a question either of talking to
people and letting the statistics go to put, or doing nothing but get
statistics. It seemed more important to contact the people, and give
them talks.
Since we are now having to restrict parties in the Castle to nine
people besides the guide, this means that on busy days
df/i many
r.-rny people have
to wait for sometimes as much as an hour before they
th-.y can
r.tr. go up.
i..p. They
T
did not complain about this, but on Easter Sunday, when
wh?n about 50 afternoon visitors did not get to go up at all, we were surprised not to
hear some harsh comments. However, most of them were local people, and
they can go up any time. This unfortunate jam occurred because 100 CCC
boys arrived at 2:00 p. m. Although I have asked local commanding
officers when possible not to bring the boys on Sunday, but to come on
Saturday instead, so as to inconvenience the least number of people,
in thiscase the C. 0. was up against it, and had no other choice but
to come on Easter Sunday. Well, it took all afternoon to get those
100 boys through the Castle. We kept everything open until supper time,
and had to sign off and eat to keep from starving.
I have given all this information about our Easter Sunday problem
to indicate how serious a proposition it is to give satisfactory service
in the Castle on busy days. If the Castle is to be kept open for many
more years, and travel increases the way it has in the past ten, it is
going to be like crowding 100 people around a knot hole in the fence to
see the.ball game. We are not worried as far as the work goes; we are
doing what we can, and figuring that is all we can do. But the future?
******SWM******
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BIRDS AT MONTEZUMA CASTLE

By Betty Jackson.

BIRDS OBSERVED IN APRIL:
Arizona Cardinal
Coot
Mcurning Dove
I mature Bald Eagle
House Finch
<
Red-shafted Flicker
Ash-throated Flycatcher
Cooper Hawk
Desert Sparrow Hawk
Red-tail Hawk
Hummingbird (sp?)
Oregon Junco
Killdeer
Arkansas Kingbird
Cassin Kingbird
Belted Kin£fisher (heard)
Ashy Riby-crowned Kinglet
American Merganser
Arizona Hooded Oriole
Great Horned Owl
Black Phoebe

Say Phoebe
Gambel 3,uail
American Raven
Road Runner
Gambel Sparrow
Western Robin
Sparrow (sp?)
Deser-1:. B l a c k - t h r o a t e d Sparrow
Sparrow (sp?)
Cliff Swallow
Swallow (sp?)
Crissal Thrasher
Hermit Thrush
Turkey Vulture
Audubon Warbler
Rocky Mt. Orange-crowned WarblerSonora (?) Yellow Warbler
Cactus Woodpecker
Canyon Wren
Baird Bewick Wren
Wren (sp?)

This "Bald Eagle" has me worried. We've seen him several times
this month, and fairly close, so that I knew whet he looks like. But
he doesn't look like a Eald Eagle, and he looks even less like any
other bird. So I really think it is an immature Bald Eagle, even if
Bailey's description doesn't jibe in every particular.
The Desert Sparrow Hawk is nesting in an old flicker hole in the
big sycamore by the tent. Mr. Flicker resented the intrusion considerably, but has now made himself a lovely new hole out over the creek in
the same tree. I suppose Mrs. Flicker has been there too, but I haven't
seen her to be sure of it.
That tree is full of nests. This bird I'm calling the Rocky
Mountain Orange-crowned Warbler started his nest there a month ago.
I wish Natt Dodge had made his proposed visit here. He might have
been able to tell me whether I'm right or not on this bird.
My records this month are full of question marks, but that's the
only way I know to give complete information, and not have it awfully
inaccurate.
........
There's another nest in the same tree, brand new, but I haven't
yet seen the occupants. It's quite a large one.
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Jane says the Baird Bewick Wrens are nesting there, too.
It seems surprising to me, but a pair of House Finches have set up
housekeeping in a knot-hole there. They probably have eggs by now,
considering that they started the nest fully a month ago.
There are two more House Finch nests that I know of. .One is in
some flood drift caught in a hackberry (Celtis reticulata) two or three
hundred feet east of the tent. It's about five feet from the ground.
The other is high in a sycamore down in front of the CnsSls
ir- \
,i.3 maiiddle
Castle in
the
of a big bunch of mistletoe. Mrs. Finch carries mater":-.
for the
z'r-.nn nest
terial1for
from all directions, and Mr. Finch flies along behind,
chc-scir.^ ter
ind, cheering
her with
his bubbling song. Then while she fits it into the
:ie.t, he
cs sits
si 3 ~bove
e nest,
a
her and boasts to all the world.
ewhere, a
The Black Phoebe is nesting up the creek somewhere,
according to
efore she
Jane Jennings, but she didn't locate the spot beicr."
she left,
.ic''" . and
"V->i I
haven't gotten up that way at all this month.

On April 1, Jane saw the cardinals mating. She
Sne thinks
thiv. :- they
'•'••:.'hati-nve
a nest in the mesouite brush between the tent and the
the road.
icaa. It
It seem
^eems
likely, because he sings there every morning.
ife returne
On April 10, the Arizona Hooded Oriole and his wife
returned, We
are mighty glad to see them back. They apparently
St:-.:!*?, to
bo iT-ve
into
ly decided
move i
a new suburb this year, for I saw their nest yestercf.y
-;r.'another
&noth'.--rsysycaterday in
more a hundred yards or so up the creek.

The Ash-throated Flycatcher and his wife are back,
them April 15, and they were mating then.

i fii*3t sow

Also on the 15th, I saw between 30 and 50 Audubon Warblers. They
eat the seeds in the sycamore balls and hop around in tho Pater Moneys
(Baccharis glutinosa) and the Burro Brush (Hymenoclearaorw^/ra.)
er-i
ongyra) and
apparently even find things to interest them in the Hack
berr i.«" 3.
ckberries.
e still
I'm surprised to see the Juncos and Gambel Sparrows her?
3"'li.
the
I think the latter are nesting here, one pair down in front of
of ';ie
Castle, another by the garage.

Both species of kingbirds are here now. The Cassin Kingbirds a
arhe Arkansas
King
rived, as far as I know, on April 15. I didn't see the
Arkaru*^ Ki/.gbirds, to be sure of the identification, till the 23rd.. There
The.'-r the
«!.•.•..••th*hree
ly split
of the former and five of the latter, and they certainly
epl\~ the
cue air
with their noise. It seems to be a continuous game of tag,
tag, with
'viti: such
-J-UJ
screeching and chattering, and time out now and then to rest ex
or tc
to c-atch
a bug.
year's nest
The Cassin Kingbirds are reconditioning their last-yssr•'s
*iust oover
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the syzygy.
One of my unidentified sparrows is a nice quiet fellow that is
always being startled out from under-foot where he has been picking
about in the leaves and grass. He is very striped all over, but I
give up on identifying him.
Another is one with a white-tipped fan tail.
make sure of, so he also is called "Sparrow sp."

That's all I could

Here are two things you may not believe. April 16, Earl and I
were waked from sound slumber by a riveter working on tin. Looking out
the window we saw Mr. Flicker on top of a gasoline can, either gloating
in the noise, or really trying to get in. And when we went out, there
wasn't a mark on the can! We heard the same noise last year, coming
from the tool shed which is now torn down, and figured he was sharpening his bill. But as we watched him, he was striking directly in,'
not a glancing blow at all.
The other strange thing happened that same night.- A thrasher (or
possibly a mockingbird) was singing his heart out every time I woke up
in the night. It was full moonlight, so I can't blame him, but it sort
of'explodes this theory about the "little birdies that go to bed with
the sun."
Incidentally, the thrasher is nesting somewhere near the garage,
but I haven't located his home yet.
The hummingbirds must have a nest by now, because on the 16th
they were gathering lint from the cotton-covered wires that support
our vines. The female comes every morning and evening to sip from
our pentstemon.
The American Mergansers spend most of their time in the big hole
below the Castle, with occasional grunting excursions over our house and
up the creek. I wonder if they'll have another brood this year.
As for the coot, I don't know why he doesn't get him a wife.. He's
been here alone all the time.
The Say Phoebes haven't yet decided on their quarters for this
year. She seems in favor of the old spot above our front door, but he
has other ideas.
The Hermit Thrush record is based purely on ear this time. I saw
him last year, but this year I haven't. I heard him, however, on April
11 and 15, just at evening, and I'm pretty sure I know that song.
Ed Alberts thinks he heard a Kingfisher the other day, and though
he—pxo.fesses-to4aiow n o t h i n g about b i r d s , X-cUm't—4©ubt - t h a t fee -414-^SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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since they've been around on and off all year.
I miss Jane's helpful observations from the tent, but maybe it's
just as well she's gone this month, or you'd have to throw cut my r e port on account of its length.
By the way, I wish M r . Harkins would write me a post card (just
a penny) telling me which of my birds he got as repeats.
repeats• II got
got atat6923 and
t
tached to those birds, especially Juncos 3 4 - 176?'d?i
i'ii - 24,
?A . and
'.-.re the
Pygmy Nuthatches.
Must sign ofi' for this month.
******SWM******
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By Louis R. Caywood,
oejvoo'l, custodian,
'M^si,,

TUMACACOKI

Arizona.
Box 2225, Tucson,
Tucaon, .vrizana.

Visitors this month 2,571; total since October 1,

0,266.
10,2''P
.

There have
ra
April has been a month of uncertain weather. Tr-...-V".»"- vbeen
.-:" rains,
frosts, and excessive heat, ideal days and wretched, windy
vincy days.
o.W! . For
Vortuand
nately, the three days of Holy Week just before Easter were
<*or>i mild
ai-d i»nd
ere .windy
spring-like. The days Tov wea here working in the mission wer«<
'>:'r.ly
with a perpetual dust storm inside the church.
Because of the Easter ceremonies on April 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 , and
end 16,
16. ou
our
The
visitor count is very high, but visitor contacts are low.
low
Tlis total
te'e..
number of visitors amounted to 2,571 of which 1,168 were
wcrs guided
r;'-" ••'• throu
t'ro.;gh
the mission and 1,403 were not. Many of the latter, however,
ho-VcVM , were
•...-..• con
".ufl:
sies. 'They
tacted, but only for a short time to exchange courtesie.-•
..•:•': were
-i ^
tched the
Holy We
mainly local people who either participated in or watcher!
i.h~ lio'.v
.Veek
saying
ceremonies. These ceremonies started Wednesday night with
wit'-;. the
vLe sa;*;..•>£;
of Mass in the mission and finished about 1:00 p . m. Sa-v.ri'-y
:'}•''. tthe
.:ie
aturday with
he mission
burning of Judas and the repenting of the Fariseos. The
:.';,.--.L;V. was
;.as,
specially decorated and the participants were almost constantly
coistanf-y prese
pres^nt
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TUMACACORI (CONT.)
for the four days.
During the month, several groups visited the monument. Professor
Haddock of the Science Department of the Nogalea High School brought a
group of nine students on March 26. On April 7, who should knock on
our door after dark but Woodie Spires. Wcodie wasliaison man for Mr.
Hoover and a group of five students of the Geography Department of the
Arizona State Teachers College at Tempe. They camped on the grounds
that night and in the morning departed for northern Sonora to see the
trincheras and some of the missions.
On April 14, 43 members of the Sierra Club of California under the
direction of Mr. W. A. Van Degrift camped overnight in the monument area
adjacent to the mission. They had visited two cf our monuments before
arriving here and were all praising the kind treatment they had received
at Casa Grande and at Chiricahua. Incidentally, they came at the time
when Holy Week ceremonies were in full swing and, although they would
not admit it, I am sure that they did not sleep as well as they might
because the masked Fariseos were chasing ghosts and ringing cowbells
most of the night. Some of the more timid spirits must have thought
the Apaches were on the rampage once again. The custodian gave a 20
minute carnpfire talk to the group at 8:00 p. m. , telling them briefly
the mission history and trying to explain what the Mexicans were doing
in the church. After the talk, the entire group adjourned to the church
to watch the Mass which was being said by two old Mexican ladies. The
next morning the Sierra Club was up bright and early ready to be shown
through the mission in the daylight.
Since the return of the Sierra group to California the custodian
has received a thank-you letter from one of the members which said in
part, "I am back on the job, extremely busy but full of pleasant memories of my week in Arizona. I shall long remember the pleasant evening
where you hold forth."
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Fast spent Easter week with us and were very
interested spectators at the ceremonies. They left en route home to
Illinois after another winter spent in our great Southwest.
On April 16, 14 members of Mu A3P-a Nu, archeological society,
under the guidance of Dean Byron Cummings of the University of Arizona,
made a special trip from Tucson to see the mission. The members of the
three chapters of the society from the University of Southern California,
the University of New Mexico, and the University of Arizona had attended
a meeting at Tucson and included Tumacacori as a sight-seeingtrip for the
visiting members. Gertrude Hill, Mrs. Clara Lee Tanner, and Gordon
Baldwin were among the group.
April 16 also brought Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Getty and Miss Jean
McWhirt of Tucson, Park Service enthusiasts, to the monument.
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Park Service visitors for the month included Superintendent Pinkley,
J. H. Tovrea, and Dale King of the headquarter* office on April 4. Much
talk resulted after seeing the first shipment of exhibits which had recently been brought over by truck from Berkeley by Natt. jx^%e of headquarters.
Charlie and Mary Steen deserted us for Coolidge on April 19. Gusty
Brady of Florence has been given temporary employment to help out until
a regular ranger is appointed.
Luis Gastellum of headquarters came down on the evening of April
15 to see the Holy Week ceremonies. While here, Luis also checked the
equipment inventory. Tho custodian was mere then pleased to have this
job of long standing completed.
.
Mr. and Mrs. McGuire of Tucson were here MI the morning of April
11. Mr. McGuire is connect id with the CCC at Saguaro National Monument.
He is preparing a planting plan for the landscaping of Tumacacori.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H Tovrea also stopped here on the evening of April
11 en route to Nogales. Tov. supervised the starting of our mission
stabilization program until April 12, laying out cement foundations in
the mission for the pr-.posed brick floor. He returned to the mission
again on April 18 and 19 to continue the work. It will be some time
before the bricks will be placed as none of the 8" x 12" bricks are••
available at Tucson. Additional work to be done on this program will
be capping the cemetery wall with brick. The wall has now been cleaned^
off and is ready for laying up adobes preparatory to capping. Almost
1,000 adobes have been made here on the monument for this work.
A small portion of the custodian's quarters has been reroofed and
two rooms have been kalsomined.
Samples of the blue and red paint from the mission were taken to
Nogales where Hugo Miller assayed the samples for metal content. Very
little mineral reaction showed so the possibility is that the paints
are organic in origin. Mr. Miller gave the custodian a map showing the
mines of this region.
On March 30 the custodian and HCWP made a trip to headquarters to
talk over some of the proposed work at this monument. Lots of business
was settled and we had some interesting visits with the personnel.
Birds banded this month include:
House Finch - - - - - - - - 4
Gambel Sparrow- - - - - - -20
Canyon Towhee - - - - - - - - l
Green-tailed Towhee
- - 2
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS

Arizona Cardinal- - - - - - - 3
Cactus Wren - - - - - - - - - 1
Pyrrhuloxia - - - - - - - - - 1
TOTAL - - - - - - - - -32
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Ten bird-band returns have been taken in the last year. A recoverywas a very rare bird in Arizona, the Red-eyed Cowbird, b nded in Arrivaca,Arizona, on July 15, 1936, and found injured at Ruby (about 12 miles south
of Arrivaca) on July 4, 1937, by Galen Moore. Another was a Say Phoebe
found dead at Carmen's Store near Tubac by Mrs. C. Bartlett. It had been
banded three miles away April 12, 1936, as a nestling at Tumacacori. It
was found on July 13, 1937. A green-tailed Towhee banded on March 31,
1936, was retaken January 21, 1938, with no intervening record. This
bird is noted as a migrant and reported rare in Arizona. In all probability it migrated north twice and returned here again. Several Gambel
Quail, one Bendire Thrasher, and one Cardinal were retaken as returns.
Gambel Sparrows still are seen drinking at the bird fountain near
the custodian's residence. A Thrasher with a number band on one leg
and a color band on the other, one of the local ~irds, was seen one
morning coming to drink. He landed on a piece of timber, caught his toe
in a crack, fell ever on his back, righted himself, and limped over to
the fountain, still determined to have a drink. Thrashers are ground
birds, clumsy and awkward, and seem to have many accidents. One I
banded had a broken Jaw which had knit so that his bills did not meet.
Another was taken with a broken leg which had knit very badly, giving
Mr. Thrasher a permanent limp.
While digging a pit for a gasoline tank at the southeast corner of
the garage, a section of the ground was found to contain burned rocks,
burned earth, and some ash. Claude Gomez, one of the laborers, dug out
half of the pit under cloae supervision.. In the top layer of the pit,
which was 32 inches below the ground level, v/as found a mass of small
burned stones. As Claude went deeper the rocks became larger until in
the bottom, covered by ashes, were boulders almost too large to move
out. The entire pit was lined with stones and seemingly was used as a
barbecue pit at some time. No pottery was found in the pit nor vicinity.
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AMAZONS STAGE 15 SECOND KNOCKOUT
One of the world's fastest known battles took place at Tumacacori
on the afternoon of April 23. The participants were Mrs. Tarantula,
hereinafter referred to as Mrs. T, and Mrs. Tarantula Hawk, hereinafter
referred to as Mrs. TH. Although no enmity seems to have existed before
the battle, it certainly turned out to be a grudge fight of the low
order of knock-down-and-drag-out.
Mrs. T.was discovered by Custodian Caywood on the colonaded north
porch of the museum building on April 22. She adiaitted to the custodian
that she would fight anything her size, so she was placed in a glass jar
with a few ants to eat to keep her in trim,
Mrs. TH was found early on the morning of Anril 23 looking for
trouble but a little too cold to fly. She was also placed in a glass
jar for safo keeping uucll arrangements could be made for a bout with
Mrs. T.
At 2:00 p. m. wluh Gusty Brady and the custodian as sole onlookers,
the ring was sot *.'or the fray. In one corner was Mrs. T, weight about
three ounces, and in the other corner Mrs. TH, weight about one ounce.
A camera was sot up for action pictures. At the sound of the gong, Mrs.
TH flew from her corner end with one fell swoop threw herself upon her
adversary. Mrs. T, in order to protect herself, turned over on her back,
grabbed one of her opponent's legs, and emitted about eight drops of
poison. However, in a flash, Mrs. TH had thrown in several kidney
punches with her 3ting
and the battle was practically over. Mrs. T,
in death, had a hold on the lee of Mrs. TH which was not released for
about a minute. Instead of leaving the fallen foe where she was, Mrs.
TH tried unsuccessfully to drag her from the ring.
To those who are unfamiliar with these insects the real truth of
the matter is that Mrs. TH had been looking for Mrs. T, in order to do
just what I have described, then drag her to a hole and, after depositing her in the hole, Mrs. TH would have laid her eggs in the carcass.
However, this time she was unsuccessful in her efforts to drag the body
away and finally in disgust abandoned it.
No photographs were taken of the actual fight, but several were
taken of the tarantula hawk trying to drag the tarantula.
******SWM******
It was nice to hear that the Sierra Club members had a successful
trip and enjoyed themselves so much. We certainly enjoyed having them
the night they stopped at Casa Grande. They were lucky to get into
Tumacacori on one of the nights of the Easter ceremony.
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I think this Easter ceremony at Tumacacori is a fine thing if we
can hold it in its primitive' state, but that will require some positive
action on our part as well as some care and forethought.
The first exhibits for the museum certainly look fine and we were
all well pleased with them. We are anxious to get that museum into
action and will welcome the expert from Berkeley when he comes in to
set up the cases.—F. P.
******SWM******
By Thomas B. Onstott, in charge,
Roosevelt, Arizona.

TONTO

Visitors this month, 717.; total since October 1, 3,552.
Summer is coming in with a vengeance and more and more visitors
take one look up the hill and remark, "We have to hurry on", or "We
can see as much from here." The weather has dore more than its part
to promote travel the last month, but people just don't seem to be
going places around here this year. The mines in Miami laid off a
great many men this last fall and winter ;vhich hurt the visitor tally
here as every weekend they used to comprise a large portion of our
visitors.
Last month's kick about wild flowers still holds good. There
just aren't any. The rattlesnake population seemingly thrives on
the climate that ruined the flowers and have started their season
off in great style. Mrs. John Fast encountered the first one of the
year on April 12, and the next Sunday a party of visitors met one by
the trail just below the lower ruin.
The nature trail and bird banding programs had to be put off a
while as I was having a great deal of trouble with my eyes. I now
have glasses and am gradually getting used to them; so within the
next few days things will start moving again—I hope.
Some time was devoted this month to raking rocks off the trail
and approach road.
VISITORS
On April 12, Mr. and Mrs. John E. Fast kindly came up to help me
get started on bird banding.
John H. Diehl and H. A. Montgomery, engineers from the Regional
Office,were here on the fifth for a very short visit on the way to
Casa Grande.
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Total visitors- - - - - - - - - 717
Total registered- - - - - - - - 439
States (including Alaska) - - - 25
Foreign countries - - - - - - 2
Field trips - - - - - - - - - 86
Attendance- - - - - - - - - - 324
Average attendance- - - - - - 3.7
Time (minutes)- - -'- - - - 3,695
Average time- - - - - - - - -42.7
Museum trips- - - - - - - - - 41

Attendance- - - - - - - - - 155
Average attendance- - - - - 3.7
Time (minutes)- - - 730
Average time (minutes)- - - - 17.6
Special parties - - - - - - 1
Time ( m i n u t e s ) - - - - - - - - 130
Attendance- - - - - - - - - 36
Total time on monument (est.) 12,650 min,
No. of cars - - - - - - - - 232
Per cent of contact - - - - 74

******SWM******
Business fell off as compared with last year and the year before.
It looks as if we are in the slack season between spring and summer at
Tonto.—F.P.
******SWM******
By Tom Charles, custodian,
Alamogoruo, New Mexico.

WHITE SANDS #7

Sixty high school principals from all over the southern part of
New Mexico found hand-painted pictures of White Sands at their plates,
for place cards, at their annual banquet here at Alamogordo this week.
The pictures were the work of Ed Perkins, an Alamogordo teacher and
clever artist, who makes art his pass time.
Dr. Fred W. Emmerson, of Las Vegas who has one or two pamphlets
on the flora of the White Sands^was here this week for about his fifth
trip. Some years ago he took samples of the soil at White Sands to
ascertain where the green plants of the sands get their nitrogen. He
soon got in touch with Dr. Charles Lapman of the University of California, and they have been working the project together. After nearly
three years,these gentlemen have struck a hot trail and Dr. Emmerson
was back for more material. It is even possible that they may uncover
a brand new kind of bacteria out here in the Sands. They at least
have these facts to work on: green plants grow in the Sands where an
analysis shows no nitrogen at all in the soil. This may develop into
a very interesting subject.
The May issue of the National Geographic Magazine carried a full
page picture of the White Sands in color.
On Easter Sunday there were approximately 2,000 people in to the
Heart of the Sands; our pretense of accommodations in the way of tables
and fire places and toilets was pathetic but they say it is darkest
just before the dawn and we are hopeful that the picnic area will get
the long-promised fireplaces and tables and shelters ere long.
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By Frank

U I D \(~ A Ul I A

Fish, custodian,

nlKILAMUA
Douglas, Arizona.
Visitors this month, 1,050; total since October 1, 4,291.
Early in April the weather remained cold and windy, with warmer
weather prevailing since Easter. A trace of snow on March 28 and a
light sprinkle on April 14 accounts for the total precipitation. In
general, conditions are dry, but as electrical storms do not occur at
this time of the year, the only fire danger is from man-caused ones.

On April 4, Foreman Campbell, with 18 enrollees, was sent to
suppress a fire south of the monument in the Coronado National Forest.
Leaving here at 3:00 p. m., they had the fire controlled and were back
by 9:00 p. m., turning the fire over to the District Forest Ranger for
patrol. According to reports, a Mexican laoorer at the nearby sawmill
had some matches accidentally light in his pocket and,during the excitement, broadcast them around him but failed to notice the resulting
fire.
Roads are in good condition on all approaches to the monument with
the exception of five aDd one half miles under construction south of
Elfrieda where grading operations are under way preparing for oil
surfacing.
Recent reports indicata that on the re-alignment between Benson
and Willcox, the turns of £&. David, Dragoon, and Cochise are to be
left out, thus eliminating all railroad crossings between those turns.
This will shorten the present Willcox-Tucsen route some six or eight
miles. The contract for paving the Stein Pass section has been let.
Visitors for the month numbered 1,050, a loss of only 37 over April
of last year. Of these, 257, or 25 per cent, came from out of the
state. A number of large parties in school busses were in this month,
namely: Willcox High School, 160 students; Safford school teachers,
51 in number; Safford seniors, 46; Sierra Club of Southern California,
41; and 32 new enrollees were guided through Eclho Canyon.
VISITOR STATISTICS
Cars
215
256

1938
1937
Attendance
814
Total stay of v i s i t o r s :

Number
103

Visitors
1,050
1,087

Time
5,700 min.

Out of State
257

Average Time
55.3 minutes.

54,402 minutes.

Among the visitors were Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Diemer, Madison, Wisconsin,
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who very kindly entertained us with colored movies of the summer scenery in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Lapland, with black and white scenes
of Russia.
Tom Martin, formerly with us at Bandelier, and Everett Beach were
here on April 22. These gentlemen intend visiting all the monuments
and parks of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah, by winter if possible, and those who meet them will find an interesting pair.
PARK SERVICE OFFICIALS
The following Park Service officials were here: Jack Diehl, Regional engineer, H. A. Montgomery, assistant engineer, and L. V. Randau,
regional coordinator.
Harry Clark, superintendent of the Douglas smelter, pasted away
early in April and was buried Sunday, April 3. Mr. Clark was a great
booster for this area and well liked by all who knew him. The day of
his burial was one of the lightest Sundays in attendance at the monument for some time.
During the month, with EQ. Riggs doing most of the work, besides
furnishing the telephone, we installed a grounded circuit at Massai
Point. This will be of great aid during fire season.
On April 19 I accompanied Steve to Tucson on official business
and while there received two stoves from Bicknell.
Mr. Tisk of the U.S.F.S. mapped the visibility area from the Sugarloaf Lookout on the 20th. He stated the map will be available for
distribution sometime next year.
This is a bit late but I desire to announce an addition at Chiricahua—Miss Eleanor Jean Stevenson, 9 pounds, C.O.D., March 2nd.
The new method of checking visitors has been started and seems
better and less bothersome than to shove a big register into a car
with four and five occupants.
April 22nd we moved into the new residence, with the aid of visiting relatives, although there is still a few items yet before it is
completely finished.
******SWM******
sVwHlRlCAHUA

s~s-y*
V~L-V~

By Wm. Stevenson, project superintendent, NM-2-A, Douglas.Ariz.

Four hundred square yards of rock banks were sloped on Bonita
Highway two and three quarters miles north of the Sugar Loaf Truck
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Trail intersection. Materials were used to restore the grade on fill
sections where settlement has occurred and in rebuilding low cut banks
where excessive width resulted from "day lighting". One hundred square
yards of banks were sloped on Bonita Highway near the intersection with
the powder magazine road and the materials were used to reduce the super
of the curve at the administration building.
Echo Trail was maintained from Echo Point to Echo Parking Area. The
trail was resurfaced and one short section of wall in Echo Park changed
to clear a large cypress tree as suggested by Bill Wirt and Ward Yeager.
(It was noted that the tree had not yet suffered any damaging effects).
The masonry wall around the utility area.is 90 per cent complete.
The stockade and gates remain to be finished.
The utility area extension is 95 per cent complete. Coarse materials from the excavation on this project have been used in the elimination of the borrow pit opposite the camp ground.
The Employee's Residence is complete except for lighting fixtures,
and stainint. exterior wood work.
The telephone lines from headquarters to Sugar Loaf and headquarters
to Paradise were maintained this month in preparation for fire s-eason.
On April 4, Foreman Campbell and 18 enrollees assisted the Forest
Service in putting out a fire which broke out near the Mason-Davies
Sawmill.
Thirty two enrollees arrived April 10 to serve as replacements.
However, our present company strength is only 132 and, unless more
replacements are received before the next period, the projects will
be seriously handicapped.
******SWIi******
Chiricahua seems to have had about a normal month both as to its
regular operation and as to the CCC camp.
As soon as we can get settled down in our new administration building and get the paved road going past the door over at White Sands, I
would like to experiment with trying at White Sands to divert some of
the west bound traffic off the transcontinental highways to Chiricahua.
We have an ideal set-up there for a very interesting experiment—F. P.
******SWM******
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Coolidge, Arizona.

3,823; t o t a l since October 1, 24,188.

WEATHER

Days
Days
Days
Max.

clearpartly cloudy
cloudy
temp

_--

---19
8
__ 4
-100

Mean max. temp.
Min. temp.
Mean min. temp.Precipitation

83.9
----28
43.9
- .10

Daily temperatures have been rising steadily. During the first
half of the month the maximum temperatures averaged 77.5, as compared
to 90.0 for the last two weeks. This rapid change has affected our
visitor travel noticeably. The desert is quite dry, there having been
little rain in the last six weeks, resulting in a restricted blossoming
of the desert flora. Winds have prevailed from the southwest.
GENERAL
Visitor travel totaled 3,e23 this month, an increase of about 200
over the same period last year. When almost 75 per cent of our visitors register from Arizona and California, it is a sure sign that the
winter season is over. This month Arizona had 49 per cent, California
22 per cent,' and Illinois three per cent. Other states represented by
more than 20 individulas were in the following order: Missouri, Ohio,
Colorado, Texas, New York, Utah, Oklahoma, Washington, and Iowa. In
addition to visitors from " the .'44r statos, Washington, D. C , Alaska,
and Hawaii, there were registrations from Canada, Mexico, France, and
Spain.
On Easter Sunday approximately 250 people attended the Sunrise
Service held near Compound B. The various religious organizations of
Coolidge participated in the service which began shortly after sunrise
and continued until about seven o'clock. For the most part those who
attended were local people. Afterwards, a number of them had a picnic
breakfast in the picnic area.
There have been several additions to the personnel this month.
Miss Irene Espinosa was employed to wash and catalog pottery in storage
shelving which regular employees had not yet been able to care for because of pressure of other duties. James Holt was added to the CCC
guide force so that some of the present guides could take their leave.
He is doing a mighty fine job, considering that he has been here only
a week.
A valuable addition to the library is the Snaketown Report from
Gila Pueblo. Archeologists in the Southwest have been waiting for
this report to be published, and we are very proud to say that we have
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.'•'. ..

a copy.
The informational map on the Southwestern Monuments continues to
be popular with the visitors. In the past month (March 27 to April 23)
we distributed approximately 750 copies, and we still have to find one
that has been thrown away on the monument.
Miss Espinosa who has been working on the pottery in storage has
washed and catalogued 245 objects since April 4. Within the near future
we shall be able to go back to the storage shed and find any particular
piece within a few minutes, which is something that has been impossible
heretofore. In addition the material is being catalogued in such a
manner that we can determine the donor without having to refer to the
individual cards. On April 7 Ranger Jones took Miss Espinosa, Mrs.
Parke Soule, and Mrs. Gipe to the Gila Pueblo to give them a better
idea as to the care tskon with pottery in one of the foremost archeological institutions in the United States. Mrs. E. B. Sayles very
kindly spent an afternoon showing how she washed, patched, and restored pottery. Mrs. Soule intends to take up pottery restoration as
a hobby. If she follows the instructions of Mrs. Sayles, she should
be doing some very nice work within the next few months.
The Pima pottery study by Junior Naturalist Dodge and Ranger Jones
has been completed. The result is a full set of still pictures and a
fine color movie of the process. In addition, there are specimens of
the pottery in the process of manufacture, to be used in an exhibit for
the museum. The basketry study is almost complete, L.nd is the basis
for a museum exhibit also. We greatly appreciate the fact that we have
a photographer like Natt here to record by movies some of the fast disappearing arts of the Pima.
On April 17 several sherds of a Tularosa type were sent to Miss
Nora Gladwin at Gila Pueblo for analysis. These interesting sherds
were brought to us b.r Mr. John Fast and we are anxious to find out what
can be learned from a petrographic analysis.
On April 6 Custodian Bicknell and Ranger Jones went to the town
of Casa Grande to see a stone on which the Pima "maze" has been carved.
This stone, according to the owner, was taken from the Superstition
Mountains a number of years ago by a Pima Indian. We were unable to
locate the informant.
NEWSWORTHY VISITORS
National Park Service visitors to the monument included Regional
Engineer Jack Diehl and H. A. Montgomery of Santa Fe, and A. E. Underwood of the Engineering Division.
Other visitors of note included:
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Museum at Cambridge, Massachusetts.; Dr. L, R. Jones of the University
of Wisconsin; Miss Nora Gladwin and Mrs. E. B. Sayles of Gila Pueblo,
Globe, Arizona; Miss Jane Rider, in charge of NYA in Arizona; ;••• . Dr.
V.Petrullo, administrative counsel for WPA archeological projects;
and Princess Maria de Alva, formerly of Spain. On April 5 Mr. Robert
Williams of Paramount Studios, El Paso, Texas, took a series of pictures
of the Casa Grande which are to be used in an illustrated folder on the
scenic spots of the Southwest. Other visitors of interest to the monument were Art Woodward of the Los Angeles Museum, Mr. and Mrs. William
Keurath of the University of Arizona, and the well known medical authority, Dr. Morris Fishbien of Chicago, Illinois.
USE OF MONUMENT FACILITIES BY THE PUBLIC
Total travel:

1938—3,823; 1937—3,627; 1936—3,436.

Of the 3,823 visitors to the monument, 3,168 were contacted on
trips through the ruins, the museum, or both. A total of 12,638 minutes was spent guiding 357 parties through the ruins for an average
time of 35.4 minutes. In the museum 5,201 minutes were spent with
242 parties for an average time of 21.5 minutes. (See "Casa Grande
Visitor Statistics" under the Headquarters division of the Monthly
Report).
The picnic grounds have been in use a good deal since the warmer
weather has set in, almost every night there is a party there. We
have counted 74 groups consisting of 968 individuals during the month.
Among these groups were the following: 50 children from the Lehi
School in Mesa, and 40 pupils of the general science class of the
Coolidge Union High School. On April 16 a troop of Boy Scouts from
Coolidge stayed overnight to be on hand to aid with the Sunrise Service. Fifty members of the National Federation of Federal Employees of
Sacaton held a picnic the evening of April 21. Forty members of the
Sierra Club (Los Angeles) stayed overnight and went through the ruins.
On the 15th, 40 students from the Phoenix High School visited the
monument.
NATURE NOTES
The monument is in full blossom now with the exception of the
cacti, some of which are in bud. However, there are but few annuals
in blossom due to the fact that there is very little moisture in the
soil. The mesquite trees started leafing about the first of April.
Now many of them are beginning to blossom. The ocotillo has just about
reached its period of maximum bloom on the monument. There is an interesting phenomenon in this respect. The ocotillo first began leafing
early in April, and continued to do so up until the first buds appeared
around the fifteenth. The leaves then began to turn a sallow yellow
color and fell off, apparently because of the lack of moisture. Now
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the flowers are blooming on what is otherwise a dormant plant. The only
reason I can figure out for this is that the plant is conserving its
.oisture in order to produce the flowers.
The creosote bushes are practically covered with yellow flowers.
As reported last month, the first creosote seen blossoming under natural
conditions was on March 12. Maximum blooming occurred during the period
between the 13th and the 20th of April. Now (the 24th) most of the
flowers are turning to fuzzy white seed balls.
Many of the Hedgehog. Cactus plants on the monument are in blossom.
The one across from the drinking fountain near the museum is interesting.
The first flower on it was reported April 14; the last blossom withered
or. the 23rd. In 1936 this plant blossomed on the 12th, and the last
flower withered on the 24th of April. Such data as we do have would
seemingly indicate that the habits of some plants do not vary a great
deal from, year to year. The cnolla just to the east of Engineer Tovrea's
office is also in blossom.
The first Gila Monster of the season was reported on April 15 by
Junior Naturalist Podge. Last year the first one reported for this
vicinity was on April 18.
Three rattlesnakes, likewise the season's first, were killed by
the CCC boys near the canal. A gopher snake was captured by the CCC
boys on the second of this month, and photographed by the naturalists.
Last month at this time we were wondering whether or not Mrs. Owl
was sitting on the nest in vain. However, on April 1 we discovered
that there were four young owls in the nest, which is a record for the
family here. Usually no more than three are hatched. Junior Naturalist
Dodge took some movies and still pictures of them.
BIRD NOTES FROM CASA GRANDE

By G. Gilbert Philp.

Inasmuch as I have been at Casa Grande for less than two weeks,
I am in no position to attempt the complete listing of our birds. However, the species encountered to date are well worthy of mention.
Few, indeed, are the persons who would not pause for a moment to
look upon a nest of young birds. Being the nesting season, it is appropriate to write accordingly.
The most interesting find—a Plumbeous Gnatcatcher's nest'. The
deeply cup-shaped structure located in a mesquite tree, is one of the
finest examples of bird architecture imaginable. It is so situated as
to be shielded from the sun's warmest rays. Even though Jr. Park Naturalist Dodge and myself were within inches of the young, the male paid
us little or no heed. The regular feeding schedule -was not interrupted.
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A more fearless and courageous bird I cannot imagine.
The Western Mourning Doves.are with us, and nesting in numerous
mesquite trees. One cannot walk far through such a grove without flushing a dove, and sending him off in his characteristic zig-zag flight;
now hitting the ground with one wing, then with the other, in an attempt
to decoy the intruder away. To date, I have seen only one nest with
young, and this brood, Natt tells me, is the second.
Other birds found nesting here are: Ash-throated Flycatcher (In an
abandoned woodpecker hole), Arizona Verdin, White-rumped Shrike, Cactus
Wren, Pallid Horned Owl, (pair nesting in ruins), Say's Phoebe, (eggs
abandoned), and the Rou^h-win^ed Swallows show every indication that
they will nest soon. Other species are knovm to nest here, but to date
no concrete evidence has been discovered.
Western Chipping Sparrows are common. In their company, an occasional Gambel's, Brewer's, and Western Vesper Sparrow may be seen.
Warblers are not at all plentiful, but members of three genuses
have been observed—the Pileolated (Wilsonia pusilla pileolata) , the
Hermit Warbler (Dendroica occidentalis) , and Macgillivray's (Oporornis
tolmiei).
On the monument, true hawks are not well represented at present.
The Desert Sparrow, Sharp-shinned, Cooper's, and Marsh Hawk are the
only four I have noted. Presumably, those species which nest in
Southern Arizona have moved to more favorable sights.
To those who are following the "Check List of Birds of Casa Grande
National Monument", the following should prove interesting. We are
pleased to be able to add to this list a few species observed during
the month of April* es follows:
Cowbird, Bronzed- - - - - - Flycatcher, Ash-throated- - *Pelican, White- - - - - - - Sparrow, Western Chipping - Sparrow, Brewer's - - - - - Towhee. Green-tailed- - - - Warbler, Hermit - - - - - - Warbler, Macgilivray's- - - Warbler, Pileolated - - - - *Seen flying over monument.

Tangarius aeneus aeneus
Myiarchus cinerascens cinerascens
Pelecanus erythrorhynchos
Spizella passerina arizonae
Spizella breweri breweri
oberholseria chlorura
Dendroica occidentalis
Oporornis tolmiei
Wilsonia pusilla pileolata

******SWM******
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CASA GRANDE CCC SIDE CAMP

By A. T. Bicknell.

Twenty man days were used on Job No. 50, Shop Construction, to apply the screen wire to the outside walls in preparation for the bitudobe
plaster. Some experiments were made with this plaster and we are now
waiting to determine the results. The electrical supplies for this
building were purchased from the Arizona 'Wholesale Electric Company in
Phoenix and most of them have been delivered.
On'Job No. 51, Warehouse Construction, 185 man days were spent
building the adobe walls up to the lintel line.
One hundred twolve man days were charged to Job No. 53, Guide and
Contact Work. Enrollee Arnold left us at the end of the enrollment
period and Holt was transferred to. guide duty on Anril 16.
We spent £9 man days on Job No. 54, Clean-up. This work includes
general clean-up around camp, monument, and some work on the sewer.
Seventy one man days were used on Job No. 55, Manufacturing Adobes,
for the Warehouse and oil house. We had magneto trouble on the concrete
mixer whicn slowdd this work up some.
On April 16, Foreman Hobbs made a trip to Tucson to return enrollees
Allen, Arrant, Folsom, Reid, Arnold, Maples, and S;nith to NM-2-A for
discharge. These boys were replaced by Du Bose, Scholz, Palmer, Alinez,
Risinger, and Aaron, Enrollees Coyle and Eppes took advantage of the
six days leave allowed at the end of the enrollment period, leaving
for their home in Texas on Anril 23.
Our camp cess pool gave some trouble this month and it was found
necessary to dig another, making it the second gallery. Earl Jackson
of Montezuma Castle was kin<i enough to supply us with enough tile to
make this connection and complete this work.
CCC camp BR-19-A was abandoned March 31, and our mess was transferred to the Veterans camp SP-6-A, with Capt. Harvey in charge.
Safety meetings have been held on Thursday of each week.
Chaplain Probert held religious services at the camp on March 27
and April 13 with good attendance.
Camp inspections were made as follows: Capt. Harvey on the 29th
of March and April 8th; on the 2nd^Lt. Lee, retiring Commanding Officer
of Car.p NM-2-A, and the new Commander Lt. Wilson; Assistant Supt. Miller
and Mr. Cronyn the 8th; Educational Advisor Beaty on the 10th; Acting
Project Supt. Knagge the 12th; Project Supt. Stevenson the 16th; and
Supt. Pinkley and Assistant Supt. Miller on the 15th.
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THE DESERT TRAIL

By David J. Jones, park ranger

Our Desert Trail has been in operation for about a month now and
shows definite possibilities of becoming a success. We believe that
it is something unique in the way of self-guiding nature trails. It
consists of a 20 minute circle walk by way of the Ball Court and Compound B. Along the trail, points of interest are marked with numbered
posts. The interested visitor is given a mimeographed pamphlet at the
office. As he comes to each numbered post, he can find a discussion
of the particular feature encountered there under a corresponding number in the pamphlet. For example, at Station 1 there is a dense stand
of Creosote Bush and Salt Bush. It is a strategic point to bring out
the fact that more than half of the desert in Arizona is covered with
this type of vegetation, and that it is widely distributed simply because it has been able to adapt itself better to the desert's requirements. In addition there is a brief discussion of its uses by the
modern Pima. At other stations we deal with birds, animals, and with
archeology.
There are threedistinct advantages to having a pamphlet for the
trail instead of small signs. In the first place, we can provide a
great deal more information. Secondly, we have a check on the number
of people who use the trail, and can secure their reactions to it.
This is important to us since we do not regard it as a finished product,
but one which will have to be changed according to the suggestions of
those who use it. Thirdly, we can alter the information to meet the
season, changes in botanical nomenclature, and the subjects we wish to
highlight. Permanent signs make for a frozen trail.
Just how successful we are with the present trail is a question.
We aid not finish it soon enough to make a real test on the visitors
before the hot weather set in. It is our intention to appeal only to
the interested individual. Up to the present time there have been
about 25 groups over the trail. They seem to be very enthusiastic
over it, at least enough to ask whether or not they may keep the pamphlet. While the real test will have to wait until next winter, I believe that we can make several improvements before then.
It seems to me that we could improve upon the manner in which we
present our material. There should'be a definite theme to the pamphlet,
one which would leave the visitor with one .major impression, instead
of a number of minor ones. Why not try to bring forth a picture of the
exacting requirements of the desert and how the plants have been able
to meet these demands? In this way our visitors could get a good idea
of the conditions prehistoric man had to face here in the desert in
order to live successfully.
Most of the plant life is encountered in the first part of the
trail. At each station, we could show how that particular plant adapted
itself to the desert. It would be best to give only one main idea about
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a plant, instead of a summary of its characteristics. Shreve of the
Desert Laboratory does this very nicely, and I believe we could follow
his style to advantage.
By the time a visitor reaches Compound B, he should have a pretty
good idea of the desert itself. Then, instead of telling about a ruin
of which we know very little for certain, we could go into generalities.
Show how the Hohokam had to settle in the broad plains in order to
cultivate by irrigation, show where the canal for the Casa Grande was
located. In other words, my idea is that we should make a brief summary of the talk we give in the ruins. The development of the caliche
wall as an adaptation to environment would also be interesting here and
would serve as one of the ties between the trail and the museum—when
we develop our museum a bit further.
The sections on the birds and mammals has proven quite successful.
I did not realize that it would be possible for tno visitors to identify
the co:.imon birds from a brief description. T i ^ seem to«be able to,
however.
A number of the visitors have suggested that we have a longer trail.
This could be easily done by making a spur off the present trail which
would take the visitor to one of the other ruins. We could arrange it
so that ho would pass through a mesquite bosque, for example, xvhere he
would be likely to see more of the birds and mammals. I do nob think
it would be necessary to develop detailed stations, but attempt to drive
home some of the principles we expound in the pamphlet.
Finally I have noticed that there is a tendency on the part of the
visitor to put the pamphlet in his pocket with the intention of reading
it later—after he has left the monument. One fellow in particular
said that he walked over the trail hurriedly without paying any attention to the pamphlet. Accidentally the pamphlet opened to the station
he was at, he became interested, and spent an hour more than he intended on the trail. To counteract this, why don't we put sort of a
"teaser" at each post? For example, at the Station 1, "Notice how the
creosote bush has adapted itself to the desert by developing a "varnish"
on the leaf. See page "
" in the guide pamphlet." This idea, however,
should not be carried too far or we shall defeat our purpose.
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Homer J . F a r r ,

custodian,

APULIN MOUNIAIN
C a p u l i n , New Mexico.
Visitors this month, 1,100; total since October 1, 4,700.

We have had approximately 1,100 visitorsThis month* There have
been a half dozen light snows, but the road has been kept clear almost
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every day and travelers seem to be anxious even to buck the snow to get
to the top of Capulin Mountain.
Weathor conditions have been rather bad most of the month, but we
have had no real big snow. On the first we. had a two inch snow and a
hard wind from the north. It was bhe worst blizzard we had had all
winter up to that date. The custodian spent the third, fourth, and
fifth in bed with the flu or some of its undesirable kinfolk.
On the sixth, seventh, and eighth we had the worst blizzard this
country has known for fifty years. While we did not have much snow,
we did have three days and nights of wind that were very disagreeable
and cold, the thermometer reaching eight above zero which is a record
for April in this country.
Road conditions have been only fair in the monument all winter
and, while there has been no great deep snow, there has been plenty
oi' storms. Fallen rock and lrva in the road has put it really in bad
condition, but motorists have been persistent in making the grade, and
we have had more than tixe usual number of visitors.
We have mor'J moisture than we have had for many years and, of
course, we expect a splendid crop of flowers and grussos. We have a
nice lot of deer now but they are causing some damage to the road as
they are always kicking loose rock and lava that falls in the road.
Our crop of summer birdd did not leave the monument this winter, and
our large blue jays and robins are very plentiful now.
******SWM******
R a MPilIl I C D
DANUtUtK

B y C . G . Harkins, custodian, Box
669, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Visitors this month, 845; total since October 1, 3,942.
As a whole, the month of April has been very good. The weather
has been dry and windy, travel has been good, especially on Sundays,
and numerous parties have picnicked in the camp grounds. Our roads,
however, are dusty and exceptionally rou^h from the Otowi section out
to the highway at Pojuaque. Easter Sunday was the date for dances in
all the Indian Pueblos. The occasion was the Spring Corn Dance, beginning on Sunday and lasting through Wednesday.
ADMINISTRATION
An official trip was made to Creede, Colorado, with Mr. Frederick
Simpich, assistant editor of the National Geographic Magazine. Mr.
Simpich is gathering material for a story of the Rio Grande River
from its source to the Gulf of Mexico. Five days were spent in the
company of Mr. Simpich; leaving Santa Fe on Thursday, March 51, and
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returning to Bandelier on Tuesday morning, April 5.
WEATHER

'
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Days partly cloudy- - - - - - - Days Cloudy
--Maximum temperature - - - - - - - 8
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----64.65
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--------47.45
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VISITORS
Under this heading comes one of our more prominent visitors; one
that has been expected for a long while arrived Sunday, April 24, at
5:00 p. m. to reside at the Shr.lly residence in the future: a son.
Mother and son are doiijg fine at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Reimann of Denmark, personal friends of M. L.
Wilson, under-secretary of the Department of Agriculture, visited the
monument.
The field representative of the National Tourist Bureau for the
American Automobile Association, accompanied by Mi'. De Huff, president
of the Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce, was in the monument April 23 taking pictures for their Eastern Tourist Bureau at Washington, D. C.
Mr. Cate of the Few York World Telegram with Mr. and Mrs. J.
Bursey of Santa Fe visited Bandelier. .Mr. Bursey is director of the
State Tourist Bureau for the State of New Mexico.
Thirty eight uirl members of the Texas College of Technology
at Lubbock had lunch at Mrs. Prey's Canyon Ranch and made a" three 'Kbur l '
guided trip through the ruins. After doing the "Big Apple" in the
Cave Kiva and the Ceremonial Cave, they considered the trip a grand
success. They were a very enjoyable crowd and quite appreciative of
what we had to offer. We also enjoyed a visit from Mr. Robert M.
Senior of the Museum of Natural History at Cincinnati, Ohio.
PARK SERVICE VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Dale King arrived at Bandelier April 11. Dale is
making a very favorable showing on our museum. Acting Regional Director Herbert Maier; Mr. Finny, head of the personnel department for
Region Three; Peggy Finny, Petersburg, Virginia; and Mr. Ayers, Camp
Inspector for Texas, were monument visitors. Mr. Bill Wirt, Regional
Forester-, Santa Fe; Mr. W. W. Yeager, Assistant Forester, Santa Fe;
Mr. and Mrs. Pesonen, Assistant Regional Director, Santa Fe; Mr. and
Mrs. Alexander, Region Two., Omaha, Nebraska; Ranger and Mrs. Reed,
Yosemite National Park, California; Mr. M. J. McColm, Assistant
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Regional Director of Region Three; and Mr. Ballard, from the Washington
office of the Recreational Planning Department, were monument visitors
during the month of April.
POLICE PROTECTION
On April 9, Bob Hostettler threatened the life of the custodian
with a 30.30 rifle, for no known reason. He was disarmed and placed
in the Bernalillo jail. A warrant was sworn out for his arrest before
U. S. Commissioner Gombel, and Hostettler was then lodged in the Santa
Fe jail. He was placed under a $3,000 bond after a hearing on April
15 and in default of the bond is being held in the Santa Fe jail until
the next term of the Grand Jury.
MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENTS
Repairs to the garage damaged by fire in January are nearly complete. Now, if we just had some tools for the garage, some of our
worries would be over. The walls of the administration office have
been refinished, and also the floor has been varnished and waxed. The
three residences have been kalsomined, the dormitory has been remudded
inside and the kalsomining of one room is completed. This leaves all
our buildings in good condition and ready for another year of service.
MUSEUM SERVICE
Dale King, park naturalist, has been here all month, rearranging"
the museum. We hope to have most of the cases filled by June 1, or
at least something in them for our visitors to see.
A piece of Jemez ware pottery was secured through Dr. Reginald
Fisher from the School of American Research in Santa Fe for one of
the exhibits.
TRAVEL
Total travel for the month was 845 people in 223 cars, an increase
of 178 people for April, 1937. There were 38 states and five foreign
countries represented. The seven states leading in number of visitors
were as follows: New Mexico, 446; Texas, 76; Colorado, 55; California,
51; New York, 38; Pennsylvania, 14; Iowa, 14, Foreign countries represented were Canada, 6; England, 4; Norway, 1; Wales, 1; and Denmark, 2.
TRAVEL STATISTICS
Total travel
845 Average time field trip
105.4
Museum trips
59 Total guide minutes
9905
Total guide time special— - - 350 Total contacts —
- - - — 845
Total guide time in the field -8855 Total guide time in museum -1050
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Special groups- - - - - - - - - - 2 Average time museum contact- -17.8
Total visitor time- - - -43660
BIRDS
On March 30, we received 20 Blue or Scaled Quail from the State
"Game Department at Santa Fe for restocking the monument. At State Game,,
Warden Barker's suggestion, a pen was constructed and the quail were
penned up for two or three weeks before being released. On the night
of April 11, a bobcat foind the pen and, seemingly after numerous attempts, gained entrance by digging under fas wire, which had been buried
eight inches under the ground, and apparently'devoured all the quail-. -jfe
few may have escaped, but this is a remote possibility.
Bird banding has continued at various times during the month. Three
robins were banded in addition to the various juncos. One Bendire Crossbill was found dead in the campground and the sl'.in has been prepared for
study purposes.
The May issue of the National Geographic magazine carried a picture
of Tyuonyi, the great Communal House on the floor of Frijoles Canyon.
This picture was in connection with an article about New Mexico written
by Frederick Simpich.
******SWM******
Cy doesn't play it up very much, but he came within an ace of getting killed by the man Hostettler. A combination of quick thinking and
good luck preserved him to us.
It will be a relief to have that museum at Eandelier straightened
out by the three or four weeks work of Dale King and we hope it will
build up visitor interest and increase the length of time spent in the
museum.—F. P.
******SWM******
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By H. B. Chase, project superintend-

AIMUbUtK
V_V_V_
ent, Box 659, Santa Fe, New Mex.
During this month all wall construction of the Lobby and Sales
Room (Unit No. 2 of the Hotel Development) has been completed, all roof*.
decking was completed, and the asphalt roofing mopped on. All month a
crew has been busy laying flagstone flooring in this building and adjoining patios.
The flagstone flooring in the Employee's Dormitory has been completed this month. The window sash is now being installed, making this
project ready for plastering.
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A small crew has been at. work a part of the month on the Stone Wall
Project, laying stone walls connecting the various buildings of the Hotel
Development.
Unit No. 4 of the Hotel Development, Operator's Residence, was
started this month. The basement has been finished and all footings
have been brought up to sub-floor height.
During the month the Powerhouse Project, designed to house the
25 K.W. power plant, was started. The walls of the north, east, and
west elevations have been completed to a height of approximately five
feet, the bases for both the plant ana radiator have been completed,
and the generator is now being installed.
During the month the carpenter crew has installed all the lintels
and vigas in the shop unic-r the Reconstruction of Shop Project. Also
they have spent a majox- part of the month hewing and cutting lintels
and vigas for the various patios.and buildings now under construction.
A large crew nas been at work all month in the rock quarry, hewing
and shaping building stones for use in this building construction and
for the stone floors of the various buildings.
******SWM* *****
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By J a m e s T

' F u l t o n > forestry foreman, Box 669, Santa Fe, N- Mex.

FIRE PRESUPPRESSION
During this month I have been holding classes in which instructions
in fire suppression work were given. Three separate classes were organized: Leaders' School; Foremen's School; Lookouts' School.
In the Leaders' School, different methods of fighting fires, standard get-away time, use of tools, ana handling men on the fire line were
taken up.
In the case of the Lookouts' School, I have been training two men
in order to intelligently man oar temporary lookout point this summer.
They are receiving instructions in reading maps, use of an alidade, and
other miscellaneous duties of a temporary lookout. In my opinion they
will both develop into proficient lookouts. It is expected that they
will be put on duty the last part of April.
In the Foremen's Class,one whole Saturday morning was spent in
discussing our organization plan, principals of suppression work, and
in a discussion of the monument country with a view towards better
understanding how to get around in it. Another Saturday morning was
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spent out on South Mesa looking at the country and discussing trails.
Our closing meeting will combine the leaders' group and foremen's group
in suppressing a dummy fire.
FIRE CONDITIONS
On a recent hike to the Stone Lions and back, it was noted that the
forest is in a very dry condition. While no lightning fires are expected,
man-caused fires are quite possible; so, beginning April 30, foremen will
serve as fire guards over the week ends.
MISCELLANEOUS
I am still working a crew on the Lobby and Sales Room of the Hotel
Development.
******S1NM******

EL MORRO

By Robert R. Budlong, custodian,
Ramah, New Mexico.

Visitors this month, 206; total since October 1, 830.
As had been expected, April marked the beginning of our visitor
season. The last week of the travel month was fine and clear, and many
people took advantage of the good weather to hold picnics in the monument. Many of them were local people, however, who did not care to see
the inscriptions, which accounts for thw fact that only about half of
our visitors this month took guided trips.
WEATHER
Mostly clear, with steadily rising temperature! Maximum was 76
degrees on April 22, minimum 12 decrees on the second. Snow fell on
three days, the total depth being 6| inches (on the 6th, 14th, and 15th.)
Total precipitation was .69 inch. High winds from the west blew sand
all over the monument on four occasions, during the month. The last of
the winter snow on the north side melted April 21.
The past week has been quite warm, and grass is sprouting rapidly.
A definite green tinge shows in the fields. Farmers have mostly completed their spring plowing, and many of them hope to start planting
the coming week (the last in April).
ROADS
Roads leading to the monument have been rough but passable at all
times during the month. Since visitors rather expect poor roads at
this time of the year, we have had no complaints relative to them thus
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far. Roads within the monument have received considerable attention.
Having no scraper, the removal of high centers is pick, shovel, and rake
work which is quite slow, and frequently interrupted by the arrival of
visitors. In general the monument roads are in fairly good condition
with but a few sandy high centers remaining.
VISITORS
A total of 206 persons visited the monument during the month. All
visitors were contacted but one, who arrived while the Custodian and the
HCWP were in town. Trips were made as follows:
Inscriptions (guided): No. trips, 35; total persons, 131; total
time, 2,070 minutes; average persons per party, 3.7; average time per
trip, 59.1 minutes.
Office (educational) : V.o. visits, 10; total persons, 33; total
time, 1,065 minuses; average persons per party, 3.3; average, time,
106.5 minutes.
Trail (guided' : No. guided trips, 1; persons, 4; time, 175 minutes.
Trail unguided (by permission): No. trips, 4; total persons, 48;
total time, 520 minutes; average persons per trip, 7; average time per
trip, 130 minutes.
Picnics: No. picnics, 4; total persons, 28; total time, 280 minutes;
average persons, 7; average time, 70 minutes.
This is an increase of nearly 100 per cent over travel for the month
of April, 1937. Perhaps some of those visitors that have been passing up
headquarters and some of the southern monuments have been coming here
instead. If travel continues to increase at the rate it is doing now,
we are going to be unable to give good service to visitors. On April
24 a carload of visitors would drive in every few minutes, join the trip
then under way, and this would necessitate much repetition of explanations previously made to the group. This-was repeated as each new carload arrived, and it was impossible to keep accurate check on time spent
by each new group, or number of persons in the party, as some did not
register. At this rate, an extra guide will be needed on Sundays and
holidays.
Mr. William R. Hogan and Erik K. Reed, of the Regional Office, made
a short visit during the month, and, of course, stayed not nearly long
enough.
Ranger and Mrs. Ernest R. Reed, of Yosemite National Park, visited
the monument while the custodian was in town for supplies, and were
shown the inscriptions by the H.C.W.P.
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Mr. and Mrs. Clay Lockett, of the Indian Service, visited the monument during the month primarily to discuss color processes in photography
and also to visit and see the monument.
Mr. Roy Barker, district game warden, and his wife were very interesting visitors. They also brought us our Scaled Quail for the attempt
to stock the monument with these birds.
Mr. Thomas W. Stevens and Mr. Karl Kilby, of Santa Pe and Albuquerque,
visited briefly in connection with the proposed Cuarto-centennial to be
held in 1940.
TRAILS
The north trail, which is in good condition, is mostly graded, and
drainage ditches are being cleared of deaa leaves and ether debris. The
south trail, as reported las: month, is in very poor condition. No work
is being done upon it rending an inspection by the engineers. Our
experiments with "lapidclith'' solution have not been completed. We received the solution too late in the year and it was thought inadvisable
to apply the solution to the rock while be?.ow-freezing temperatures prevailed, since freezing of the solution in the porour. rock would have resulted in greater- disintegration of the stone. It is only during the
past week that temperatures at night have remained above the freezing
point.
Trails around inscriptions on both sides of the rock are kept raked
and graded. These are not intended to be permanent trails, but we find
that by keeping the present trails raked, visitors tend to keep to the
newly-raked area instead of trampling down the sparse vegetation on
either side of the present trails.
WILDLIFE
Prairie dogs, rock squirrels, and chipmunks have come out of hibernation within the past ten days, and considerable numbers of them may be
seen.
The Golden Eagle is still on the nest. I do not know the period
of incubation of the eggs, and it may be that the eagle is just lazy or
tired, or merely resting. However, it is about time that the eggs, if
any, hatched. A daily inspection of the nest is made through binoculars.
These eagles are of great interest to visitors, and only two days ago
I spent some time hanging over the edge of the cliff while a visitor
held my feet in order that I might photograph for him the eagle on the
nest, in motion pictures.
We are happy to report the demise of two more cats. One more still
roams the monument, however, and all efforts are being made to remove
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him permanently.
On April 12, District Game Warden Barker and his wife arrived at the
monument bringing with them a crate containing 39 Scaled Quail. These
were released between the cabin and the water pool. They did not fly,
but wandered bacx among the trees and settled down for the night.
Numbers of them have been seen from time to time, but only in small
groups, and apparently they have scattered widely. Word has been sent
around the vicinity that the quail have been released and all possible
cooperation requested in their protection. Our very great thanks are
due Mr. Elliott S. Barker, state game warden, for his kindness in supplying these quail; also %o Mr. Roy Barker, district game warden, who
brought the birds. Grain has been scattered within the boundaries to
attract them.
SIGNS
During the month a sign was made and placed above the register
advising visitors that cc;ts and dogs must be kept in cars or on leash.
Fragments of direcbional signs have been gathered from the roads and
new ones are beirg made. As usual, signs tre destroyed soon after being nut in place
The Forest Service has placed new signs on the road
between here and Grants and they will be of great help in keeping
visitors on the ri3ht road.
QUARTERS
Boss, while I was being somewhat facetious in my remarks last month
relative to our limited accommodations here, the matter really is serious. First of all, understand that in so far as we are concerned there
is not the slightest complaint. We could always use a little added
space to good advantage, our actual floor space measuring less than 4 x
7 feet, but our primary concern is for our visitors. It is virtually
impossible to get visitors inside the cabin while the HCWP is engaged
in any household activities, for space is then even more than ever at
a premium. But this cabin is also our museum, lecture hall, and
laboratory. We take pardonable pride in our "office visits" and our
increasing number of "repeaters" can be traced directly to this service. If we could add to the present cabin one log room about 18 feet
long (if no house can be constructed here this year) and if we could
build a long bench or table along the north side of that room for our
educational material, I can promise you a "desert laboratory" that
will undoubtedly be somewhat novel, but one that will enable us to increase greatly our educational contacts here. I am a great believer
in the value of the relatively little-visited outpost monuments as
educational points.
Give me an outpost station every time. What if there are no conveniences? The lone outpost man can do far more in the way of making
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fast friends for the Service and can give greater education, I believe,
than most of the heavily-traveled monuments put together. Give us that
added room, and don't worry about a museum. And then, in about six
jucnths, better send us up a relief man for routine matters on Sundays
and holidays, or a "traffic cop" to direct traffic. Do we get that
room?
******SWM******
Bud and Betty are strictly entitled to that room he is talking
about. We have been trying our best to get new quarters, or rather
some quarters, for the present log hut will hardly qualify under the
name, for the last four or five years. We aro not allowed to ask for
it under the regular appropriation, being bold that we must get it under
the emergency funds. We have never been able to get it under the emergency funds controlled bv the state authorities, being told by them that
the Congress will take care c" us and they have to look out for their own
state projects. There is too much material cost to do it under WPA. Between ell these projects we have been unab.la to gut anything done and I
think Bud has the best solution in a. temporary addition to the old
cabin.—F. P.
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I am still on the waiting list, not being able to get out to the
monument on account of the cold, wet weather. I got out as far as the
forest boundary line on April 18, but got, stuck in the mud when I attempted to turn around to come: back. I am sure that I want to be out
there before May 7 or 8, and if I had some horses of my own, I would
have been out there long ago. But I could not afford to hire horses
for the trip. Another year I will try to have some of my own.
There have been quite a lot of people who came expecting to drive
out. There were 53 from the State Agricultural College at Logan, Utah,
five professors, and 48 students, on April 11, and were they disappointed! I took them down to Five-kiva Gave and talked to them for 40
minutes. I was with them four hours. I also talked to many other
people and showed them the cave and many other ruins around Blanding.
On April 5, R. C. Adams and John Maken from Denver were here to see me.
I took him and his wife out to the bridges on horseback 12 years ago,
and now they wanted to drive out. They said that they would come back
later. I have made two trips down to Bluff with other tourists who
were disappointed because of being unable to get out to the monument.
On April 25 I drove to Moab and attended the convention of the
Associated Civic Clubs of Southern Utah. I spoke to them for ten
minutes, and also had a nice visit with Custodian Harry Reed. Arches
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National Monument is certainly on the boom, and I am glad. Mr. Black,
the state highway man, says he will tackle the Elk Mountain Road in a
few days. I can hardly wait, for I want to get out there as soon as
possible. I will try it again next Monday.
This has been the coldest and wettest April 1 have ever seen in
San Juan. Almost every other year I coula or did get out to the bridges
long before this.
I hope you call me to come for the picKup soon. It doesn't make
much difference which place I come for it, Flagstaff or Gallup.
Dr. tTred J. Pack, professor of geology of ths University of. Utah,
expects me to take care of him and 15 students for eight or ten days
soon after May 6. He says he must go to the bridges as they are the
highlight of his whole trip—that is the very way he said it—and he
cannot make the trip unless I take care of him. I will put Junior on
the job for a fev; days and tpjte care of Dr. Pack as Soon as ] know that
we can get over the Elk.
Oh yes, I forgot to tell you that Superintendent Nu5?baum of Mesa
Verde was at Moao and that I had a short visit with him.
I will use the tablet and keep a regular diary after this as I
know that I am going, to have some real reports to make. I will write
again in a. fev; days. Many thanks for the folder and leaflets; they
are just what I have always wanted.
******SWM******
\^nr\K„Kj
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Chaco Canyon, New Mexico.

Visitors this month, 840; total since October 1, 2,217.
As usual, April has been a fair month for visitors here at Chaco.
But the March winds (which blow here through February, March, and April)
are still hard at it. The roads are in fair condition, both from the
north and south. The sandhills north of headquarters, near the Escavada Wash, are still in fair shape, except in two places, where the
sand has drifted over the plating put on last May. The trail roads
within the monument are no doubt in better shape than last year for,
with the aid of the Mobile. Unit, I have been able to repair several • - •
mud holes with debris taken from the ruins where they were working.
The entire canyon in general is beginning to green up, a few
blossoms here ana there are noticeable, a lot of birds are returning,
and the lizards are out again. As yet, no snakes have ventured out.
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WEATHER
The maximum temperature for this month was 81°, as compared with a
maximum of 84° last April. The minimum temperature was 16°, as compared
with 18° in April a year ago.
There were only seven stiff wind-and-dust storms this month, compared with ten heavy dust storms that took away part of the monument a
year ago.
We've only had two cloudy days this month, while there were four
cloudy days last April.
There was a .23 inch precipitation recorded this month, as compared with .38 inch a year ago. However, I believe things look better
in general than they did this time last year.
7ISIT0HS
We have had 840 visitors through the monument this month, which
is an increase of 37 over April a year ago. 40? of these were contacted.
A group of Soil Conservation officials from Albuquerque and Gallup,
New Mexico, also Window Rock, Arizona, were official monument visitors
this month. The grout) consisted of Mr. Matthews, regional engineer;
Mr. Arthur Fife, district engineer; Mr. Ray Walker, chief of operations;
Harry Jones, designing engineer; Mr. Short, Mr. Knapp, and Mr. Love.
They made plans while here for quite a lot of bank protection work
near the ruins of Una Vida, Hungo Pavi, Pueblo Del Arroya, and Kinklet-soi.
The monument was honored this month by having as visitors, Director
of Indian Service Forestry, Lee Muck, of Washingt jn, ;D. C ; Indian Service Regional Forester, Frank D. Lewis, Spokane, Washington; and Indian
Service Regional Forester, W. H. Zeh, Phoenix, Arizona.
Mr. Ford, of the Indian Service of window Rock, Arizona, was an
official visitor at the monument this month.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE VISITORS
Park Naturalist Dale S. King and Mrs. King, from headquarters at
Coolidge, Arizona, were official monument visitors this month. Custodian and Mrs. Carroll Miller of Aztec Ruins National Monument were
also Chaco Canyon visitors.
A fraternity group consisting of eight lads from Pomona College
visited the monument. They arrived here at 4:45 in the afternoon, in
a very bad wind and dust storm. They seemed to enjoy their visit very
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much, even though there was a bad storm on.
On April 9 we had as visitors Mr. J. C. Porterfield and a group of
46 students of the Central School which id located between Fruitland
and Kirtland. Mr. Pcrberfield, who is a teacher at the Central School,
is much interested in the ruins at Chaco. The students were also veryinterested, and seemed to enjoy the day and the trips to several of
the ruins.
THREATENING ROCK
I noticed 1/15 inch outward movement of Threatening Ho3k the second
of April, on the east nud; 2/16 inch in the center; and 1/16 inch on the
west end. On April 15 ix moved out 1/16 inch on west end, witn no movement on east or center. On April 21, it moved bczk 1/16 inch on the
west and l/]6 inch in cent
center, east remaining the same.
On the nifeht of Anril 14, the temperature droppel 10° lower than
the night before. It rained and snoweu (.20 inch precipitation) and
was cloudy al\
day. Howev
However, the movement,
of the
tn<~ rccic took place on
t of
ll day.
the 15th with 1° warmer tamperature thar.
tLe day
dav b
before on the minin the
mum, and 5° on the maximum. Cn the day ox' the outward .i.overnent, it
was partly cloudy with a stifi
ff west wind..
The 19tn and 20th of Apr^l were partly
slo-cy wi+h a stiff west
ly cloudy
ind
cha
wind. On the 21HX the wi id changed to the nortm aat ara the day was
RUIN WALL FALLS
Part of one of the small house sites located on one of the side
arroyas about one mile south and east oftfejijlRuins has caved off
into the arroy°. Just another good wail gone down that could have been
saved but can never be replaced.
Well, Loss, I had better close this and begin to think up something
for this coming month because I don't believe I will have much time to
think after another Week or two.
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Chaco Canyon, New Mexico.
Since our last narrative report during a period covering five weeks,
we have expended 491 man days, divided among six jobs as follows:
(1016-2 ) Clean existing drainage ditches- - - - - - -86 man days.
(1016-3 ) Repair capping - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -62 man days.
(1016-4 ) Wall support, Bonito_-_ - - ^_ - - - 176 man days.
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(1016-5 ) Wall patching, Bonito- - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 man days,
(1016-20) Wall support, minor ruins- - - - - - - - - - - -139 man days.
( 131-23) Repair boundary fence- - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 man days.
All camp and equipment maintenance overhead has been pro-rated
among the above jobs.
Job 2, Cleaning Existing Drainage Ditches, as last month, has been
concentrated on the east side of Bonito where a large dump has dammed
the run-off from the cliffs against the outer wall, rooms 178 to 164.
This dump is composed wholly of blown sand. Against the wall, it
reached a height of four feet and, 12 feet out from the wall, a height
of seven feet. From phocographic data available, it appears that this
sand"trers either been removed from the ruins and piled there or has
accumulated naturally since 1924. With the removal "of 268~"cubre- yards
of this material in the past two months, the drainsge for the east side
of the ruin has be?n greatly improved. All of the removed material has
been .used to grade up the area at the rear of the custodian's residence
or nas been spread on the lowest parts of the monument roads.
The need for removal of this fill against the walls would not have
become pressing until the coming of fall rains, and work on it was done
only as adverse we-ither conditions forced us to slow torn or. other work.
With it removed, there is not 1 great quantity of drainage-ditch clearance remaining to be done. The remaining major itim of importance is
the removal of 60 yards at the northwest corner of the site to deepen
the drainage there.
On Job 5, Wall Patching,, the 176 man days v;ere spent completing
the repair to the series of 16 rooms, 341 to 344 and 131 to 142 inclusive, that form part of the south limits of the site. Last month 61
square yards of surface were repaired while 102 were done this month.
This brings the total for the completed area to 163 square yards. As
reported last month, repairing this type of masonry requires considerable time as it is necessary to individually shape each block and spall.
A random sampling of this repaired wall shows an average of 387 pieces
of stone per square yard of surface.
3efore work began, the greater part of this wall had fallen so
low and was covered with such a depth of blown sand as to be almost
undistinguishable. In repairing it, it has been necessary in most
cases to build up the veneer on both sides of the wall. While it has
consumed a %reat deal of time, I believe that this single job has done
more to add to the appearance of Bonito than any other that we have
undertaken.
With this section completed, we are now at work on two separate
wall repair jobs. One is in progress in Room 339. Here we have an
excavated room adjoining one which has not been cleared out. in the
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one which has not been cleared, the fill stands six feet above the floor
level of room 339. Water collecting in the unexcavated room has washed
through the wall, cutting out part of the doorway and undermining 12
feet of wall at the base. The foundations are now being repaired and
the doorway rebuilt. When this is completed, we will apply a seal coet
to the unexcavated side of the wall with a drain at the bottom leading
out through the doorway and away from the wall.
The second wall repair job in progress is in Room 98-A, a third
atory room in the north central part of the building. Here an area of
four square yards of surface veneer, offset slightly from the rest of
the wall, has broken away from the core and fallen. This is a particularly harmful case as directly above the fallen area there are another
four or five yards of fine masonry still intact. Most of it is unsupported except for occasional projecting stones of the core below. Included in this repair job are two doorways lower down in the wall, two
partially broken windows, and a series of holes from which the floor
beams have rotted.
Of the 62 man days on capping, 54 were spent on the series of 16
rooms notea above as having the repair on them completed. In capping
this wall at least one layer of spalls, a band of spalling averaging
three to four inches, and one layer of larte blocks is laid in the
stabilized mortar. To date, <r0 yards of capping have been laid and
there remains another 15 yards to be done.
The other eight man days charged to canning have been expended
hauling sand and gravel from the San Juan for use in laying the concrete
to be built over part of the second story walls on the east side. It
takes a truck six to seven hours to make the 112 mile round trip to the
San Juan. Adding hauling and labor costs, this brings the price of sand
and gravel to (2.42 a yard. This is extremely high ,but the San Juan
Valley is th© closest place where usable sand and gravel is available
and the roads between here and there are not the best.
The small item of four man days for wall support, Job 4, is in
Room 340 where the north cross wall, east to'west, 12 feet long and
eight feet high (which was not tied in to the other north and south
walls at either end) has bulged and moved out of plumb at each end until
it is irregularly out of plumb from four to eight inches. To support
this in the condition in which we find it, we have taken down the top
two and a half feet and below this have removed another foot of the
interior cere without disturbing the exterior surface. In this trough
we are laying a reinforced concrete core securely tied into the end
walls of the room. Near the top of the concrete core it will be widened
enough to support the surface veneer as well as the core of the wall
which will be replaced above it. None of the concrete will be visible
at the surface.
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Job 20 at Kin Klizin was completed during the week of April 18 except for the final capping of the new work. This capping has been delayed as we failed to order the Bitumuls stabilizer in sufficient time.
In the 139 man days used on this project,there were laid 38 square yards
of veneer replacement, nine square yards of repointing, and six cubic
yards of heavier masonry. This masonry yardage is divided as follows:
at the base of the tower, west side, two yards of veneer and two yards
of repointing; on the second story of the tower, south side, five yards
of veneer and three cubic yards of masonry fill; on Room 1, north of
the tower, one yard of veneer repair and two yards of repointing; Room
2, north of the tower, one yard of repointin£., and three cubic yards
in a heavy wall which acts as a buttress for the walls of Room 1; on
the complex interior oench in the tower, 30 yaras of veneer replacement
and four yards of repointing.
The 30 yards of veneer replacement on the bench act as support and
protection for the second story of the tover. This bench is a wide offset in the wall of the tower and when any portion of its veneer breaks
down it leaves exposed the- sorter, more easily eroded core of the tower
above. Observing; she correlation between the con lit ion of the bench or
any offset in the '.vail ana that of the masonry above it, it becomes evident that in most cases these walls break dov.n r^-or, the bottom upward,
if that is possible, instead of wearing down from the xcp. A narrow
offset, such as at Kinklizin, only the width of the veneering layer of
masonry offers a place for moisture to collect and enter between the
surface layers and the core. Hire, unlike the exposed top of a wall,
there is not enough adobe mortar present to soften and spread giving
some measure of protection, but erosion goes on more and more rapidly
as the veneer on the surface is separated from the core.
Under the direction of Custodian McKinney, one enrollee has put in
four days making repairs to the boundary fence (Joo 131 - 23).
In addition to the work now under way, jobs proposed for the early
part of May include laying the concrete walk over the second story in
the southeast corner of the ruin and waterproofing Room 110. Room 110
is the two story room in the northwest part of the site that is complete
with two floor levels and two original ceilings. Part of this room, the
lower story, is almost entirely below the surrounding ground level. To
waterproof it we will trench the entire room to the lower floor level
and apply a seal coat of strong stabilized mortar to the outer walls,
then refill the trench with broken rock so as to admit as much air as
possible near the bottom of the walls. iVith the trench refilled, the
surface drainage will be corrected as much as possible, although, due
to its low position in the ruin, not a great deal can be accomplished
in this way.
******SWM******
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Gordon and his CCC Mobile Unit seem to have been very busy during
the month at Chaco Canyon National Monument.
This has been a fine piece of cooperation between the Indian Service and our Service and we are glad to hear that,as far as can be ascertained at this time, it will be carried on through the next fiscal
year.—F. P.

Eleanor Jean Stevenson
March 2, 1938
Nine pounds
Chiricahua National Monument,
Robert Henry Sholly
April 24, 1938
Seven pounds, 11 ounces.
Bandelier National Monument
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HE AID QUARTERS
ACTIVITIES OF THE GENERAL MECHANIC

-- „

The roving ranger's car, reported as being 50 per cent overhauled
last month, was finished with the exception of removing the gasoline tank
for cleaning. Also it was found necessary, for the sake of economy, to
replace the old carburetor. The appearance of the car is much improved
by the green coat of paint on the white cover.
Automotive and general work accomplished other than servicing our
equipment includes: two coats of green paint on USDI 1813; rear bumper
and new battery on USDI 13915; installation of tew bar and trailer hitch
on USDI 13917; repairing of CCC concrete mixer magneto; manufacture of
three plaster hods; anu the checking of a refrigerator for Wupatki.
Our sewer line stopped up on the evening of April_10 because of
plant roots growing through the joints of the tile. It was necessary
to make a drag cleaner find break into the line in several places to
clear it. "Y" Ciesn-outs were installed in case of future trouble, and
a manhole was placed at the line junction. Fifty eight hours have been
spent on this work.
Shop equipment received this month includes: SAE dies and taps,
•J to -| inches; USS dies and taps \ to § inches; 1 Sharp paint gun and
regulator; SS drills 1/8 to 1/2 inch, by 64ths, complete with stand; and
1 cutting attachment for Smith welding outfit.
A trip was made to Tumacacort to help unload diorama cases for the
museum; another or. April 8 to take USDI 8116, dump truck,for use in connection with account 99.225.

B R A N C H OF E D UC AT IO N * lilt L S i m .
During April the Educational Staff was considerably scattered due
to the demands in the field. Park Naturalist King left headquarters on
April 6, devoting the balance of the month to the museum at Bandelier,
getting it in shape for the coming visitor season. Junior Archeologist
Charlie Steen returned from temporary assignment at Tumacacori, resuming
his duties at headquarters on April 22. Junior Naturalist Dodge returned
from the Western Museum Laboratories with a truck load of exhibits for
the Tumacacori museum and took up headquarters duties March 29 (which
partly accounts for the tardiness in getting out the March monthly report) . CCC Enrollee Wayne Eppes went home on furl«ugh-April 22-, being
replaced by Enrollee Victor Sholtz on April 25. Following is a resume
of the time devoted by members of the staff to various projects:
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King - Steen - Dodge - CCC
Days

Sr^ZSik O f f l ° e Work
correspondence (l23 letters)
1
Conferences and discussion
With Headquarters Staff
1/2
With visiting, scientists and technicians. 1
With personnel
1/2
Library (file, issue publ., etc.) . . . . .0
Reports
Compiling and processing monthly report .1
To Washington Office
0
To Region III Office
.0
Miscellaneous
.0
Publicity
Compiling and processing informational
and publicity materiel
0
Check Region III publjcity releases . . .0
Miscellaneous
Construction (minting, carpentry, etc.)0
Wrapping and preparing supplies and
other requested material
0
Clean-up work
0
Research and Education
Public Contact
Prepare and deliver outside lectures. . .0
Relief guide duty at monuments
0
Office visitors (informational)
0
Museum and Nature Trails
Acquire and prepare specimens
0
Acquire equipment and supplies
1
Planning (White Sands, Bandelisr) . . . . 1/2
Arboretum preparation and planting. . . .0
Visual Education
Slide Library work
0
Photography'.
1/4
File prints and negatives
0
Take and process photos
0
CCC Side Camp Educational Pre gram . . . .1
Faunal observations and bird banding. . .0
Ruins stabilization proj. administration. 1/2
Antiquities program administration. . . .3
Mobile Unit
1/4
Aztec Ruins
0
Southwestern Monuments Association
0

Field
Field Trips (Berkeley - Bandelier). . . . 15-1/2
Moving from Tumacacori
. 0
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3/4
1/2
0
0
2-1/2
1-1/2
0
0
1-1/2

2
0

0
1/2 0
0
1/2 0
1/4 0

10

13
1/4 0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

1/4 0
0

0

0

0

0
0

1/2
1/4

0
11
0

1/2
1/2

3/4 0
3/4
1/2
1/4 0

0
0
1/2

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
4

0

1/4

1/4 0
0
0
1/2 3
0
0
0
0
0
1/2
0
0
0
0
0

3

0
0
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King - Steen - Dodge - CCC
Days
Leave
Annual
TOTAL

0
726

2-1/2
25

0

0

25

18-1/2

VISUAL EDUCATION
Considerable progress"was made during the month in advancing the
visual education program through the acquisition of 288 lantern slides
made and colored by the Western Museum Laboratories. These slides are
in triplicate, thus adding 96 new items to the slide library. In addition, approximately 500 feet of 16 mm. colored movies were made through
a cooperative project with Case. Grande National Monument (see page 322
of this report). When completed, this movie will be a chronological
record of ths making of a piece of Pima pottery and a Pima basket. The
cooperation of Miss Elizabeth Hart of the Indian Service and of Mr.
Julian Hayden of Pueblo Gr'andt. constituted valuable assistance in obtaining tn6.se pictures.
SOUTHWESTEIiN IdONUMENTS LOAN LIBRARY
Although gratifying, use of the library was made by the men in the
field, much greater utilization of this facility is encouraged. Loan and
return records weie kept up to date. The following publications were
received daring the month: four books, 22 periodicals, 12 pamphlets,
two reprints, and four reports. Shelf space in the library is now at a
premium and more bookcases are needed.
PUBLICITY
The usual number of requests for information were answered, and all
available photographs of personnel were turned over to the Associated
Press following a request made several months ago. Several requests
for photographs of monument scenery and archeological features were
referred to the Washington office because of lack of photographic
material in our files.
On April 21 an illustrated talk or. the Southwestern Monuments and
the work of the National Park Service in these, areas was made before the
Hiram Club of Superior, Arizona.
..
Material processed during the month consisted of: 400 museum catalog cards, 1,000 copies of SWM 16-third revision, 500 Band Number Record
Cards, 2,000 Casa Grande informational leaflets, 50 CCC educational enrollment forms, and 1,500 Aztec Ruins informational leaflets.
CASA GRANDE SIDE CAMP EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Following the arrival of seven new enrollees replacing those returned
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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to the mother camp for discharge, the CCC educational pro"gram..has been"'
revised for the Casa Grande Side Camp. Thirteen courses are offered;
from one to 11 enrollees signing up for each. As the month closes, the_
program is under way and apparently running smoothly.
' ^~ACCESSIONS
From the Western Museum Laboratories 288 lantern slides were received and filed in the slide library. A quantity of planting materTaTs " '
were donated by the Arizona State Highway Department nurseries for the
gardens at Tumacacori. Seeds of a native poppy were provided for-'fhe headquarters arboretum by the Boyce Thompson Arboretum.^ From Washington,
D. C. came 200 each of informational leaflets on the following" rttonuMeirt'sf--:Tonto, Arches, Rainbow Bridge, Sunset Crater, Walnut Canyon,*'Y*ie"ca^H0tr9e^^
and Gila Cliff Dwellingsi A 16 mm. motion picture projector w.as provided by the Phoenix Sub-district Headquarters for the use of ,the^Casa
Grande Side Camp. One Gila Monster and one Horned Lizard were pr'ep3rli"a*'w,*,r--as specimens.
\
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE VISITORS
Headquarters visitors during the month included Tom Onstott, "Doc."
Ruhle (Glacier), H . A. Montgomery,and Jaclc Diehl (Region 3 ) , Ted Cronyn,
Edwin Alberts, and A. E . Underhill.
BIRD BANDING

" ~- • • "

The coming of hot weather, migratory movement of birds, and other"; '
factors caused the bird banding program to slacken during April. -Howe ...„
ever, the following birds were handled:
New
Repeat
ReturnDove, Western Mourning
2
2 .
0
Finch, House
2
2
:,„...
" CT" - -• •--'
J unco, Oregon
0
1
'""-*©-*- - - Owl, Pallid Horned
3
0
0
Quail, Gambel
0
12
.. .3
Shrike, White-rumped
8
0
. ~ 0~
Sparrow, Arizona Chipping . . . .
1
1
~ - -•©--s.-. ^..-•
Sparrow, Oambel . . . . . . . . .
2
21
.... .1
','
Thrasher, Bendire
0
1
••"-.. 0
' '* Thrasher, Crissal
0
3
.. -2 "" Towhee, Green-tailed
2
5
.•-.«.---» ;Xfc <**•; >....-.•:
Wren, Cactus
2
0 "•• v;- ...... --^.A.\
TOTAL
22
48 .6 '' * - -..
Nesting season was well underway, and many interesting bba.O'f^gtloaffli,,,. .were made (see "Bird Notes from Casa Grande", page 324 of this report). \.
This office is very grateful to the U. s. Biological Survey for an analysis made during the month of lb Pallid Horned Owl pellets collected'
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beneath the shelter over the Casa Grande ruins.

VISITOR STATISTICS
AND

EDUCATI0NAL,CQNTACT5

By The Boss
In the month of April we had, as nearly as we are able to find out,
31,720 visitors to our Southwestern Monuments. This compares with 22,719
•.for the same month last year arid 18,830 for the same month two years ago.
While part of this increci.se cen be checked is a considerable jump in the
figures of White Sands and Sat';uaro National Monuments, where we can make
no claim for accuracy in our figures,' and an abnormal hump of 2,400 visitors at Aztec, due to the sunrise service; there is no question that we
have a healthy increase of normal visitors at alirost all of the monuments.
Our own first wOx*r:,r, when our total attendance curve begins to peak, is
to see that the crowds are going to places where they will do little
harm. This is true of \,he heavy April traffic; the only danger point was
at Aztec Ruins National Monument where three of our regular men and a
group of Boy Scouts hanuled the parking problems and the few hours of
visitor peak so there was no carnage.
With the 31,720 visitors.our men made 15,754 contacts, or delivered
that many units of service. In percentage this figures 49.6 per cent
contact and compares with 67.7 per cent last year and 56.8 per cent the
year before. We have r^l^nty of slaak to toko up before we can consider
our service to the visitor satisfactory.
We gave 1,591 field trips to 11,243 visitors. These visitors had
plenty of time to talk things over with the guides because they averaged
seven persons to the party and the party was out with the guide for 44.1
minutes. This was much better than the previous month when the field
party-averaged only 36.2 minutes and a little 'better than last April
when-the field party averaged 43.4 minutes.
Jtfe .gave 880 museum talks to 5,360 visitors. Here again the visitor
had a chance to ask questions because the average party was only six
parsfuis.-- "They remained 22.4 minutes on the average as against 23.5
minute s_ for the previous month and 18.7 minutes-for-the same month last
year-,.
...
.Checking enly those monuments where the most careful, records are
kept, we are able to say that visitor traffic has picked up at our SouthwaAtern._MQnuments despite the general tendency among people to check all
unnecessary expenditures which has been felt for the past several months
over—^ax, district as well as over the country at large.
Beginning October 1, the visitor year has thus far brought us
137,052 persons, which compares favorably with 115j251_ f^r^he_same
SmUHBEBSIEaN M3HDMENTS
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VISITOR STATISTICS AND EDUCATIONAL CONTACTS (CONT.)
period a y e a r a g o .
This all sounds very nice, but I can't help pointing out that in
the 20,000 visitors we didn't reach with our services last month, there
were thousands who were eager for information (if we may judge by the
thousands we did reach) but who went to those monuments where we do not
yet have personnel.
******SWM******

SOME CASA GRANDE VISITOR RECORDS
By the Boss.
Traffic stepped up in February, slowed down in March, and now it
looks as if it is stepping up again in April. I wonder why it does this.
The following table shows the average trip time at Casa Grande National Monument where we are conducting some pretty accurate tests.
AVERAGE TRIP TIME
RUINS
APRIL MARCH FE3.
Rodgers
35.6
37.4 34.6
Coyle
34.7
35.6 33.0
Holt
32.6
Savage
29.3
31.3 28.7
Jones
41.4
45,1 44.6
Bicknell
54.9
50.1 43.6
Dodge
60.0
AVERAGE— 35.4
36.2 33.7"

MDSSDM
APRIL MiORCH FEB.
22.9
£2.8 20.3
22.7
19.9 19,4
20.2
15.4
16.1 17.5
23.3
24.6 25.7
30.6
30.8 24.8
26.0
21.4
21.1 20.1

TOTAL
APRIL MARCH
58.7 ' 60.2
57.4
55.5
52.8
— -44.7
47.4
64.7
69.7
85.5
80.9
86.0 :
56.8
57.3

FEB.
54.9
52.4
46.2
70.3
68.4
53.8

It must not be presumed that we are running seven guides at Casa
Grande. Dodge took only one party. Holt is a new man with only a few
trips to his credit and is doing remarkably well. Rodgers, Coyle, and
Savage have taken the brunt of the work. Jones and Bicknell have been
busy with other work and have pinch hit with visitors at noon hours and
peak loads, which distorts their figures somewhat, giving them longer
times than they would probably get in the regular run of the work.
Coyle made a determined effort in April to even his score with
Rodgers and you will note that he nearly succeeded with his museum trip
time where he picked up 2.8 minutes. Rodgers, who knew the effort was
being made, and did his best, picked up only .1 minute. In the ruins
trip, Coyle was 1.8 minutes behind Rodgers last month and has cut the
lead to 1.1 minutes in April. Both men go off time during the month but
that, I think, is due to the speed-up of the traffic. Rodgers, Coyle,
Holt, and Savage are CCC enrollees. Rodgers and Coyle have been working
about five months and their abilities seem pretty well matched. Savage
has not been with us so long and has not yet learned to handle the museum
work. Holt is a new man and is starting with a surprisingly high records
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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for the number of parties he has handled.
The following table shows some individual guide figures:
Days
Worked
Rodgers
22
Coyle
23
Dodge
1 .
Holt
6
Savage
24
Jones
18
Bicknell— 19_
TOTAL- T l 3

No. Parties
Ruins Museum
91
64
89
61
1
1
23
23
102
54
31
24
_20
J.5
357
2"i2

Minutes
No. Visitors Half trips
Ru. Mu. Ru.
Mu.
per day
3261 1466~ 804
709
"
7.0
3092 1390 784
778
6.3
60
26
14
14
750 465 151
171
7.6
3093. 834 891
520
6.5
1284 561 332
341
3.0
1098 450 192
183
1.9
12638 5201 3160'
2'>16
5.3

Holt leads with an average of 7.6 half trips per d a y — a n half trip
being either a museum talk or a visit to the ruins. Roigers is next with
7.0 half trips, lavage is next with 6.5, and Coyle next with 6.3 half
trips. This means thpt en the whole the boys hai an easy month except
for the peak loais of Sundays,
It is interesting to not.e that Rodgers and Coyle both spent 31 per
cent of their time in the museum; Jones 30 per cent; Bicknell 29 per
cent. The high and low limits were made by Holt viho spent 38 per cent
of his time in the museum and Savage who made a percentage of 21.
The pressure of traffic is shown in the following table and compared
with February.
TRAFFIC PRESSURE
Average number of half trips
per day for days of week.
April
February
Sunday- - - - - - - 3 1 . 4
'37.5
Monday
-- - - - - - - 1 6 . 5
25.7
Tuesday
19.5
21.4
Wednesday
18.0
23.2
Thursday- - - - - - - - - 1 8 . 5
24.4
Friday
14.0
23.7
Saturday18.4
26.7
The guides are doing less work in April than in February. Friday
was the easy day in April whereas it was Tuesday in February. But as a
matter of fact, there doesn't seem to be any regular "poor day" in the
week. Sunday does seem to be a regular peak day and the amount of the
peak load can be seen above; it runs nearly a third greater than the
average day and in April was more than twice as great as the low point
of Friday.
SOUTHiffiSTERN MONUMENTS
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PERSONNEL N O T E S '

BY the BOSS.

The personnel news of the month, of course, is the march Lewis
McKinney stole on us in putting over a marriage without letting anyone
at headquarters hear of it until it was all over. We welcome the new
Mrs. McKinney into the Service, and I believe there is already talk of
making a bird bander of her. Thus does she become a real Honorary
Custodian Without Pay and receive her initiation into the organization.
Congratulations, Lewis, and we hope to meet Carolie soon.
Carroll Miller's pleased look is due to the big success of his
Easter sunrise ceremony. We grant that getting two and a half thousand
people out of bed that early in the morning is a worthy enterprise but
point out that Carroll had the help of Join: .'ill Faris and Lewis McKinney.
The three of them make an unbeatable combination sad could accomplish
almost anything.
Parke Soule took time out to have a bothersome appendix removed.
The operation occurred Friday morning, April 15, and Parke came heme
the ten miles from the hospital Tuesday, which shows you how tough
these Southwestern Monuments men are.
Dale and Hortensia King have been over in Bandelier most of the
month working on the Bandelier museum.
Bill Leicht took over Navajo National Monument just as a blizzard
struck the country and for a week or so that tent house in Be-ta-ta-kin
Canyon was Bill's idea of no place to live. He said something about it
being four above zero in -;he tent with a fire going, which makes the
desert rats among us shiver. You tell him how it was at 65 degrees below
in the Yellowstone, Al.
George Boundey had a narrow squeak whan he came up on a deep dip
in a long open stretch of road and found it occupied by some horses.
There was nothing to do but take to the borrow pit and avoid the stock.
The. car turned over but fortunately no one was seriously hurt.
Charlie and Mary Steen are settled in rented quarters in Coolidge
and Charlie is back at work in the educational offices again. Ted
Cronyn is helping out at Tumacacori until the papers for a permanent
appointment come through.
Word from Jesse and
and have found plenty of
to be taking hold in.the
style; one or two of his
quarters.

Jane Jennings says they have arrived at Ocmulgee
work waiting to be done. Edwin Alberts seems
place left by Jesse at Montezuma Castle in good
well-pleased visiters having turned up at head-

Incidentally, the visiting group of Sierra Club members while
spending the evening around the campfire on our picnic grounds at Casa
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Grande, were warm in their praise of Tommie Onstott who had shown them
around at Tonto that day.
Another HCWP was added to the growing list of Southwestern Monuments
personnel with the wedding on April 20, in Tucson, of Miss Courtney
Reeder of Columbus, Nebraska, to Park Ranger David J. Jones. Following a
short honeymoon, Davey brought his bride to Coolidge while he completed
his work at Casa Grande. On May 2 they left for Wupatki National Monument
where "Corky" will have the distinction of housekeeping in "the oldest
continuously inhabited house in the United States".
"Doc" Gipe returned to his home in Coolidge on April 17, following
a major operation in a Fioenix hospital. Doc. is reported as "getting
along fine" and well along on the road of convalescence.
******SWM******
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THE.SAGA
O f THREATENING ROCK
By Frank Pinkley, Superintendent, Southwestern
Monument s.

INTRODUCTION

Among the dozens of problems at Chaco Canyon National Monument we
have one which we call the problem of the Threatening Rock. It has
bothered us these many yeprs.
The problem of Threatening Rock resolves itself somewhat as follows:
We have a gnat ma^s of rock which has been under-cut by the elements.
The under-cutting is still going on. The ancient people started to fill
the under-cut section with masonry walls and vertical beams. They also
built a terrace in front of the Rock.
With these facts before us for study, the geologists tell us there
is no fear of the Rock fulling in anything like the near future. The
engineers are not so certain about the fall being many centuries away;
they think there may be danger but are not so definite- on how to avoid
the danger. The archaeologists are interested in not destroying, covering up< or losing the work the ancient people did in the way of stabilization or preservation, but v;ant such measures taken as will insure its
standing for an indefinite period of two or three centuries more. We,
as administrators, are standing on the side lines waiting for something
definite to show up which will tell us what we ought to do and how mubh
it is going to cost.
Without further introduction we will present the reports of the
various technicians.-.'

THE WEIGHT AMD STABILITY
O f THREATENING ROCK
By J. B. Hamilton,
January 18, 1933.
INTRODUCTION
Behind Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon, a huge rock about 100 feet
high, 140 feet long, and over 30 feet thick stands slightly detached
from the main cliff. It seems to be about to topple over onto the
ruins. The ancient Bonitans evidently considered it as unstable as do
the modern visitors to the remains of their homes.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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THE SAGA OF THREATENING ROCK (COOT.)
That they feared it would fall is amply evidenced by the construction they undertook to bolster it up. Of course, their walls were not
strong enough to prevent the monolith from falling if it should start.
Their efforts probably had a secondary effect in that the abrasive action
of the wind and dampness on the base was stopped, thus lengthening the
time before undermining would progress far enough to let the rock fall.
Survey
Last October Mr. Julian, custodian of Chaco Canyon National Monument, and I made a survey of the rock to determine, if possible, just
how much likelihood there misfrt be of its falling. From a base line
below the rock, we determined the area and location of its top, its
midheight section and its base. Because of the inaccessibility of the
back or north face, there areas are somewhat approximate. The inaccuracy
might amount to about five per cent for the ir.idhei^ht section and to ten
per cent for the base section.
Stability
The accompanying drawings show these areas plotted one on top of
the other, also a front elevation and vertical sections. The approximate location of the gravity axis is shown by the line A-B. If the
base were removed by undercutting to the line A-B, the rock would fall.
It would then be in the position of a book or brick supported or. a
block with one half on and one half off, as illustrated in the drawing.
But the rock would fall long before all the materi'-il in front, of the
gravity axis was removed. Before the material was undercut as far back
as line A-B, the sandstone would crush and spall away.
If you should attempt to support a book or brick on a block of
rubber or wax, you would find that the block would crush down faster
under the center of the load than at the back. The load would tip and
fall before the overhang was made half its width. Because of the great
weight involved, the sandstone would act elastically or plastically as
the rubber or wax would under the lesser loads.
Condition for Safe Stability
Engineers consider such a weight unsafe against toppling if the
smaller area to' one side the gravity axis is less than one third the
whole area of the base. The survey indicated that about one fourth of
the area of the base of the rock lies in front of the gravity axis.
This area can be much less and the structure will stand, as the brick
on the block does, with practically no pressure area and as Threatening
Rock does with only one fourth the base in front of the gravity axis.
possibility of Falling
However, if earthquake vibrations north and south_ should occur, or
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THE SAGA OF THREATENING ROCK (CONT.)
if freezing should cause expansive pressure in water-soaked material between the rock and the cliff, the final ton3 of force required to send
it crashing down might be exerted. It can be said that the result of the
survey and the book-recorded science of the engineers agree with the
almost instinctive feeling of the ancient savage and the casual visitor—
the rock may fall.
Danger, to Ruins
If the rock fell, would it destroy the ruins? If in falling it rotated about a poin; eipht feet in front of the gravity axis, the top
would land about 20 feet from the back well of the Pueblo es shown. If
the top shattered badly, the momentum of tho pieces would probably carry
them through the back walla of the ruins
It is conceivable that the rock could fall and not' c.:"u ge the ruin
at all, as most of the momentum might be expended in cracking the block.
Weight
A question as to the weight of the rock has been raised. From
measurements of the plotted aroas and its height, it is easily determined that it weighs about 30,000 tons.
Insuring Stability
If it should be desired to insure the permanency of the rock, it
could be tied to the cliff by anchoring heavy rods or cables into it
and the cliff near its top. This would be an expensive undertaking
and probably not justified by the likelihood of its falling due to
earthquake shocks.
Increasing Stability
It might be advisable to guard against the action of weather, however, by continuing the work of the Bonitans. Horizontal cracks in the
face of the base could be grouted under pressure, thus in effect increasing the area of the base in front of the gravity axis. Then earth
and debris could be heaped against the front base to further lessen the
area exposed to the sapping influence of wind and water. As much of
this material as possible should be raked from behind the rock so as to
lessen the area against which freezing pressure is exerted and the
height at which it is exerted. Finally a waterproof layer might be
placed over what material is necessarily left back of the rock so as
to keep it dry. If it were dry, expansive freezing would not occur.
Conclusion
If these simple precautions were taken, I see no reason (barring
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THE SAGA OF THREATENING ROCK (CONT.)
earthquakes) why the Threatening Rock may not stand another thousand years.

PJUVJITM

IJNDJAN

£N<3IN££KIN<3 METHODS
AT T1-JR£AT£NJNG ROCK
By John Y. Keur
September, 1933
jnJ;-rodnctio;a_
Pueblo 3onito in Chaoo Canyon was constructed by its ancient builders
close to the north wall of the canyon. This north wall rises almost
vertically to a height of 100 feet direct]y behind the present ruins.
The cliff shows the effects of erosion, its surface is streaked and
weatherbeaten, full of cavities which give the faco of the rock a lacelike appearance in places. The base of the cliff shows erosion to a much
greater extent, hero ana there wind and sand nave caused a deep undercutting resulting in the formation of caves. An enormous block of sandstone has become detached from the cliff and threatens to fall on the
west part of the Bonito ruin. This report deals with the attempts which
the ancient Bonitans have made to prevent or to delay the falling of this
huge mass. The inhabitants of the pueblo must have been sware of the.
damage that could be done by such a mass of rock when and if it fell, for
rock falls and slides are of frequent occurrence in the canyon. It has
been suggested (E. L. Hewett, "Ancient life in the American Southwest",
page 303) that this "threatening" rock might have been a cause of the
abandonment of the pueblo by its inhabitants. The Navajo refer to the
rock as Sabaohnnoi or Ysabeadnei, meaning "Place-where-the-rock-is-bracedup".
The relation of the rock and the pueblo.
During July and August, 1933, the writer investigated the attempts
which the inhabitants of Pueblo Bonito had made to prevent Threatening
Rock from falling. The west corner of this rock stands 120 feet from
the north wall of the pueblo. The north wall curves away from the rock
in such a manner that the further part of the curve is 190 feet removed
from the east corner of the rock. Threatening Rock is 100 feet high,
140 feet long, and approximately 34 feet -wide (at midheight). If this
rock had fallen as a unit without splitting - which was quite unlikely its west corner would have jarred and probably crushed the back wall and
rooms of Pueblo Bonito. If the rock had split while falling, the resulting masses might have rolled right through the back wall which at
present shows evidence of four stories. The damage of such an occurrence
would have been considerable and it is not surprising that the Bonitans
did what they could to prevent such a fall. Their handiwork, now uncovered, presents a marvellous and constructive example of the ancient
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engineering methods which they practiced.
The relation of the rock and the cliff.
Threatening Rock stands now entirely detached from the cliff. It
is slightly wedge-shaped, with its greatest width at midheight. The
vertical split between the rock and the canyon wall is from 13 to 12
feet wide at the top and from three to four feet at the base. This
difference in width at top and base is not entirely due to the leaning
forward of the rock but rather to the weathering and loosening of smaller
sandstone blocks from the surfaces of the clefz. The spaco
b>iwoen ro
rock
pace between
and canyon w^ll is partly filled with t.vjse loosened rc:'h.i
-.v/i^di may
iray
cks,; which
have a great effeox in hastening the fall of Threatening Rock. HeX'SC
Water
collects between these loose stones and during freezing weather consider"
able expansion pressure may be exerted upon the rock.
In addition to a slight forward leaning, the rock also shows a
settling in the eL'.uviel mass of the canyon floor. This can be judged
by making a comparison of the relative position of the same stratum in
the rock and the canyon wall. At some points the difference in levels
is eight inches. The rock shows not only a leaning away from the cliff,
but its upper part (three fourths of its height) is beginning to split
away horizontally from its lower part. Thus a wedge-shaped horizontal
crack can be seen at the back of the rock, indicating an additional
tilting of the rock on its own base.
The front surface and base of the rock.
The front part of the rock shows a fairly uniform, 'though weathered
surface. One large vertical crack, 40 feet from its east end, is visible, extending from top to base. Several other smaller cracks are
present in the front surface. The base of the rock is far from uniform, showing a deeply extending erosion in spots. This undercutting
extends in one place from 14 to 15 feet, which is almost to the gravity
axis, the width of the rock at midheight being 34 feet. About one fourth
of the area of the base of the rock lies in front of the gravity axis.
As a result of the erosion at the base, we find several caves, especially
at the west base of the rock. If this undercut had been uniform along
the entire base, the rock would have undoubtedly fallen long ago. In
its present condition, barring earthquakes, the rock may remain standing
for centuries, provided that further erosion can be prevented.
The overhang at the base of the rock is greatest at the west end
where, over a length of 60 feet, the undercut varies from four to IE feet.
The overhang of the remaining 110 feet is much less, ranging from three
to six feet.
The embankment in front of the rock.
The ancient Bonitans constructed a large embankment in front of
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Threatening Rock which at the start of this survey appeared as a mucheroded talus. The flat top or terrace of this embankment extended to
the base of the rock for a distance of IS to £0 feet, depending on the
erosion. From this more or less horizontal terrace, rocks and sand had
formed a slope extending 20 to 30 feet farther to the front. This slope
had been previously dug into at right angles to the embankment exposing
at two points parts of a rock veneer, five and eight feet long respectively. On the flat top of the embankment, remnants of a wall parallel
to the face of the rock could be seen, constructed at the place where
the overhang was most pronounced. At the west end of the rock, 60 feet
of this wall was still standing, while at the east end a 26 foot stretch
of wall was visible. At presont the height of these walls does not.quite
reach up to the overhang, tha highest wall fragment now standing comes
to within two feet of it. It is probable that originally this wall was
constructed clear up to the overhanging parts of the rock.
•i

Determination of the construction of the embankment.

" ' /'•''

The first part of the work consisted of the exposure of the. remaining stone veneer which at one time covered the ertire front of the -fern-•
bankment. It wad found that the east corner of this veneer extended
originally to a point 40 feet beyond the east corner of the rock. This
point was marked by a huge block of rock 20 feet long which apparently
had been used as a corner stone or starting point for the embankment.
Next an attempt v;as made to locate the west corner of the veneer. At
the west end of Threatening Rock, a large pile of fallen rock is present,
consisting of huge blocks of sandstone and much debris. At one time this
mass of rock might have been in the same position in relation to the
canyon wall as we now find Threatening Rock. This fallen pile was present in 1900 and probably referred to by N. C. Nelson ("Notes on Pueblo
Bonito" Anthr. Papers Amer. Mus. of Nat. History, vol. 27, 1920, page
389) who raised the question if this fall had occurred during the occupation of the Pueblo. Earlier visitors and investigators give little
information about the presence of this particular rock fall. W. H.
Jackson states (Report on the ancient ruins examined in 1875 and 1877,
10th annual report of the U. S. Geol.fe'Geogr.Survey, Washington, 1878,
page 442); "The Pueblo was built within about 20 yards of the foot of
the bluff, but a talus of broken rock occupies all of this space excepting a narrow passage next to the northern wall, through which the trail
passes." From the above it it not quite clear if the mass of fallen
rock referred to was present in 1875 or not.
The writer succeeded in following the veneer westward to a point
eight feet underneath this mass of'rock, indicating that the embankment
and its veneer were built before the mass fell. The weight and size of
the individual stones as well as the complete absence of laborers: made'.' :
further excavation impossible. The entire length of veneer exposed was
185 feet.
•' \ i
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As the next phase of the workman attempt was made to locatdi the
veneer on the other (west) side of the fallen mass of rock. There a
trench five feet wide was made at right angles to the cliff, badlycrushed by fallen blocks of stone, some of which were too large to be
removed,and interfered with a thorough excavation. These walls might
indicate the presence of rooms at the base of the cliff, a possible
continuation of a small, previously excavated dwelling consisting so
far of one small kiva and a room, located a few yards further west
against the cliff wall. If laborers had been available, further excavations might have shown better results. The writer had to abandon
further dipging due to the cumbersome debvis. As yet the west corner
and extent of the embankment remain covered. At some future date, this
may be determined by removing the debris or by sinking test shafts
straight downward from the carter of the fallen rock mass.
The veneer,
condition due to
height of two to
to determine the
base to the flat
feet, indicating
structed.

185 feet long, uncovered is at present in a precarious
the danger of erosion. The veneer was exposed to a
five f-set. At intervals of 50 feet, shafts were dug
base foundation of the veneer. The distance from this
terrace on top of the embankment varied from 16 to 19
the original height to which this embankment was con-

The material removed from the front of the veneer consisted of
blown and washed sand, stones fallen from above, and, near the base
of the veneer, several piles of mixed clay mortar. The veneer itself
is in a fair state of preservation. It appears banded in construction,
regular rows of larger stones alternating with from one to four rows of
much smaller ones. No doorways, entrances or stairways were found.
Behind this veneer and extending to the top of the terrace, a
mass of irregular stone set in adobe was uncovered extending the entire length of the embankment. These lar^e and mostly flat stones
had been placed horizontally and covered layer upon layer with adobe.
However, this mass of stones did not fill the entire space between
the veneer and the base of the rock. The width of this stone pier
ranges from 14 feet at the west end to IS feet at the east end, while
the terrace is from 28 to 34 feet wide (measured to the base of Threatening Rock.) In order to determine the character of the fill between
the stone pier and. the rock-base, several trenches were made at right
angles to the rock. The fill material consisted largely of a top part
of blown sand mixed with stones fallen from the wall above, while below the terrace level the fill was found to be composed almost entirely
of a mixture of sand and clay, free from stones. The above mentioned
trenches were constructed to the base of the walls erected underneath
the overhang of the rock. However, these walls are not present along
the entire front of the rock; 60 feet from the east corner extending to
a distance of 40 feet west, no evidence of such walls could be seen on
the surface. Through the center of this space another trench four feet
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wide was made at right angles to the rock. This trench did not show
the presence of a wall connecting the east and west walls which had
been erected under the overhang. The following evidence relating to
the construction of the embankment was obtained from this particular
trench. The width of the stone pier was first determined, 16 feet to
the front veneer. The distance from this stone pier to the base of
the rock was found to be 16 feet also. After the top part of the
trench consisting of drifted sand and debris had been removed, it
was found that in filling in the space between stone pier and rock,
clay and sand had been used; clay near the rock and pure sand near
the stone pier. At the top of the trench the sand fill was found to
be 10 feet wide and between this fill and the rock a six foot wide
area of clay was uncoversa. These measurements are taken at right
angles to the rock. On excavating deeper the sand area became more
narrow, the clay area correspondingly xvidor. At a depth of seven
feet the sand occupied only three feet of the 13 foot trench. The
remaining 15 feet were iound to be clay. This clay was very closely
packed and very hard. It showed evidence of having been poured in
layers, slightly tilting away from the base of the rock. The stratification could be clearly discerned. The area occupied by the pure
sand between the clay and the stone pier was more or less wedge
shaped. In making an interpretation of this unusual construction,
the following suppositions can be made: If, at this point, the
entire space between the stone pier and the base of the rocx had
been filled by hard packed clay, any forward settling of the rock
would have caused a tremendous pressure on the embankment causing
it to be pushed forward which, in turn, would have resulted in a
leaning forward and perhans falling of the front veneer. However,
with a sand wedge present, any pushing forward of the clay buttress
would have resulted in an upward pushing of this sand, preventing
in this manner the weakening and cracking of the front stone pier.
In other words the sand would have acted as a sort of pressure absorber.
The part of the clay buttress nearest the rock to a width of
two feet was excavated carefully with a trowel to study the rock
surface. Gradually in this manner the rock base was uncovered.
When approximately 12 square feet had been cleared, faint cracking
sounds were detected. Glose inspection showed the appearance of
fresh cracks in the rock. These cracks were carefully plotted from
day to day. Eight separate ones were thus located, varying in length
from four to 13 inches. It was thought at first that these cracks
might be a result of the drying of the rock on exposure to the air.
However, the clay was very dry, due to a slight overhang of the
rock no rainwater had fallen directly on it. Also in the lower two
thirds of the trench, the rock showed no evidence of cracks whatever.
The sandstone layer in which the cracks did form appeared weaker than
the underlying layers. The cracks must have been the result of the
tremendous pressure from above. The question arises: Is the rock
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still settling? The Threatening Rock stands at present in somewhat the
same position as a brick on a piece of soft material such as rubber,
with one half of the rock on it, the other half off. (J. B. Hamilton,
."Survey of Threatening Rock", Report of the engineer, October, 1932.)
As a result of such a position, greatest crushing weight occurs under
the center of the load, because the overhang tends to tip the rock at
the back. Such tilting can at present be seen at the back of the
rock near its east end where horizontal wedge-shaped cracks have appeared. These cracks are from two to throe inches wide at the back
and extend into the rock for a distance of nearly 15 feet.
The construction of walls under the overhang.
From the terrace level, the Bonitans constructed a wall parallel
to the rock and apparently up to the overhanging part of Threatening
Rock. This wall is not continuous along the entire length of the rock,
it is found only underneath the greatest overhang. There are two such
walls, one at the west «nd of the Rock ana one near the east end, with
40 feet of open terrace in between. The east wall starts at a point
22 feet west of the east comer of the rock. This wall is 26 feet
long and from one to four feet high at present. The highest fragment
now standing is 10 feet above the terrace level and cones to within
six feet of the overhang, which at this point is 10 feet. From this
outer wall, three smaller walls have been constructed dividing the
space into rooms or compartments. In this manner two rooms have been
formed. The east corner of this group of rooms forms a lar^e buttresslike mass of stones, eight feet wide and built 10 feet to the base of
the rock. The overhang was used apparently as a ceiling for the rooms,
remains of plaster still being visible on it. The wall parallel to
the rock is very solid, it is four and one-half feet wide at its base,
which is three feet below the terrace level^and three feet wide on
the top of the highest piece yet standing. Between this small group
of rooms at the east end and a larger group at the west end of the
rock,is a space of 40 feet which shows no evidence, of a connecting
wall even at a depth of seven feet. The rock in this particular
area shows the least overhang, less than three feet. The wall at
the west end is visible for a length of 60 feet, at which point it
seems to have been crushed by the rock-fall immediately to the west
of Threatening Rock. It could not be determined at this time if and
how far this wall continues underneath the fallen mass. With the aid
of trenches, the base of the wall was located three feet below the
terrace level. At certain points the base of the wall was set in
pure sand, at other points the entire base had been constructed on
a block of clay protruding one foot from the base of the wall and
extending downward three feet. The base of the west wall was found
to be five and one-half feet wide while the top of the present highest
fragment is three feet wide and comes to within four feet of the overhang. The height of the wall at its highest point is 14 feet from its
foundation. This wall as well as the east wall is constructed out of
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rather large and often irregular pieces of sandstone, separated by
smaller stones. The masonry is not banded as is the front veneer.
The part of the wall facing Threatening Rock is nearly perpendicular,
the outside surface is slanting, thus forming a wedge-shaped buttress.
If the two upper parts of the surface of this wall are continued upward,^ is found that the overhang must have rested at one time on a
stone wall two and one-fourth feet thick. This, however, did not
constitute the entire support given the overhang. Where the wall
has fallen away several circular pits are sean in the interior masonry,
containing a log each. These vertical logs, of which nine can still
be seen, are of approximately eight to ten inch diameter. They have
been removed, cut or burned in the past so that at present only those
parts surrounded by masonry are still standing. Originally these logs
might have extended to the edge of the overhang. Only one log is at
present found in a similar condition. Their function must have been
to shore up the overhang.
The width of the overhang varies from nine to four feet and the
space between the wall and the rock is divided by crosn-walls (from
16 to 29 inches wide) into nine (or 10) rooms or compartments. The
largest compartment measures nine by five feat, the smallest three
by four feet. Some floors of these rooms are constructed of adobe,
others of stone, ^ue to lack of time, no thorough investigation
could be made of these rooms. They showed evidence of having been
used for sheep corrals or shelters quite recently. Tho cross-walls
were of very poor construction and might have been built by llavajos.
No evidence of doorways, ventilating holes, fireplaces, etc., and
very few potsherds wore found in these rooms. What was the function
of these rooms? That question must at present remain unanswered.
What was the function or the wall? It seems inconceivable that the
Bonitans would go through all the trouble of putting up an embankment
and buttress-like wall for the sake of obtaining a dozen small inaccessible rooms under the rock-overhang. The way in which the wall
was constructed, i.e., solid, buttress-like, reenforced with vertical
logs, underneath an overhang, etc., point to the conclusion that its
main function must have been for support. The wall by itself could
not support the entire weight of the cliff; the embankment would prevent weathering and enlargement of the undercut of the rock. This
embankment would have to be twice as high as it is at present in
order to reach the top of the overhang. It seems logical to assume
that the same effect, prevention of erosion, could be obtained by
building a wall at the points of greatest erosion, shutting them
off from the influence of rain, wind, and sand. The embankment in
addition formed a solid buttress to prevent or retard a downward
sinking of the rock. As a secondary function of the wall on the
terrace,we might assume that it was usea for additional support.
Dr. N. M. Judd ("Everyday life in Pueblo Bonito", Sept., 1925, vol.
of the Nat'l. Geogr. Mag.) states on page 260: "They (the Bonitans)
even had the presumtuousness to to erect a puny brace of sticks and
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stones to hold back 100,000 tons of solid rock that threatened to
topple upon their dwellings." The evidence presented in this surveyhopes to establish the conviction that after all, the efforts of the
Bonitans were far from "puny" but to them as magnificent as some of
our present engineering undertakings are to us today.
Dr. Judd gives 100,000 tons as the weight of Threatening Rock.
In order to check this figure, several samples of sandstone were
taken and their weight and volume determined. From these figures
the total weight of the rock was computed, amounting to approximately
25,000 tons. Can anything be done to insure the stability of such a
weight? It would be an expensive and difficult undertaking. The
cheapest method would be to remove the rock debris between canyon
wall and the rock. It is unlikely that the entire block would fall
as a unit, barring earthquakes. The east corner block might be the
first piece to go, due to its greater leaning forward and the continuous vertical crack. When this corner falls it will do the least
damage because it is fnrthe.-:t removed from the Pueblo wall. It
would be of interest to know if the Threatening Rock is moving from
year to year. As no measurements or opinions were available, it was
decided to establish points on top of the rock end the cliff between
which measurements could be taken at intervals in order to show any
motion of the rock. To this purpose 12 holes were made, each filled
with a copper pir in the center.
These twelve holes were
located as follows: numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 on top of Threatening
Rock spaced approximately 25 feet apart. Numbers 6, 8, 9, 10, and
11 in roughly corresponding positions on top of the mesa, and numbers
7 and 12 further back on the mesa. The distances between these points
were carefully measured and re-checked with a steel tape. Distances
determined are tabulated as follows: * (*It was afterward found that
a constant error had been introduced into these measurements by the
man who held the end of the tape.—Ed.)
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Recommendations for preservation and reconstruction.
1. The veneer in front of the embankment should be repaired to a
height of five or six feet to prevent further deterioration. The top
of this veneer should be protected against water seepage. It was
thought at first that the same method might be applied here as the
one used to cap walls in Pueblo Bonito, i. e., a layer of cement.
On close inspection, hovrever, this method seems far from satisfactory.
Walla thus treated in Pueblo Bonito show many areas where water has
seeped through in spite of the capping. The cement shows much cracking and water has penetrated through holes and cracks causing the
washing out of adobe, loosening of stones, and streaking of walls*
In treating the top of the veneer, the following method might prove
more successful, viz., setting the entire top row of flat stones in
cement. The cement should be applied thinly to replace as exactly
as possible the removed adobe, giving the veneer a more natural appearance.
2.
The stone embankment behind the veneer should also be repaired
and gutters placed here and there to drain the water. The stones
should be replaced wherever possible and the ones present set more
firmly in cement.
3.
The terrace should be cleared of debris, leveled off, and a drain
constructed through the entire length in order to remove the water to
the east end preventing it from flowing'over the veneer.
4.
The walls underneath the overhang should
as possible using the stones that have fallen
terrace or in the space between the'walls and
the wall should be treated in the same manner
veneer.

also be repaired as much
'from the walls on the
the rock. The top of
as the top of the front

5. The area underneath the overhang should be cleared of the blown
sand, exposing the floor levels of the rooms. The cross-walls should
also be repaired.
6.
Finally, what can be done about Threatening Rock? The inevitable question is: When will it fall? 'This, of course, cannot be
answered directly. The rock may remain standing for a thousand years,
except in case of an earthquake. It will be interesting to note if
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yearly measurements between the hubs placed on top will show any appreciable movement of the block, be it downwards, forwards, or sideways. If these shifts should prove to be considerable, measures would
have to be taken to prevent the block from falling and damaging the
ruins by crushing or jarring. In that case, the rock would have to be
anchored by strong cables to the rock of the canyon wall. If, however,
the measurements should show hardly any movement it would not be necessary to incur the great expense involved in the above procedure. At
any rate it would be an excellent undertaking t o remove most of the
fallen rocks between the rock and the canyon wall or to cover them with
cement to prevent water seepage and the resulting expansion pressure
during freezing weather. The writer urges that this interesting
example of primitive engineering should be repaired and preserved for
the enlightenment of future visitors as soon as possible.
In conclusion the writer wishes to express his sincere thanks
and appreciation to Mr. Hurst R. Julian, Custodian of the Chaco Canyon
National Monument,without whose help, encouragement, and suggestions
this survey would have been impossible. He is also greatly indebted
to the members of the staff of the School of American Research,
especially to Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, Mr. Paul Walter, and Mr. Paul
Reiter, for their criticisms of the work, suggestions, and interpretations. Last, but not least, the efforts of Mrs. Dorothy L. Keur
have been stimulating and helpful.
List of artifacts found during excavations.
Sherds of pottery (corrugated, indented, Chaco blac1: on white),
one sandal of woven yucca fibre, several corn cobs and corn kernels,
many small pieces of rope including a piece bound with feather shafts,
a small piece of woven material, one piece of leathor-like material,
a flat stone showing signs of a swastika design, one large squash
stem, and several pieces of cedar wood.
******SViA******

PROPOSED STABILIZATION
Of THREATENING ROCK
By T. C. Miller,
January 27, 1937
A LETTER
In response to Mr. H. M. Miller's letter of January 21, 1937,
concerning proposed stabilization work on Threatening Rock, I had Mr.
McKinney take new measurements on the rock. As you know, there are
three gauges that were set by the Engineering Department. The west
gauge has not mpved since my last nhfjftrvntjnn, tfre "enter gauge has
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shifted out five eighths of an inch. This makes a total of seven eighths
inch for the center gauge. East gauge has moved in one fourth inch. Last
observation it was out one fourth inch,so that means the rock has moved
in one half inch on the east end. It is believed that the material between the rock and the wall is causing this rock to shift.
I had Mr. McKinney make an estimate of cubic yards of material to
be removed. His estimate is 700 cubic yards. This figure seems just
a little bit high; however, Mr. McKinney has had a lot of experience .
moving dirt and rock and figuring yardage so it must be somewhere near
right. I believe that the wedge rocks consisting of several large slabs
between the Threatening Rock and the cliff are causing this pressure.
We have estimated that it would cost about $100 to move these large
slabs as it would be slow tedious work.
I don't know how much money you have to spend on this rock but I
believe that three men, counting Mr. McKinney, could accomplish a lot
more and do it cheaper then if we'worked just one extra man, due to the
fact that it is necessary to work in close places and, in some cases,
move this material more than 100 feet*.
;••
I would recommend that the slabs between the rock and cliff be removed first, then make our ties to the cliff with steel cables. Then,
if we should get more money later, I woula recommend removing all that
yardage between the rock and the cliff. Mr. McKinney can handle ..this
easily with two other laborers.
..
'"'"
By using one and one-half or|two inch steel cables^the cost of
material, will not be great, as it will be mostly labor.

A LETTER

By J. B. Hamilton,
January 16, 1937.

With reference to Superintendent Pinkley's closing remarks, page
399, Monthly Report for December, 1936,' in which he asks for suggestions as to how to support Threatening Rock, I remember advocating at
one time the grouting of enough'1 cables into the rock at one end and
the cliff at the other to hold the total weight of the rock. This
would give a great factor of safety against overturning by gravity and
a considerable factor against the heaviest earthquake shocks which are
ever experienced.
I wonder if my recommendations are not contained in my report on
Threatening Rock written, I believe, the winter of 1932-33. I do-not
have copies of my correspondence that far back. I do not remember
whether I carried my suggestion so far as to estimate the cost, but it
would not be great.
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It would not take many one and one-half or two inch cables. They
would have to be enlarged at the ends and babitted, I believe, as in the
case of suspension bridge hangers. Holes should be drilled deep enough
so that the rock would not give way and the cables grouted in place.
The cables would have to be protected against weather.
This method of support would be flexible, that is, if the rock
should settle vertically, no extra strain would be placed on the ties.
I also recommended that the material between the cliff and rock
be cleared away. If that were done it might solve the whole trouble.
This mass of material is continually acting as a wedge.
The rock may flex slightly due to temperature changes between its
sunny and shady side. Freezing of the damp material back of it' may
push it away from the cliff slightly. Gravity is always pulling the
material down and so permanently holding any giving of the rock that
may occur.
I should like to see that material removed, then watch the gauges
a year or two. If they still show movement of the detached mass away
from the cliff, then it is time to begin shouting Ion;: and loud for
money to fasten the rock to the cliff back of it. Incidentally, I am
strong for not removing the rock. It is too valuable an archeological
exhibit to be destroyed.
******SWM******
A LETTER

By F. A. Kittredge,
January 29, 1937.

We have copy of Mr. Hamilton's letter of January 16 in which he
refers to the Threatening Rock, Chaco Canyon National Monument, and
mentions that the question has come up as to whether the Threatening
Rock should not be removed because of the possibility of its falling
and damaging the adjacent ruin.
To me, the thought of removing the Rock is unbearable. The
Threatening Rock is so full of interesting features and is an exhibition of the effort and thoughts of the primitive peoples, that a
real historical landmark would thus be destroyed.
Apparently, Mr. T. C. Miller did not know of the engineering
studies which have been made in connection with this area, the studies
having been made prior to his arrival at Chaco. I would suggest that
he refer to Mr. Hamilton's report of January 18, 1933. It will be recalled that Mr. Hamilton and I wrote an article on this same Threatening Rock for the "Engineering News Record" which brought forth many
interesting comments.
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Mr. Hamilton's report indicates that,barring earthquakes, the Rock
may be made stable in several ways:
Anchoring heavy rods into the top of the leaning rock and into
the cliff behind it is possible, but rather expensive. There is another
method which is simpler, more permanent, and probably more effective,
and that is the protection of the foundation from further undercutting
by wind erosion and by extending the support slightly. This may be. accomplished by digging down to the firm foundation at points where erosion and undercutting are taking place, and pouring a heavy column of
concrete. The rock is standing now and erosion has not yet undercut to
the point where the center of gravity maken it precarious, and by the
placing of this protection, further erosion of the foundation can be
prevented.
The concrete face, if it is desired to hide it, may be hidden with
masonry laid up just as the ancient peoples placed masonry against the
cliff to prevent erosion.
The stabilizing of the Threatening Rock is not a big job and we
sincerely urge this method, of safeguarding, the ruin rather than the removing of this very valuable rock.
* * ** * *SM* * ** **
A LETTER

By H. M. Miller,
February 4, 1937.

Receipt is acknowledged of Mr. Kittredge's letter of January 29
concerning.the Threatening Rock at Chaco Canyon National Monument. Mr.
Pinkley is opposed to removing the Rock except as a very last resort.
Mr. Hamilton feels, I am sure, that the movement of the Rock may be
caused principally by the plug of loose debris between its base and
the base of the cliff as illustrated on plan which was attached to Mr.
Hamilton's study of January 18, 1933. We have already instructed Mr.T.C.
Miller, who, though he has been transferred to Aztec, still exercises
a supervisory control over Chaco, to proceed, weather permitting, to
remove this loose material. This is a relatively small job which we
can finance from present funds, Mr. Hamilton thinks, I believe, that
after removal of this loose material there may be no further movement
of the Rock. We feel that there should also be approved detail plans
with real cost estimates so that if the movement is not checked we
would be ready to proceed with tying the Rock into the cliff, constructing a support wall, or whatever method is ultimately determined upon as
offering the best chances of success. We do think it would be good to
settle within the next few months exactly the method which shall be
employed and commit it to plans which could be available on short
notice. :
* * * * **S WM* * *•* * *
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A LETTER

By F. A. Kittredge,
February 12, 1939.

We have Mr. Miller's letter of February 4 referring to the Threatening Rock at Chaco Canyon National Monument which letter, I believe,
crossed mine on the same subject.
Am very glad that Mr. Pinkley is opposed to removing the Threatening Rock as I think to do so would be something of a calamity and unnecessary.
The cleaning out oi the 'plug of loose debris" behind its base as
proposed by Engineer Hamilton is very desirable and am glad that you
have given the necessary instructions to -do so.
It is possible tha+ there may be no further movement of the rock
after this plug is removed, but I feel as you do and ae stated in my
other letter, that there is really a great need for the prevention of
erosion and undermining of the Threatening Rock.
I do not think that che tying of the Rock to the cliff is so practical although it is possible. The simple prevention r* further undercutting of the foundation and perhaps the increasing ol the supporting
foundation seems to be all that is necessary.
******SWM******
A LETTER

By V. W. Vandiver,
April 7, 1937.

For some time I have been hearing rumblings concerning plans to
harness the so called "threatening rock" at Chaco Canyon National Monument. While my comments have not been solicited in this connection, I
desire to present them as a matter of record.
In my opinion the term "threatening rock" is a misrepresentation
of fact and should never have been originated. I do not mean to imply
that the rock is not doomed to crash, for this is bound to take place.
It is my belief from observations on the ground that the instant when
the collapse will arrive will be in terms of hundreds of years rather
than a few years as is now viewed by some.
I have viewed balanced rocks in various types of formations
throughout the Southwest. In some localities they form a conspicuous
part of the landscape as at Chiricahua National Monument. Many tons
of material in some instances are perched up on an almost unbelieveably fine pedestal. We know that these features have taken many
thousands of years to form and have since withstood the action of the
elements in the form of earthquakes, etc., for many years in addition.
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The Eagle Nest Rock at the Petrified Forest is a typical example of one
of the many which may be cited.
It is my firm opinion that we have nothing to fear from the so
called "threatening rock" at Chaco and that any efforts or planning on
the part of our staff to control the situation are unnecessary and could
best be directed on problems of importance today - NOW.
******SWM******
A LETTER

By Frank Pinkley,
April 15, 1937.

We have copy of Mr. Vandiver's memorandum, dated April 7, concerning the Threatening Rock at Chaco Canyon National Monument.
The Service established points to facilitate measuring any possible
movement of the rock, some years ago. There is positive evidence that
the rock has moved and it was this evidence which induced this office
to approve the proposal to remove the debris plug back of the rock. If
Mr. Vandiver has not already discussed this little problem with Mr.
Hamilton, it is suggested that Mr. Hamilton can give him the full story.
It may be that we are unduly alarmed, but in view of the unquestioned
movement of the rock in recent years, and its dangerous proximity to
Pueblo Bonito, we feel that removal of the debris plug is a wise precaution. No other efforts will be made to stabilize the rock until
extended observations have been made and the subject has received
further study.
• • - .******SWM******

fUKTHEK STUDY Of STABILIZATION
Of THREATENING ROCK
By J. B. Hamilton,
April 22, 1937.
On January 18, 1933, I reported on the status of "Threatening
Rock", a 30,000 ton mass detached from the main cliff just back of
Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon. The inhabitants of the ancient pueblo
evidently believed that the rock might fall on their homes.
I reported that if the rock fell it would not reach the back wall
of the ruin and that only an earthquake or the slow erosion of time
was likely to bring it down. Now I am not so sure that either conclusion is correct.
On November 2, 1935, Andrew Clark set a rod in a horizontal position with one end grouted solidly into the cliff back of the rock
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about four feet below its top. The other end entered a pipe grouted
into the back of the rock across the gap between it and the cliff. The
upper half of this pipe was cut away for a few inches and with a hack
saw a mark was made on both the pipe and rod. The last of September,
1936, Mr. Clark set two more such movement-gauges across the gap.
From the Southwestern Monuments Monthly Report for March, 1937,
it is seen that the top of the rock has moved outward from the cliff
an inch or more since these rods were set. The rock is certainly falling much faster than I thought it could when I first reported.
During February and March, much of the dirt and broken rock lying
between the cliff and rock was removed. This makes it plain that the
crack is wedge shaped. It is about six feet wide at the top, two feet
wide 100 fecit below. These figures Indicate that the rock may be overturning about a point fifty feet below tho surface. Of course, it may
have slid away frcm the cliff at any point above that depth.
I wonder if tho old men and women living beneath that rock did
not see a much higher mass than we see now, one that would ha^e reached
their homes, if it fell. From the photographs (The originals of this
and other reports with photographs are on file and available at the
office of the Superintendent, Southwestern Monuments, Coolidge, Arizona—Ed.) in my original report it can be seen that they placed a lot
of material at its base.
Two methods have been proposed to support the rock and maintain
it in its present position because of its archaeological interest.
One method would be to build piers in front as the old men did, but
to use concrete instead of wood posts and mud mortar laasonry. The
other method proposed is to grout cables, or rods with turn-buckles,
into the cliff on one side and the back of the rock on the other.
The accompanying drawing shows the forces involved for each
method. At the left is shown the method of supporting piers, at the
right of restraining cables.
Certain necessary assumptions have been made. As far as these
are from the facts,so far are the conclusions.
The portion of the rock above ground is pretty closely calculated
to weigh 30,000 tons. The plan drawing indicates that the gravity
axis is about 15 feet from the back of the rock and 12 feet from the
face at the base.
It is customary to assume for such calculations a force due to
earthquake equal to 1/10 of the weight of the mass. This force acts
at the center of gravity of the mass. I have assumed that center of
gravity as 45 feet above the present ground surface and that the base
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of the rock is 15 feet below it.
In the left hand drawing is shown the forces acting during an
earthquake along a plane a few feet above the present ground surface,
that is, at the top of the concrete pier which it is proposed will
occupy all the available cave-like spaces in the face of the rock.
If this much concrete were placed,the rock at the top of it would be
approximately a rectangle 140' x 27• with its longitudinal axis one
and one-half feet back of the gravity axis.
On the basis of the assumed facts, the pressure on the sandstone
at the top of the concrete near the face would be 21.17 tons per square
foot. At the back of the rock there would exist a tension of 5.27 tons
per square foot. These figures convert into 294 pounds and 74 pounds
per square inch respectively.
If we consider a block of the concrete 40 feet long by 10 feet
wide on top near the west end of the mass., we find the pressure on it
would average 16^ tons per square foot. Phe total pressure would be
6,600 tons. Add 1400 tons for the weight of the mass of concrete,and
the pressure to be supported by the sand and silt under it would be
8,000 tons. At five tons per square foot, the base would have to be
40 feet wide to teke the thrust.
At the right are shown the forces acting durins the same earthquake if the rock is tied to the cliff by bars or cables. The same
assumptions of course are made as before.
This indicates that cables or rods having a strength of 2,140
tons would be required.
Assume that holes two and one-half inches in diameter and six
feet deep can be drilled into the cliff and back face of the rock.
Safe shearing stress for sandstone is Given as 150 pounds per square
inch (see page 444, Carnegie Pocket Companion, Twenty-fourth Edition).
The circumference of a two and one-half inch hole is eight inches.
From that I deduce that each inch of hole will stand a pull of 1,200
pounds. Assume the holes are effective for 50 inches of depth and we
could use a rod of an effective strength of 60,000 pounds. At 20,000
pounds per square inch working stress - this calls for a bar of three
square inch cross-section or one and fifteen sixteenths inches diameter.
Since each bar is good for 30 tons pull, we would need 72 rods to
resist the 2,140 tons mentioned above. Three rows spaced six feet
vertically with six feet space between the 24 bars in each row would
do the job, I feel quite confident.
Of course on a job of this size,tests should be made with samples
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of the stone to make sure of its strength and of its resistance to having
cables pulled from it.
These analyses show that to protect the rock, against overturning
by an earthquake is going to be quite a job. Change the assumptions as
you will within reason, I doubt if you can reduce the*number of sables
by 25 per cent, (unless it is determined possible to increase their
size), or the amount of concrete required by 50 per cent.
I am strongly in favor of the method of support by cables or rods
for the reasons stated below; more certainty, less archaeological destruction, and greater economy.
1. The method of supporting by rods or cables is susceptible of
close engineering analysis before the job is planned. A few dollars
spent for testing of samples of the sandstone, a small fee to the Engineering Societies Library for a search of the literature for articles
covering experience on anchoring cables to stone^and we can confidently
design and closely estimate the cost of doing the job. And we will know
ahead of time our factor of safety.
By using rods and turn-buckles we can tighten the rods equally to
any predetermined strain we desire by putting a man's weight a uniform
distance out on the tightening wrench.
In the case of supporting by concrete, we do not know what we may
uncover. I mean I am afraid there may be large holes in the face of
the rock well below the present ground surface. We cannot estimate
closely the extent of the job in advance. Note also that the analysis
shows tension in the sandstone at the back of the rock. We know before
we start that we can have no factor of safety.
2. The method of supporting by concrete piers would destroy
practically all archaeological value. Even if we cut the concrete
base to half that required by the analysis, to 20 feet width, we would
have to excavate all archaeological remains from in front of the rock.
We would have nothing left but an ordinary rock with a massive concrete
face say 10 feet above ground and 10 feet below sloping up to its base.
If we use cables we do not have to disturb the front at all. The
story of the old people's attempt at stabilization is there for all to
see for practically all time.
3. A rough preliminary estimate of cost is as follows:
Support by_ Concrete piers
1,600 cu. yds. excavation <a .75
1,320 cu. yds. concrete ©$25.00
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Total cost of concrete support

$34,200.00

Tying by Rods and Turn-buckles
140 holes 6 ft. deep each O $11.50 per ft.
1,260.00
70 rods 18 ft. long 0 1.50 per ft.
1,890.00
Grouting and tightening turn-buckles on 70 rods 0 $5.
350.00
TOTAL
$ 3,500.00
If it be thought desirable to protect only against gravity, we
might assume that the center of mass is now three feet beyond the center
of pressure on the base. Then the over-turning ironument would be 90,000
foot tons, which is 40 per cent of the 285,000 foot tons used in the
preceeding analysis.
In other words, for 40 per cent of the concrete or 40 per cent of
the rods or roughly 40 per cent of the expense above, we can guarantee
that the rock will ceesa moving unless an earthquake crimes along.

FURTHER DATA
ON THREATENING ROCK
By J. B. Hamilton,
June 25, 1937
On June 16 my attention was called by Custodian MuKinney to some
cracks in Threatening Rock to which I had not paid any particular attention before.
One crack, some 30 or 40 feet from the east end of the rock, extends from top to bottom and completely through it. This portion of
the rock, around 30 x 40 feet or 30 x 40 feet in plan, is separated
by a horizontal crack about seven feet above the ground surface from
the embedded portion below the crack.
;
Now that earth has been removed from back of the rock, the fact
that this pillar is separated from the main portion of the rock can
be clearly seen. The horizontal crack does not extend westward beyond
the vertical crack.
It is interesting to note that the movement gauge which Mr.
McKinney states did not move during the month of May is in this pillar.
The main portion of the rock settled back slightly.
I believe that if all the earth and rock debris back of the rock
were removed,this settlement back might be enough to drag the pillar
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with it. I should very much like to obtain an appropriation of $500 or
$600 to complete this clearing out behind Threatening Rock.
Picture No. 3 of the west end of the rock I took from approximately
the same place as I took ch. c. 32H18 about five years ago. (See my report of July 18, 1933). I have faint hope that by the use of enlargements or magnifiers the movement of the horizontal crack or of the top
of the rock might be measured. The height of the rock at that end, 97
feet, could be used for scale.

FURTHER DJSOJSSION .
ON STABLIZATlOh
'
c
Of THREATEfl h\Q AOC\i
By F. A. Kittredge,
July 2, 1937.
Was very glad to have your (Hamilton's) report of June 23 giving
"Further Data on Tnreatening Rock at Chaco Canyon".
Your new findings; that is, that the rock is tipping back toward
the cliff slightly, is very interesting.
I have been trying to figure out the reason for this action. It
does not sound logical that the elimination of that wedge of earth would
be sufficient cause for a backward tilting. It seems more likely to me,
on the meager information at hand, that the compacted earth in the
crevice served as a protection of the foundation of the rock against
saturation. Now with the elimination of the earth or waterproofing,
rain water is permitted to reach the foundation. It may have penetrated
to the same soft material underlying the Threatening Rock and is softening it. The exposed face, which is subject to water erosion is, of
course, dry and solid and will remain so until there is enough water
to penetrate to the face of the rock.
The softening of the back of the foundation; that is, under the
crevice, would thus have a tendency to let the back end of the Threatening Rock downward and thus tilt the rock back toward the cliff. At
the same time, however, strains would be introduced because the softening could hardly be expected to be uniform. Thus we might expect cracks
in the Threatening Rock running more or less at right angles to the big
crevice. Have you had any rains or sufficient snow to permit saturation
of the newly exposed earth in the bottom of the crevice and thus produce
saturation of the foundation?
It seems to me that to try to induce a situation which will permit
the Threatening Rock to tip back into place is very dangerous. We cannot possibly expect to tip it back by any means except by saturation and
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settlement in the foundation and this cannot be done with any uniformity,
and if tried it would probably result in cross-cracking the entire rock
and its early failure.
You will recall that some five or six years ago when you and I reviewed this project, that I proposed the ceiling of the crack so that
moisture could not get into it. We did not give much consideration to
this thought at the time, but now since the new developments, I am inclined to think that our urgent need is the waterproofing at the bottom
of the crevice so that no water can reach the foundation.
This could be accorrplished perhaps by guniting the bottom of the
crevice covering the diit which is now in there end bringing it up on
the sides of bhe crevica sufficiently so that the asphaltic material
would serve as a trough to carry off the -.vater. There are other methods
by which this could be accomplished but no noed to mention them at this
moment.
I would like to have year thoughts in connection with this project,
and think seriously as to whether the separation of the foundation below
the crevice could be the cause for the back-tilting of the Threatening
Rock.
If guniting of the bottom of the crevice is considered best, then
at the samo time the face of the soft foundation material supporting
the Threatening Rock could also be gunited to prevent further wind
erosion. If the Superintendent should want this done, then of course
the material used should be of a natural color and of course it could
be rendered still more natural by throwing the natural sand material
into the face of the wet gunit.
We have a gunite machine at Colorado National Monument owned by
the Park Service, which could be used at Chaco as soon as it is through
with its present work.
******s\VM******

A LETTER

• •• •

By J . B. Hamilton,
J u l y 1 3 , 1937.

I have put off commenting on your (Mr. Kittredge's) letter of July
2 until I had read the Custodian's June report. From that I gather that
the.top of the rock has moved, back toward the cliff about one fourth
inch since the'removal of part of the debris behind it.
I don't think there was enough rain during May and June to soak the
fill behind the rock to a depth of more than an inch at any time. Debris
removed was dry as dust in spite of a wet winter. Personally, I believe
that the outward movement has been due to the wedging action of the
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debris behind the rock. I still hope that all the debris can be removed
to a uniform level at orrslightly below the ground surface.
As it is now, the debris stands quite high behind the rock at its
west end. The backward movement, if it continues, will compact this
until undue strain will be exerted on this portion of the rock.
I am in accord with you as to water-proofing the surface of the
dirt behind the rock which we cannot remove. I would prefer to use a
bituminous waterproofinc. Gunite would crack along the center if compressed,or separate, froia the walls of the crack if outward movement is
resumed.
Briefly, after the aebris is removed as completely as possible from
behind the rock, I should like' to see the surface of what is left sloped
either to one end or from the middle toward each end and this surfaced
with a trough of waterproof bituminous mixture which should be so proportioned as to be quite flexible.
I cannot conceive of the foundation
being water soaked from rains
directly. Possibly water^fed seepages might do it. My main purpose in
using the waterproofing as mentioned above would be to prevent soakage
of the top few feet of debris which might expand by freezing.
Referring to the bottom paragraph of the first pa^e of your letter:
if the foundation is 120 feet below the top of the rock and the rotation
is taking place about an axis 15 feet from the back of the rock, a backward movement of one foot at the top would amount to one and one half
inches downward at the back corner. I presume the material under the
back corner is quite loose unless water puddlinghas occurred. Quite
possibly compaction to the extent of one and one half inches or more can
take place.
The horizontal crack is full of nothing but air. This is apparent
as one walks back of the rock and sticks his hand into the crack. Undoubtedly there are spalls deeper in this crack which would prevent it
completely closing. A similar condition may exist deeper down under the
main portion of the rock, but that is only guessing.
******SWM******

SECOND GEOLOGICAL REPORT
ON CHACO CANYON NATIONAL MONUMENT
By Charles N. Gould.
My first report on Chaco Canyon National Monument, No. 54, was
written from an inspection made July 7, 1936. On this trip I was
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accompanied by Associate Geologist Vandiver. In this report I attempted
to describe the topography and geology of the monument and the surrounding area, and to it reference is made for essential data on these subjects.
On my second inspection, made June 9, 1937, which forms the basis
of the present report, I was accompanied by Earl A. Trager, Chief of
the Naturalist Division of the National Park Service, and by Mr. Vandiver.
One of the chief matters of interest at Chaco at this time is the
so-called Threatening Rock. (See "Threatening Rock", by Dr. and Mrs.
John Keur, page 389, Supplement for Novemocr, 1935, also "Threatening
Rock", by A. E. Clark, page 209, Supplement for September, 1936--Ed.)
The valley, half a mile wide, has been carved by /;ater, and other agents
of erosion into the Mesc Verde sandstone. This sandstone is rather soft,
gray to brown rock which occurs in many places in southwestern Colorado,
northwestern New Mexico, and adjacent parts of Arizona and Utah. The
thickness oi' the Mesa Verde varies up to several hundred fee'-.. At Cnaco
it is more than 200 feat thi3k. The lower 100 feet weathers into precipitous bluffs which line the valley and enclose the level bottom land
on both sides of Chaco Wash.
The Mesa Verde sandstone is cut by a series ox" master joints through
which water percolates. As erosion progresses and the sandstone walls
weather away, graat blocks of sandstone are separated from the main body
along these joints forming cliffs. Eventually those blocks will break
away and fall into the valley.
Threatening Rock is the name that has been given to one of several
similar blocks of sandstone in Chaco Canyon National Monument. The
dimensions of this block, as given us by Ranger Hastings, are as follows:
Length, 140 feet; thickness, 34 feet; and height, 97 feet. The weight
is estimated as 30,000 tons.
During the past few years considerable notoriety has been given to
Threatening Rock. Fear has been expressed that it might fall, and in
falling crush part of Pueblo Bonito Ruins. So potent has been this fear
that steel rods, with gauges, have been placed near the top of the rock
in order to measure the amount of fluctuation. (See pg. 168 of SWM
Monthly Report for September, 1937). Readings on these gauges indicate
that there appears to be a very slight movement at the top of the rock,
amounting sometimes to a quarter or half an inch during a period of
three months. The last reading showed that the rock appears to be
moving inward toward the top of the cliff. This may be due to the fact
that a certain amount of loose rock and other debris has been removed
from behind the rock.
It would seem that the prehistoric people, who a thousand years
ago lived in Pueblo Bonito at the base of the rock, had the same fear •
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as the moderns, for a masonry wall was constructed, evidently to hold
or brace the rock. Much of this wall has fallen into decay.
In my first report, No. 54, I say:
"Ju3t back of Pueblo Bonito a huge mass of the Mesa Verde
Sandstone has been detached from the cliff. It is known as
Threatening Rock. The mass is approximately 100 feet high, 100
feet wide and 20 feet thick.
"The prehistoric people built masonry walls at the foot
of this rock to prevent erosion. Mucr concern has recently
been felt for fear the rock might fall. To my mind there is
little immediate donger. It has stood 1,000 years since the
Old People first attempted to strengthen the foundation, and
bids fair to stand for another 1,000 years."
Mr. Vandiver in a memorandum dated April 7, 1937, expresses the
same general idea.
Mr. Trager is in substantial agreement, as, I believe, are all
geologists who have seen the rock.
Undoubtedly the rock will fall eventually, as do sll rocks along
cliffs. The time of this fall cannot be predicted accurately. So many
different factors enter into the problem. But it is our best judgment
that no fear need be felt that the rock will fall soon. Rather would
we measure the time in scores or hundreds of years. Very possibly
future generations a thousand years' hence will see Threatening Rock
standing as did the pueblo people a thousand years ago. So, why worry?
Another problem at Chaco, and to my mind much more serious than
Threatening Rock, is the matter of adequate water supply. The greater
part of the water now used both by those connected with the Monument
and by the School of Archaeology of the University of New Mexico which
has a summer camp nearby, is obtained from shallow wells in the valley.
There are three of these wells, each 16 to 18 feet deep. These wells
are reputed to yield 300 to 500 gallons each per day.
A well was drilled to a depth of 465 feet. It produced a small
amount of water, estimated to be 250 gallons per day. However, the
water was highly mineralized and impregnated with various salts,, in-^
eluding sulphur, table salt, and gypsum, so that it is not being used.
The water from this well is probably obtained from the Mancos shale
which is known to carry considerable amounts of mineral salts.
Until I have had more opportunity to study the literature I shall
defer specific recommendations on obtaining a larger water supply from
a deep well at Chaco. Additional shallow wells, 15 to 20 feot deep
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in the sands of the valley will yield small amounts of water. In order
to be absolutely safe, this shallow-well water should be boiled, chlorinated or otherwise treated, before using.
At the time of my former visit, an attempt was being made to deflect
the channel of Ch^co Wash, near the Trading Post. At this place, the
bank was being cut away at periods of high, water, endangering the buildings.
As a corrective measure, a revetment, or wall of posts, stone, and
wire was being built on the convex side of the Was/i in order to prevent
bank cutting. The work at this place, as at other places along Chfco
Wash, was done under the direction of the Soil Conservation Service.
A subsequent freshet has destroyed a part of this wall. A considerable amount of silt and debris has been deposited behind tha wall, but
in my judgment it should be rebuilt. In this Mr. Trager agrees. He
will probably make specific recommendations.
* * ****SWM******
A LETTER FROM WASHINGTON

By Oliver G. Taylor,
April 8, 1238.

When reviewing your monthly report for February, 1938, we were
interested in the following statement which appeared on page 133 in
the Chaco Canyon section of the report:
"Well, Threatening Rock is still at it'. It measured 3-1/8 on the
east, 3-1/8 in the center, and 2-15/16 at the west end this morning.
Now what? I plan to start measuring it each morning and each evening,
starting in the morning, February 24. All of these measurements, you
remember, were set at 2 inches last August."
It is recalled that studies have been made of this rock from time
to time during the past several years and Mr. Hamilton prepared a report and recommendations on February 18, 1933, when it was thought that
some protection was necessary to prevent tha over turning of this rock
in the near future.
When reviewing the Chaco Canyon file to learn what action, if any,
has been taken recently regarding this matter^we came across an article
clipped from the Albuquerque Tribune of November 2, 1937. This article,
which you have, no doubt, seen, stated that the National Park Service
Geologist, Charles N. Gould, made a study of the rock and stated there
was no fear that the rock would fall any time within the next several
centuries.
The above quotation from the monthly report indicates that this
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rock has moved outward from the cliff during the past six months a
distance of approximately two inches. It seems to us that if this can
be considered a constant rate of movement it will only be a few years
when the center of gravity has moved sufficiently to cause the over
turning of the rock.

CONCLUSION

By The Boss/ -

Natt has suggested that I write some sort of a conclusion to this
compilation. As a matter of fact, it is not yet concluded, so it would
be out of order for me to try to tie it all up in. one package and come
to a final decision.
We are yet open to argument as to whether Threatening Rock will
continue to stand and how lone; if it is in danger of falling, can it
be protected, and what will be the best protection at the least cost?
If it does fall, we think there is a good chance for the back
wall of the pueblo to be smashed with rolling pieces. If we remember
correctly, there is a broken section some ten feet in diameter in the
second row of rooms from the hack in Pueblo Bonito! s rock.ovii^ntly
rolled there from a fall which occurred before the Pueblo was erected.
When the old people built the Pueblo over that boulder, they were under
no misapprehension as to where it had come from, and whan they looked
up at Threatening Rock thoy realized what might happen if it should let
go. Remember, for centuries these people had been working with masses
of rock walls ana they had probably acquired an instinctive "feeling"
of balance, center of gravity, weight, shearing strain, and so on.
Because they could not figure these things out as we do with our modern
calculations, we must not think of them as ignorant people. Time and
again I have had to admire their resourcefulness and skill in construction as I have studied the ruins under our care in the Southwest.
I often wonder why a people so well skilled in construction did
not develop the arch. They must have seen some walls, ancient in
their day, standing with gaping holes, the arching strains supporting tons of material over such openings. It is only about one step
after seeing such examples to developing an arch, but it is a step
they never made. Just as the Egyptians worked for a thousand years
with a potter's wheel and its shaft before anyone thought to put the
wheel oh the ground, put another wheel on the other end of the shaft,
and carry a load on the cart thus formed. And, to keep us from feeling too smart, just'as we had the pneumatic tire, the internal combustion engine, and the wagon for several years before anyone thought
of putting them together into an automobile.
One has but to walk along the foot of Threatening Rock and examine
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the yardage of material the ancient people put under and in front of
that overhanging mass to appreciate how serious they considered the
problem upon which they expended such an immense number of man-days.
From what I have said above, you might assume that I thought
these Indians were smart enough to recognize two problems: first,
the danger of the erosion which was cutting back toward the center of
gravity and would eventually cause the fall of the 25 or 30 thousand
tons of material above; second, that, although they might fill under
the overhang and stop the erosion, there was still danger of the whole
block of Threatening Rock, retching down 50 or 75 feet under ground,
leaning forward until, as we would state it, the center of gravity fell
outside the middle third and it became unstable. This second danger
would have caused the construction of the terrace built in front of
the Rock which is reported ana described by Dr. Keur. If they did
build the terrace for this purpose, would you consider it evidence
that they had checked ths cractc behind the Rock until they knew it
was widening and that something must be done? These are incoresting
questions to speculate about whether we can get the answers or not.
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